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An Introduction to the Post Office Datel Services 

N. G. SMTTHj· 
U.D.C. 621.394.4: 681.142 

The increasing use of con1puters has created a demand for data
trans1nission facilities over telegraph and telephone circuits. To meet 
this demand the Post Office has introduced the Datel Sen·iccs. These 
new services, together with brief details of the equipment in,·olvcd, arc 

described. 

lNTRODUCTIOK 

T
HE use of computer systems in the United Kingdom 
for business, governn1ental, and scientific (including 
university) purposes has been increasing steadily 

during the last 10 years. The rate of growth is quickening, 
while the scope of use is widening, and 111any users are 
beginning to find that the ability to transmit computer 
data quickly bet\veen geographically-scparale locations is 
an jntegral part of the devclopmenl of data-processing and 
control systems. This need for data-transmission facilities 
is certain Lo increase substantially in the future as the 
exploitation of co1nputer systen1s is enlarged to emhracc 
n1ore activities and as the use of real-time systems* 
develops. The British Post ()fficc, realizing the importance 
of this 11ew field of communications, has introduced a 
new class of service under the title of ''The Datel Services.'' 

Initially, four services Vi'ere announced: Datel 100 
Service, Datel 200 Service, Datel 300 Service and Datel 
600 Service. Since then, t \VO further services have been 
introduced, 11amcly, Datel 2000 Service and International 
Datel 600 Service. These services\ to which reference was 
made in an earlier issue of this Journal,1 are described in 
this article. 

DA TEL 1 00 SERVICE 

The first service to be made available was the Date! JOO 
Service, \Vhich caters for the transmission of binary data 
at rates up to 100 binary digits (bits)/second. 

The transmission of binary data at rates up to 50 hits/ 
second can be readily achieved via the normal telex 
facilities. Higher rates, up to l 00 bits/second, are avail
able on private telegraph circuits which1 if necessary, 
make use of 100-baud multi-circuit voice-frequency (v.f.) 
telegraph equipment. 

During the transmission of binary data, clement errors 
may be caused by line disturbances. Ir data are to be 
processed auton1atically it is obviously necessary to try 
and detect any errors that do occur, so that they n1ay be 
corrected berore the data are used. Equip1nent to carry 
out this function has been developed by the Post Office, 
and \Vas described in detail in an earlier issue ;:>f this 
Journal.2 

tTelegraph ind Dita-Syste1ns Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office. 
*Real-time syste1ns-data-processing systems which operale at 

sufficient spee<l to analyse or control external events happening 
concurrently. 

The standard Post Office tape-readers (auto1natic 
transmitters) and tape punches (reperforators) can only 
handle paper tape in which the character code does not 
exceed five inforn1ation elen1cnls. Such a code can only 
provide 2'\ i.e. 32, different code combinations, of which 
five are allocated in the International Alphabet No. 2 to 
machine functions, nan1ely letter shift, figure shift, 
carriage return, line feed and space. IL is thus only possible 
\Vith the 5-unit code to cater for capital letters, nu1nerals 
0 to 9, and a lin1itcd range of punctuation 1narks and 
other signs and functions. Data-processing equipn1cnts 
sometimes need a more extensive alphahct than the 5-unit 
code providesi and then a higher-level code, e.g. having 
6, 7 or 8 ele1nents/character, is required. Privately-owned 
equipment to handle these higher-level codes may be 
used on privalc circuits, subject to the norn1al Post ()ffice 
approval arrangements. 

In order to allow higher-level codes to be used on telex 
connexions, privately-o\vncd equipment may be con
nected to the telex line via a s\vitching unit provided by 
the Post Office. This s\vitching unit, known as the Unit, 
Telex, No. 7, switches the private equipment into circuit 
in response to the operation of a push-button key, 
mounted on the unit, after the telex connexion has been 
established in the normal way. A second push-button 
enables the connexion to be restored to normal teleprinter 
working. rr the connexion is cleared before the private 
equipment is switched out of circuit the Uniti Telex, No. 7 
will auto1natically carry out this function, thus ensuring 
that, in the idle condition, the telex line is connected to a 
standard telex-station termination. In order to avoid 
false clear-signals being given on telex connexions \Vhen 
higher-level codes are used iL is essential that the code 
signals should not cause a period of continuous start 
signal that exceeds 160 ms, i.e. equivalent to 8 signal 
elements al 50 bits/second. It 1nay be necessary on inter
national calls for this n1aximum period of continuous 
start signals to be further restricted. Arrangements can 
also be inade to allov.' the use of non-standard 5-unil 
character codes on telex lines. 

DATEL 600 SERVlCE 

While transmission at rates up to 50 bits/second on 
telex connexions, and up to 100 bits/second on private 
circuits, is adequate for some users, customers with the 
inore powerful computer systen1s find this speed much 
too slow both for the volumes of data involved and for 
the work capacity of their data-processing systems. There 
is, thus, a need for systems to provide higher rates of data 
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transmission, and the Datel 600 Service is designed to 
meet this need. It enables customers to transmit binary 
d.c. signals at rates up to 600 bits/second, and, under 
favourable conditions, up to 1,200 bits/second, i.e. up to 
24 times faster than is possible using telex. 

In order to achieve the higher transmission rate the 
Datel 600 Service makes use of telephone-type circuits. 
Transmission is achieved by the conversion of the d.c. 
binary signals to voice frequencies which may then be 
transmitted over telephone-type circuits. The C.C.I.T.T., * 

at its Plenary meeting in June 1964, approved a draft 
recommendation3 for a 600/1,200 bits/second modemt for 
used in the switched public telephone network. A unit, 
developed by the Post Office in conjunction with a 
manufacturer, which complies with this recommendation, 
became available in December 1964, and is known as the 
Date! Modem No. IA (Fig. 1). This equipment is capable 
of accepting data from customers' data sources (tape 
readers, card readers, etc.), converting the data to signals 
in the telephone speech band by frequency modulation of 
a v.f. carrier, and, at the receiving end, of demodulating 

Reference is also made in the recommendation to 
frequency accuracy, level of power of the transmitted v.f. 
signal, and the response time of carrier-fail circuits. 

The Date! Modem No. lA is capable of operation at 
600 bits/second on connexions established over the 
public switched telephone network in the United King
dom and also over telephone-type leased circuits. On 
many connexions, however, it is possible to transmit at 
1,200 bits/second. The transmission rate possible is 
determined by the incidence of heavily-loaded cables, 
which restricts the bandwidth available, and the group
delay/frequency distortion, which, though normally 
unimportant so far as speech is concerned, has a profound 
effect on the transmission of data. The design of the 
Date! Modem No. lA is such that it will operate at 1,200 
bits/second over connexions with group-delay/frequency 
characteristics equivalent to those of three telephone 
carrier channels in tandem, or 100 miles of standard 
loaded cable, i.e. a 20 lb/mile cable loaded with 88 mH 
at intervals of l · 136 miles. At 600 bits/second the effect 
of the circuit group-delay/frequency characteristics just 

FIG. 1.-DATEL MODEM No. IA WITH 700-TYPE TELEPHONE 

and restoring this v.f. signal to d.c. binary signals to 
control customers' data sinks, i.e. equipment that accepts 
data signals after transmission. A low-speed, 75 bits/ 
second backward channel is available, if required. 

Briefly, the principal characteristics laid down in the 
C.C.I.T.T. recommendations are as follows: 

(a) The use of frequency modulation with either a 
synchronous or asynchronous mode of transmission. 

(b) Two modes of operation, using the characteristic 
frequencies shown in Table 1 for the forward data
transmission channel. 

TABLE 1 
Characteristic Frequencies Recommended by C.C.I.T.T. for 

600/1,200 bits/second Modem 

Mode 

Al (up to 600 bits/second) 

I A2 (up to J,200 bits/second) 

Nomm•I� B'o• ·y Mean 1 1 

Frequenc 
Symbol 1 

(F. c/s) (F. c/s) 

1,500 

I 
1,300 

1,700 1,300 

Binary 
Symbol 0 

(F. c/s) 

1,700 
2,100 

(c) Optional provision of a backward channel for use 
at modulation rates up to 75 bits/second using the 
characteristic frequencies Fz = 390 c/s and FA = 450 c/s. 

2 

quoted may be more than doubled. A further factor 
which seriously affects performance, but is difficult to 
measure, is signal echo. As would be expected, the effect is 
more critical when operating at 1,200 bits/second than 
at 600 bits/second. However, since the transmission 
characteristics of private circuits can be controlled, it is 
generally possible for the Date! Modem No. IA to 
operate at 1,200 bits/second on this type of connexion. 

INTERNATIONAL DATEL 600 SERVICE 

Initially, when the Date! 600 Service was introduced 
in January, 1965, it was confined to the inland telephone 
network, but is now being extended to other countries. 
In this form it is known as the International Date! 600 
Service. 

The International Date! 600 Service was opened on 
1 July 1965, when data transmission at rates up to 600 or 
1,200 bits/second was made available to the United 
States. As agreements are concluded with foreign ad
ministrations, the facility to transmit and receive data to 
and from other countries will grow. The International 
Date! 600 Service is now available from the United 

*C.C.I.T.T.-lnternational Telegraph and Telephone Con
sultative Committee. 

!Modem-combined modulator and demodulator. 



Kingdom to the United States, Denmark, Austria, and 
France. The Post Office Datel Modem No. IA will be 
the standard termination in this country, and will operate 
satisfactorily to any distant equipment provided it com
plies with the C.C.I.T.T. recommended standard.3 

DATEL 2000 SERVICE 

The Datel 600 Service is able to meet the needs of many 
customers at the present time. However, there is a growing 
demand for transmission rates exceeding 1,200 bits/ 
second. To cater for this requirement the Datel 2000 
Service was introduced. 

No terminal equipment (modem) is provided by the 
Post Office for the Datel 2000 Service at present, although 
it may well be later on. As data-transmission rates 
increase, the characteristics of the telephone lines used 
become more critical. The Date! 2000 Service is intended 
to meet the needs of customers who require private 
telephone circuits, of a higher-quality than is normally 
available, for use with privately-owned modems designed 
to operate at higher transmission rates. The character
istics of a typical Tariff S private circuit are given in an 
earlier issue of this Journal.4 The types of improvement 
offered cover attenuation/frequency characteristic, over
all loss, and group-delay/frequency characteristic. 

For customers who wish to transmit data at rates 
greater than 1,200 bits/second the improvement under 
Date! 2000 Service will enable transmission rates of 2,000 
or 2,400 bits/second to be achieved with suitable modula
tion and demodulation equipment. No particular rate 
can be guaranteed, as much depends on the design of 
the modem used. 

DATEL 200 SERVICE 

The customers' equipment (data sources and sinks), 
for use at transmission rates of about 150 characters/ 
second (equivalent to 750 to 1,200 bits/second depending 
on the number of code elements forming a character) and 
above, tends to be expensive. Also, the systems described 
under the Datel 600 Service can only provide the higher 
rates of transmission in one direction at a time on 
connexions via the public switched telephone network, 
although, as indicated earlier, a duplex service is available 
if the transmission rate of the backward channel is 
restricted to 75 bits/second. 

To enable customers to exploit lower-cost data 
terminal equipment operating at lower speeds, together 
with the ability to transmit in both directions simul
taneously, a modem capable of duplex operation at any 
modulation rate up to 200 bits/second is being developed. 
The facilities offered by this modem will be marketed as 
the Datel 200 Service. 

The Post Office equipment will be known as the Date! 

' � 

Modem No. 2A, and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The modem 
will comply with C.C.I.T.T. Recommendation V21.6 
Briefly, the main points in thjs recommendation are as 
follows. 

(a) Data transmission should be possible in both 
ilirections simultaneously on 2-wire circuits at any rate up 
to 200 bits/second; frequency-shift modulation should 
be used. 

(b) The characteristic frequencies should be as shown 
in Table 2. 

(c) Data may be transmitted synchronously or asyn
chronously. 

(d) Channel No. 1 (Table 2) should be used for the 
transmission of callers' data (i.e. the person making the 
telephone call) towards the called station, while Channel 
No. 2 should be used for transmission in the other 
direction. 

TABLE 2 

Characteristic Frequencies Recommended by C.C.l.T.T. for 
200 bits/second Modem 

Nominal Mean Binary Binary 
Channel No. Frequency Symbol 1 Symbol 0 

(Fo c/s) (F, c/s) (F,. c/s) 

1 J,080 980 1,180 
2 J,750 1,650 1,850 

As indicated in the C.C.I.T.T. recommendation, duplex 
operation of this equipment on 2-wire circuits, such as 
found on the public switched telephone network, is 
obtained by frequency division. Since Channel No. 1 is 
always to be used to transmit the callers' data it is 
necessary to be able to switch the frequency band used for 
transmission or reception to enable any one 200 bits/ 
second modem to work to any other 200 bits/second 
modem. The design of the Post Office modem will be 
such that normally it is in the calling-station mode. When 
it is connected to a telephone exchange line to which an 
incoming calling signal is applied automatically, the 
modem will detect the calling signal (ringing current) and 
will automatically switch to the called-station mode. It will 
remain in this mode so long as the calling signal persists or 
the handset of the telephone used to answer the call is off 
its rest. If the modem is used on a line terminating on a 
manual telephone exchange, a channel-selection key, to be 
operated on incoming calls, will be fitted to the telephone. 
It is expected that the modem for the Datel 200 Service 
will become available during 1966. 

DATEL 300 SERVICE 

Although the Datel 200 Service is intended to provide 

-�tif< . .. .  _•'i. -........- ... _ _ • v 
'' 

t 
------- ..... ____________ �, 

FIG. 2.-DATEL MODEM No. 2A WITH 700-TYPE TELEPHONE 
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facilities for lower-cost data trans1nission} a demand can 
be foreseen for an even cheaper unidirectional system to 
meet the needs of customers who wish to collect at one 
central point sn1all quantities of data fron1 a nun1ber of 
out-stations. To meet this demand the Date! 300 Service 
is being developed. 

Two systems arc being considered each of which will 
be designed for use primarily \Vith one data-input n1ediu1n. 
One system will be for use where the data at the out
station are recorded on punched cards or arc to be 
trans1nitted 111anually fro1n a simple numeric keyboard, 
and the second system will be for use with data recorded 
on punched tape. The number of out-stations connected 
to each in-station will probably be in the range 10-20, 
and, thus, the accent in these systems is on low-cost 
out-station equipn1ent to give lov.'est overall cost. To 
achieve this, it is envisaged that the out-station will be an 
integrated unit, i.e. data reader and mode1n con1bined. 
At the present time there is no C.C.I.T.T. recon1111endation 
for equipment of this type, and it is proposed to use a 
multi-frequency code, as described below, for signalling 
from the out-station. For the punched-card or keyboard 
system the multi-frequency code will be derived from 12 
frequencies divided into three groups of four: a character 
will be represented by one frequency out of each group. 
With this arrangement of three times one-out-of-four 
code, the n1axi1num number of characters is 4 x 4 x 4, 
i.e. 64. One of these con1binations is reserved as a 
character separator, so that 63 co1nbinations are available 
for the system alphabet. The standard punched-card code 
set out in British Standard 3174n comprises 39 characters; 
thus, 63 code con1binations are more than adequate and 
n1argin is left for additional control co1nbinations that 
n1ay he required . 

rfhe second system, \Vhich is intended primarily for 
transmission from punched-paper Lape at the out-station, 
is capable of handling tapes of up to 8 tracks. The 
number of code con1binations required is thus 2\ i.e. 256. 
In order to achieve this number using a 1nulti-frequency 
code of the type described above, either 16 frequencies arc 
required, i.e. four times one-out-of-four, or the character 
inust be trans1nitted in tv,.·o sequential parts as tVi'O 4-
elen1ent characters. This latter arrange1nent requires two 

Book Review 

"Precision Electrical Measurcn1cnts in Industry." Edited 
by J. R. Tho1npson. Butter\vorth & Co . ,  Ltd. xiv + 
123 pp. 123 ill. 37s. 6d. 

This book is an edited version of the seven papers 
presented at the Symposiu1n on Procedures and Practices 
in Precision Electrical Measurements in Industry, \vhich \Vas 
held in November 1963 at l latfield College of Technology, 
The topics were chosen to be of current irnportance in the 
field. 

The first paper is by A. C. Lynch (Post Office Research 
Station); it deals \Vith general principles and contains 
stimulating ideas on errors and on factors underlying the 
choice of n1ethods of measurement. The second paper, by 
G. H. Rayner (N.P.L.), deals with the principles involved 
in the construction of stable standards. A paper by J. J, 
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groups of four frequencies for the 4-clcment character, 
and a separate group of two frequencies to identify the 
character halves as they are transmitted. 'Thus, 10 
frequencies in all are required, and this arrangement is 
preferred for the paper-tape system because of the 
restricted frequency bandwidth generally available on the 
public switched telephone network. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The inforn1ation given in this article is of necessity only 
brief. lt does, however, show how the Post Office is 
meeting the demands for data transmission which the 
growing use of electronic co1nputers creates. The data 
transn1ission rates are restricted 111ainly by the li1nitations 
imposed hy the use of telephone circuits, particularly those 
comprising connexions via Lhe public S\vitchc<l telephone 
net\vork. The information transfer-rates at computer 
inputs and outputs greatly exceed those possible over 
nor1nal speech circuits, but new trans1nission techniques, 
such as pulse-code modulation, will, no doubt, influence 
the method or providing higher data-signalling rates. 
Further1nore, as the use of electronic computers advances, 
the demands on the Post Office for new Date! Services 
offer interesting, and exciting prospects for the future, 
and may lead to the estab1ishn1ent of a separate switched 
network of circLtits. 
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The Repair of Faulty Loading Pots 

R. E. KING and F. WOOLLEYt 
U.D.C. 621.318.4.004.67: 621.372.221 

It is still necessary to use large numbers of loading pots in the trunk 
network, and the repair of existing items at relatively low cost is 
an attractive proposition. The methods used to effect such repairs 

are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

W
HILE the expanding use of coaxial cables and 
microwave-radio techniques has affected the 
demand for loading coils in the provision of trunk 

circuits, there is, nevertheless, on account of the con
siderable growth of the trunk network as a whole, a 
continuing and very substantial need for loading coils for 
use in the main-cable trunk system. These loading coils, 
more generally referred to as loading pots and consisting 
of a coil assembly of from 14 to more than 500 coils con
tained in a single case, continue, therefore, to represent a 
significant proportion of the capital cost of an under
ground-cable trunk route. In consequence, the repair of 
these loading pots by the Post Office Factories Depart
ment, at a fraction of their cost as new, has proved to be 
a most attractive proposition, particularly as replacements 
for many of the types still in service are no longer 
readily obtainable. 

If only a few coils in a loading pot have become faulty 
they can be replaced either by unicoils placed in the cable 
joint or by a unit-type loading pot consisting of up to 
four coils in a lead case, with a single tail or stub; these 
unit-type loading pots are generally made by the Fac
tories Department. However, the more usual cause of a 
loading pot becoming faulty is the ingress of moisture, 
either through the stub cables, as a result of a fault in the 
cable sheath at some point along the route, or through a 
hole in the case, resulting in the insulation resistance of all 
the coils in the loading pot becoming low. If the moisture 
has entered as the result of a fault in the cable sheath the 
insulation resistance of the cable can be raised by desic
cation, but this will not remove moisture which has 
penetrated the coils. It was failures of this type which led 
to the investigation, several years ago, of the possibility 
of repairing loading pots. The repair procedure which is 
described here has been developed jointly by the Post 
Office Engineering Department and the Post Office 
Factories Department. 

All types of loading pots at present in use consist 
basically of toroidal coils assembled in columns or on 
dowels supported in a metal framework similar to that 
shown in Fig. l, the whole assembly being enclosed in a 
metal case. The connexions to the coils are made by stub 
cables which enter the case through metal glands in the 
lid, the joint between the cable sheath and the gland being 
sealed by a plumber's wipe. The lid is secured to the case 
by a water-tight joint, the case being filled with an insu
lating wax which serves to maintain the insulation of the 
coils and, in some designs, also assists in retaining the 
coils in their correct position. 

The foregoing description does no more than outline 
the basic details of the construction of a loading pot. 

tMr. King is in the Test and Inspection Branch, E.-in-C.'s 
Office, and Mr. Woolley is in the Post Office Factories Depart
ment. 

FIG. I-LOADING-COIL ASSEMBLY WITH STUB CABLES CONNECTED 
DIRECTLY TO LEAD-OUT WIRES 

Each manufacturer has produced cases of several 
different designs, with a variety of methods of supporting 
the coils. In general, successive designs have been smaller, 
with smaller coils and lighter conductors than their pre
decessors, and have, therefore, proved more intricate to 
repair. The Factories Department has developed special 
equipment and methods to enable any type of loading pot 
in use to be repaired. 

METHOD OF REPAIR 

The earliest types of loading pot have a large cast
iron case with a cast-iron lid bolted to a flange on the 
case, the joint being sealed by a corrugated-copper 
washer. A typical loading pot of this type, in the con
dition in which such pots are usually received for repair, 
is shown in Fig. 2. The coils in these pots are as much as 
9 in. in diameter, with cores of soft-iron wire. Many of 
the older loading pots have phantom-circuit loading as 
well as side-circuit loading; this further complicates their 
repair. 

Loading pots with cast-iron cases are more susceptible 
to faults than modern types. The cast-iron cases are 
frequently porous, allowing a steady ingress of moisture, 
although this fact was not discovered until comparatively 
recently when the introduction of electronic leak-detec
tors, with the use of a tracer gas, revealed this porosity. 
Later types of loading coils have cases fabricated from 
steel sheets with welded seams, the lids being either of 
steel, welded to the case, or cast from an alloy of brass 
and sealed to the case with a wiped joint. These steel 
cases frequently rust through, as do the steel glands where 
the cable enters the lid. All defective cases are replaced 
by new ones fabricated from ! in. steel plate, and all steel 
glands are replaced by brass ones during repair. 
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FIG. 2-TYPICAL CAST-IRON LOADING POT AS RECEIVED FOR REPAIR 

Opening the Loading-Pot Case 

Before opening the case to start the repair of a loading 
coil, the filling plug in the lid of the pot is unscrewed and 
replaced by a swan-necked tube. The upper part of the 
case is then heated, melting the wax, which expands and 
overflows through the tube. The case is then allowed to 
cool� the resultant shrinkage of the wax leaving the top 
few mches of the case empty and enabling the lid to be 
removed. On a cast-iron case the lid is removed by un
doing the fixing bolts, whilst for a case with a wiped joint 
the wipe is melted off and the screws securing the lid to 
the sides of the case removed: the lid is then raised with a 
hoist. Most cases, however, are of all-welded construction 
and are cut open with an oxy-acetelyne torch. A typical 
welded case, as received for repair, is shown in Fig. 3, 
with the line of the proposed cut marked round the top 
of the case. A modern single-stub case of welded con-

The white line round the top of the case indicates the proposed line of the cut. 

FIG. 3-TYPICAL WELDED CASE AS RECEIVED FOR REPAIR 
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struction is shown in Fig. 4, after having been cut open. 
The opening of these cases calls for considerable skill and 
experience to avoid damaging the coils or their support-

FIG. 4-MODERN SINGLE-STUB CASE OF WELDED CONSTRUCTION 
CUT OPEN 

ing structure. Other methods of opening cases, such as 
the use of circular saws, have been tried but discarded 
because of the risk of damage. 

Removing Coil Assembly from Case 

With the exception of the early cast-iron loading pots, 
where the coil assembly is bolted to the case and not to 
the lid, the next step is to remove the coil assembly from 
the case. In order to do this the wax is melted by heating 
the loading pot in an air-heated Mitchell oven at a 
temperature of 140°C for a period of 24 hours or more 
according to the size of the case. 

' 

Care is required when melting the wax to ensure that 
it is heated slowly and evenly; if it is overheated its 
insulating properties are destroyed and its subsequent 
replacement adds considerably to the cost of repairing a 
loading coil. Fig. 5 shows a typical case with the coil 
assembly being removed after the wax has been melted. 

After the coil assembly has been removed it is immersed 
in a specially-designed wax bath, which is at a temperature 
of 140°C, to remove all surplus wax, thus enabling the 
insulating covers to be removed, leaving the coils clean 
and accessible for repair. Fig. 6 shows a typical coil 
assembly at this stage. 

Initial Tests 

The insulation of the coils is then tested to determine 
which require replacement. Experience has made it 
possible to limit this initial testing to those loading pots 
whi?h show evidence of a significant quantity of moisture 
havmg penetrated the case, a fact which can often be 
determined by the appearance of the wax which overflows 
when the case is first heated. This wax has a distinctive 
frothy appearance when moisture is present. 



FIG. S-TYPICAL CASE WITH COIL ASSEMBLY BEING REMOVED 

I 

FIG. 6-COIL ASSEMBLY AFTER SURPLUS WAX HAS BEEN REMOVED 

Removing Old Stub-Cables 

Having cleaned the coils, the lid and the remains of the 
cable stubs are removed. There are two methods of 
connecting the stub cables to the coils: one method is 
shown in Fig. 6, the cables being connected in the top of 
the case to tails leading to the coils, a method which is 

also used with pots having cast-iron cases; the other 
method is shown in Fig. 1, where the cables are connected 
directly to the lead-out wires of the coils. 

When the old stub-cables are being removed, the tails 
leading to the coils are colletted with numbered sleeves 
to ensure that the new stub-cables are connected in the 
same order, whilst if connexion is direct to the coils a 
record is made of which coil is connected to each pair, 
thus ensuring that the pairs are loaded in the same man
ner as they were before repair. This is particularly 
important, as any variation in the connexions can lead 
to an undesirably high level of crosstalk. After the 
removal of the old cable-ends, suitable lengths of new 
cable are cut; non-standard lengths may be provided if 
it is desired to replace the loading pot in the manhole 
from which it was removed, without additional cable 
having to be jointed in. The cable used for the stubs has a 
sheath of an alloy of lead, antimony and tin; this alloy 
combines adequate ductility with resistance to fatigue 
cracking. 

Fitting New Stub-Cables 

The ends of the cables that are to be jointed to the coils 
have the sheath removed and are then immersed in hot 
wax for a period; this enables the paper-covered con
ductors to be manipulated between the columns of coils 
without suffering damage. The prepared cables are then 
passed through the sealing glands, and the lid and cables 
are supported above the coil assembly in a suitable 
position for jointing the cables to the coils. The coils are 
connected to the cable, commencing with the centre layer, 
each joint being soldered and insulated with a paper 
sleeve. Fig. 1 shows one type of assembly with the centre 
layers already connected; it will be seen that the insula
tion of the cable pairs is protected by a wrapping of linen 
tape where the wires pass through the supporting frame
work of the coils. With the type of assembly shown in 
Fig. 7, on which the jointing is almost complete, the cable 
pairs pass through insulating bushes in the framework 

FIG. 7-COIL ASSEMBLY ON WHlCH JOINTING IS ALMOST COMPLETE 
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and no further protection is necessary. When the cables 
have been jointed to the coils the lid is lowered and 
secured to the framework, and the space between the 
cable sheath and the inside of the sealing glands is 
caulked with lead strip. The joint between the cable and 
the gland is then plumbed: because of the heat absorption 
of the case, the wiping of this joint requires considerable 
experience, as melting of the cable sheath must be 
avoided. The coil assembly is then wrapped with empire 
cloth, secured by linen tape, and carefully lowered into 
the case. The loading pot is now in the stage shown in 
Fig. 8, this particular pot having been .fitted with a new 
steel-plate case. 

FIG. 8-LOAOJNG POT FIITEO JN NEW STEEL-PLATE CASE 

Intermediate Testing 

The intermediate stage of testing now commences. The 
d.c. resistance of each wire from stub to stub through the 
coil is measured, using a sensitive Wheatstone bridge. 
The pairs are then loop-connected with the coils series
aiding, and the inductance and effective resistance of each 
pair is measured at a frequency of 1,800 c/s for speech 
circuits and 7,000 c/s for music circuits, the results of 
both d.c. and a.c. tests being recorded for comparison 
with the figures obtained during .final testing. The type 
of bridge used for the measurement of inductance and 
effective resistance depends on the inductance of the coils 
being measured and the frequency at which the measure
ment is made. For most coils a modified form of Maxwell 
bridge, designed for rapid comparison of the coils with 
standard inductors and variable resistors, is used, whilst 
for music-circuit coils an Owen bridge, calibrated directly 
in terms of resistance and inductance, is used. The stand
ard inductors are selected loading coils mounted in 
wooden cases in which the coils float in granulated cork. 
These coils are carefully calibrated using a resonant 
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bridge; all the other components of the bridges are also 
subjected to regular calibration. 

The measurements just described are followed by tests 
for insulation resistance and high-voltage breakdown. 
For these tests the wires of one stub cable are separated 
whilst those of each layer of the other cable are formed 
into eight groups consisting of the four individual wires 
of alternate quads connected together. Thus, all red A
wires of a layer are connected together, likewise the B

wires, C-wires and D-wires; the blue quads are similarly 
treated. In this way each wire is in a separate group from 
any other wire with which a fault could cause it to be in 
contact. All the groups are then connected together and 
to the case of the loading pot. Each group is subsequently 
disconnected in turn, and the insulation resistance between 
this group and the remainder measured, at 500 volts, with 
an electronic megohm-meter. After testing, each group is 
reconnected to the remainder. 

High-voltage testing is carried out with an ionization 
tester which limits the current, hence obviating any 
damage that might occur in the event of a fault. First, 
the groups of wires are disconnected from the case, whilst 
still being connected to each other, and a d.c. voltage of 
1,500 volts or 3,000 volts, according to the grade of coil, 
is applied between the case and the coils. The wires are 
reconnected to the case, the groups being successively 
disconnected, and a d.c. voltage of 750 volts is applied 
between each group and the remainder. Should any coil 
prove to be faulty during this intermediate stage of 
testing, the whole assembly is carefully lifted out of the 
case, the faulty coils replaced, the assembly returned to 
the case and the tests repeated. 

When the intermediate tests have been satisfactorily 
completed the lid is secured to the case by bolting, plumb
ing or welding, according to the type of case. With 
welded cases the lid is secured by arc welding, as there is 
less risk of damage to the coils than there would be with 
gas welding. The loading pot is then heated at a tempera
ture of 140°C for 24 hours in the air-heated Mitchell oven. 
Meanwhile, the wax that was originally removed from 
the case, and which is re-used whenever possible, is 
melted in electrically-heated containers at a temperature 
high enough to boil off any moisture but below that at 
which the insulating properties of the wax would be 
impaired. The melted wax is then drawn off and poured 
into the heated loading pot through the filling orifice; 
to eliminate any voids in the wax, further wax is added 
as that in the case cools and shrinks, until the level is 
within 1 in. of the top. 

Final Testing 

When the case has cooled after being .filled with wax, 
the final electrical tests are carried out; these are the 
same as the intermediate tests except that the d.c. resist
ance is not measured. The results obtained for inductance 
and effective resistance are compared with those obtained 
during the intermediate tests, because any variation could 
indicate the possibility of a defective joint within an 
individual coil. The ends of the stub cables are then 
sealed, and the case is pressure-tested at 20 lb/in2 to prove 
that all sealing joints are sound. 

A schematic diagram of the pressure-testing apparatus 
is shown in Fig. 9. A mixture of O· l per cent Arcton 
with dry air is injected into the case through an 
adaptor fitted in place of the filling plug. This adaptor 
consists of two concentric tubes, the outlet from the 
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FIG. 9-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF PRESSURE-TESTING 
ARRANGEMENTS 

outer tube being closed whilst the Arcton-air mixture 
is injected through the centre tube at a pressure 
of 20 lb/in2• All joints in the case and cable are 
then searched with a probe unit consisting of a tube 
up which the gas from any leak is drawn by a small 
fan to pass over a heated platinum cathode. When gases 
of the Halogen-containing group, of which Arcton is one, 
arc drawn over this cathode the positive-ion emission is 
increased, this increase being indicated, both visually and 
audibly, by a suitable detector to give evidence of a leak. 
When the pressure test has been satisfactorily completed 
the outlet from the outer tube of the adaptor is opened 
and dry air is injected under pressure through the centre 
tube until the case is thoroughly scavenged and all 
traces of Arcton removed. 

The sensitivity of this method of pressure-testing was 
demonstrated by the finding of a previously inexplicable 
cause of moisture entering bolted-type cast-iron cases; 
this phenomenon was traced to edge-to-edge porosity of 
the asbestos-compound sheet gaskets used to replace the 
original corrugated copper ones during repair. Coppcr
asbcstos gaskets are now used as replacements and are 
both more efficient and economic. 

Co111pletio11 of Repair 
When all tests have been satisfactorily completed the 

Book Review 
"Theory of Sampled-Data Control Systems." David P. 

Lindorff. John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. xiv+ 305 pp. 172 

ill. 81s. 

The author's stated aim is "to establish continuity in an 
approach to the sampled-data control problem" and the 
book requires familiarity with continuous systems control 
theory. The book is suitable, mainly, for graduates in 
electrical engineering with theoretical interests in this field. 

It falls into two main parts. Chapters 1-6 deal with 
linear sampled-data control systems and their treatment, 
mainly by z-transform techniques. Here the author assumes 
his readers to possess a quite extensive knowledge of the 
mathematics of functions of a complex variable and a more 

case is filled to the top with wax and the filling plug 
screwed in. The case is then cleaned and coated with a 
rust-inhibiting paint, and supporting brackets for the 
stub cables are fitted to enable the loading pot to be 
safely transported. A typical completed loading pot is 
shown in Fig. 10. 

FIG. JO-COMPLETED LOADING POT\VITH SUPPORTING BRACKETS FOR 
STUB CABLES TO ENABLE POT TO BE TRANSPORTED SAFELY 
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than elementary acquaintance with signal flow graph 
techniques. Chapters 7-9 deal primarily with non-linear 
systems by the use of the "state variable" concept and 
Lyapunov's stability theorems, and one chapter is devoted 
to an explanation of the concept itself. Matrix methods are 
used extensively, and a reader without knowledge of matrix 
manipulation will find these chapters difficult. The sequence 
of presentation itself very usefully reminds the reader that 
the system function technique is by no means the only or 
even necessarily the most powerful analytic tool for control
system analysis. 

The author achieves his aims for readers possessing 
adequate mathematical skill. Each chapter contains a good 
set of references and a useful collection of problems. 

L.W.H. 
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Development of Pulse-Code-Modulation Systems 
U.D.C. 621.395.45: 621.376.56 

Recent technical adyances ha,'e n1ade the use of pulse-code-111odulation 
(I!·�·'.11·) systems a possible economic alternative to audio or frequency
d1v1smn-multiplex systents O\'er short distances. An outline is given of 
p.c.m. junction systen1s and of son1e field-trial projects. The possible 
use of p.c.m. transn1ission systen1s interconnected by thne-division-

n1ultiplex methods is also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

T
HE possibilities of pulse-code-modulation (p.c.m.) 
systems1 for the transn1ission of speech have been 
known for some 30 years. On1y recently, with the 

introduction of transistors and digHal-type circuits, have 
practical designs been possible which show signs of being 
cconon1ic reJative to present types of audio and frequency
division-multiplex (f.d.m.) systems for distances of 15-30 
miles. 

In 1964 arrangements \Vere n1ade for trials of three 
experin1ental systen1s, developed. hy contractors, each 
providing 23 or 24 telephone circuits on t\vo pairs in 
different quads of deloaded audio cables. Experience 
gathered from this work and from various studies by the 
Post Office Research Station led to plans for the wide use 
of p.c.m. for junction circuits. A stimulus to this approach 
�las arisen from the possibility or overall savings and 
improved transmission by using an integrated design of 
p.c.m. line syste1n and associated digital-type tande1n
switching exchange. Apart from this factor, \Vhich may 
take some time to resolve, there is considerable interest 
in a system which may enable the effective circuit capacity 
of existing audio-type junction cables to be increased 
several-fold. 

GENERAL OUTLTNE OF P.C.11. JUNCTION SYSTEMS 
The speech signals from a channel of a p.c.n1. systen1 

are sa1npled at a rate not less than t\vicc the highest audio 
frequency it is intended to transmit. It is convenient to 
use a sampling rate of 8,000 time/second to obtain an 
output of amplitude-modulated pulses (pulse-amplitude
modulation (p.a.m.) signals) containing full information 
as regards the speech signal. The samples from a number 
of channels are collected sequentially on to a common 
highway, so building up a multi-channel time-divided 
signal. There are certain disadvantages if p.a.m. signals 
are to be transmitted satisfactorily over long distances, 
e.g. closely-spaced widc�ba11d\vidth Jinear an1plificrs arc 
required to preserve a high signal-to�noise ratio, and 
phase equalization may also be necessary. To simplify the 
transmission proble1n the pulse amplitudes are interpreted 
by a multi-digit binary code, typically, 7 bits, identifying 
128 amplitude levels. The p.a.m. signals are thus con
ve1ted to p.c.m. signals using the nearest of the 128 levels. 
An extra digit is generally added to provide signalling 
inrormation, and in some systems this digit is also shared 
\Vith distributed synchronizing signals bet\veen the two 
terminals. In other syste1ns, one speech channel is givcn
up and used exclusively for the synchronizing signals. 

The p.c.m. line signals have the great advantage that 
they can be allowed to approach the level of noise and 
crosstalk, the requirement being inerely to recognize 

1WHYTE, J. S. Pulse Code Modulation, Part 1-An Introduction 
to Pulse Code Modulation. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 54, p. 86, July 1961. 
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whether a pulse is present or not; the repeater then takes 
the forn1 of a pulse regenerator \vhich restores the 
received pulse train to an undistorted pulse train for 
transmission over the next section. The tin1ing of the 
regenerative repeater is derived from the repetition rate 
of the received pulses. The usual spacing of repcaLcrs is 
2,000 yards on 20 lb/mile cable, coinciding with loading
coil positions. 

As a result of converting the p.a.n1. signals to p.c.n1. 
signals only a 1inllted nu1nber of an1plitude levels can be 
transmitted, and it is necessary to n1ake each of these 
output levels correspond to a small step in the range of 
input levels. This step� or quantum, in the assessment of 
signal level introduces fluctuating errors which have the 
effect of noise, usually referred to as quantization noise, 
in the presence of speech. For a constant signal-to
quantization-noisc ratio over the dynamic signal range, 
it is necessary to maintain a fixed relation between step 
size and input-signal level at the step. In practice, depar
tures from this condition are permitted for the highest 
and lowest signals. To achieve the required distribution 
of sampling levels a non-linear encoder, or a compandor 
plus linear encoder, is en1ployed so that the lower input 
levels have more sampling steps than the higher input 
levels. 

In the absence of speech, small noise signals at the audio 
input \vi11 cause 1ine signals corresponding to the full 
level of the first step and, effectively, the noise is increased 
to a constant level. The higher the compression ratio of 
the compandor the lower is this idle-circuit noise. 

At the receiving ter1ninal the processes are reversed, 
and the derived p.a.m. signals are applied to a 4 ke/s 
low-pass filter to obtain the equivalent audio signals. 

l'JELD TRIALS ON EXPERI1'.1ENTAL P .C.1f. SYSTEMS 

As already mentioned, three syste1ns developed by con
tractors have been tried in the field. Details o[ these 
systems are given in the table. 

Details of Field Trial P C M Systems 

System 

---

1 

2 

Channels I Code 
i 

-----

23 speech 8-digitspccchand I 
+ 1 synchro- 1 l-digit signalling, 
nizing. Unit disparity 

, binary. I 
' 

24specchwith 1 7·digitspccchand I 
distributed 1-digit signalling 
synchronizing and synchroniza-
signals. : tion. . 1 

Alternating 
binary. 

--
3
-

1
-
24 s;�ch 

-
7-digit speech and 

--t � synchro- 1-digit signalling. 1 

1 n1z1ng. Alternating 
binary. 

Rit Rate 
(megabits/ 

second) 

t-728 

1'536 

1 ·6 

Route 

Guildford-
Hasle-
mere 

I Coventry-
Rugby 

i 
I 

Reading-

I 

Marlow 

The code used in System 1 \Vas arranged to have unit 
disparity between the number of marks and spaces ('I's 
or 'O's) in a given signal. This li1nits the d.c. co1nponent 



of the line signal, and, since the straight binary code 
(1, 0) can be transmillcd al a higher level than the -i- l, 
0, - 1 of alternating binary, the margin against inter
ference is increased. Systern 3 employed a non-linear 
encoder and Systems 1 and 2 used compandors, all 
\Vith difrerent ]a\vs. The line repeaters were fitted in cast
iron boxes (Repeater Equipn1ent Case No. 1)2 acco1n
m0Jalcd in manholes, generally at 2,000-yard spacings 
but with shorter spacings adjacent to the terminal equip
ments. Po\ver for the repeaters was fed, at a constant 
50 mA d.c., from the terminal equipments over the 
phantoms of the t\vo transmission pairs. 

Two of the trial systems have been used for public
traffic purposes and the performance ha::.; been satisfactory. 

In the preliminary field work it was shown that very 
few systems could be \Vorked in the same or adjacent 
cable layers because of digital errors arising fro1n near
end crosstalk and general cable noise. It appeared that 
large scale p.c.m. exploitation of audio cables could only 
be achieved by separating the pairs for the tv,:o directions 
of transn1ission by one or more layers, or by using t\VO 
cables. An extensive program for measuring the distribu
tion of crosstalk and noise at frequencies up to 3 Mc/s in 
audio cables has been set in train, and preli111inary resuHs 
support the above views. 

FUTURE USE OF P.C.M, SYSTEMS 

It is likely that considerable use will be made of p.c.m. 
junction syste1ns in association with deloaded audio 
cables. Much depends on cost, since, as this falls, the 
potential field of use expands very rapidly. 

lnitial orders for some 70 systems in the London Tele
communications Region and nine in other Regions are 
about to be placed. The system specification calls for 24 
channels each using a code of seven digits for speech and 
one digit for signalling and synchronizing, the line signal 
being in the form of allcrnating binary at a rate of l ·536 
megabits/second. The general standard of performance 
has been based on trunk-junction* applications in the 
national network. 

The p.c.m. ter1ninals include signalling ter1nination sets 
which contain the 2-wire/4-wire hybrids and means for 
converting d.c. signatling conditions to the digital line 
signals. The interfaces bet\veen the multiplex equiprnent 
and the 2-wire outlets are specified. An alternative design 
has 4-Vi•ire connexions and extends the1n, with appropriate 
d.c. signalling conditions, to conventional relay-sets. 

The Post Office will deload and extend sclccled cable 
pairs to the repeater boxes (Repeater Equipment Cases 

�CLINCH, C. E. E., and STENSON, D. W. Housing of Repeater 
Equip111ent ·underground. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 56, p. 158, Oct. 1963. 

*Trunk-junction-a junction used for cornpleting trunk ca1Is. 

No. I), each of which is capable of housing 48 repeaters 
\vith common supervisory units. 

P.C.Ivl. SWITCI-IING 

There are particularly attractive possibilities for 
exploiting p.c.m. junction systems in the London tande1n 
network, al present con1prising so1ne 40,000 audio 
junctions. Many of the routes are of such a length that 
p.c.m. transnlission is likely to be attractive economically 
as a straightforward audio-to-audio alternative to 
physical pairs for each junction. If, however, p.c.1n. 
junctions arc to be interconnected at a tandem exchange, 
there arc advantages in using a lime-division-n1ultiplcx 
(t.d.m.) exchange compatible with the p.c.m. line systems 
and capable of switching the signals in digital form with
out conversion to audio. In such an integrated p.c.m. 
switching and transmission system there would be no 
need for p.c.m. terminals at the tandem end of the p.c.m. 
junclions, so that the minimum junction length for which 
p.c.m. systems would be economic would be effectively 
halved. The transmission loss between any two local 
exchanges so connected could be maintained at 3 <lb. 

Close control of the coding and decoding character
istics is necessary in an integrated system) for any tern1inal 
may have to work with any other. The p.c.m. exchange 
involves some special requirements, which have been 
studied at the Post Office Research Station. For example, 
an outgoing route rcq uired by a certain incoming channel 
may not be free in the time slot occupied by the incoming 
channel; the exchange then has to introduce a small 
amount of delay to shift the signals to a free outgoing time 
slot. Suitable "slot-changing" techniques have been 
developed, as have Hslot aligners" to absorb delay varia
tions due to cable-temperature changes on p.c.m. junc
tions. These variations would other\visc disturb the timing 
of signals within the exchange, where an accuracy better 
than O· l fLS is required. There are also network-synchro
nizing problems which \vould be in1portant in a \vide
spread application of integrated systems. 

A field experiment is being planned to facilitate the 
study of practical problems in associating a p.c.m. tandem 
exchange with the existing Slrowger network, and to 
assess the feasibility of the integrated system. A model 
exchange will be built, small in itself but using techniques 
appropriate to a 10,000-junction exchange. Being essen
tially a fast (1 ·5 megabits/second) data-handling machine, 
the model exchange, which is planned for installation in 
1967, will provide an opportunity to exploit silicon inte
grated circuits. The use of these in place of discrete 
components is expected to give a great improvement in 
the reliability of complex logical systems. 

H.B.L. and A.W.P. 
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The New Post Office Railway Station at the New Western 
District Office 

A. C. MACKAY, A.M.l.E.E., A.M.l.Loco.t:.t 
U.D.C. 625.42:725.16 

l\tlany of the postal-sorting offices in London are due for rebuilding, 
particularly as they are unsuitable for housing the equipment required 
for the modernization of the postal service. A description i s  given of 
some of the problems faced when seeking a site for the New Western 
District Office, and the complications surmounted in blending the 

Post Office Railway to the new building. 

HISTORY OF THE POST OFFICE RAILWAY 

T
HE Post Office (London) Railway Bill was put 
before Parliament in 1913, "to enable the Postn1aster
General to construct for the purposes of the Posl 

Office, certain underground railways and other works �n 
London, and for purposes in connexion \Vith such ra1l
\vays and works." 

In presenting this Bill, it was stated that as .long.ago as 
1853 Sir Rowland Hill had suggested that mails might he 
transmitted underground, and during the years 1873 and 
1874 the Pneumatic Tube Company of London bmlt 
a pneumatic tube to convey mails fro1n the General P.ost 
Office to Euston Station. This scheme was in operation 
for only a short tiine, as it proved in1possible to �eep t�e 
tube air-tight . A Post Office Committee was ap]Jomted m 

1909 to determine whether to recommend an improved 
type of pneun1atic tube such as that being developed in 
New York, Chicago and Boston, or \Vhcthcr a.n under
ground railway should be favoured. It was decided that 
the mail-carrying capacity of the pneuinatic system would 
be inadequate, even with the optimun1 size of tube. The 
only systen1 which seetned to offer an i1nprove1nent over 
the conveyance of n1ails by road van was an underg:ound 
electric railway, and proposals were made for 6t n11l�s of 
tunnelling to run through the centre of Lon�on, fr?m 
Eastern District Office to Liverpool Street Station, Ktng 
Edward Building, Mount Pleasant, Western Central 
District Office, Western District Office, the Western 
Parcels Office anti Paddington District Office and the 
1nain-line station. 

The declared advantages expected of the railway were 
as follows: 

(a) The conveyance of letters and parcels between the 
sortirig offices on the route would be acce�erated. 

(b) The reduction of the large expenditure on road 
vans. 

(c) Relief from congestion of the streets by the re111oval 
of a very large number of Post Office vans, both horse
drav,in and motor. 

In these respects the Post Office Railway, eventually 
completed in 1927,' has been successful, and if it were 
not for today's high cost of tunnelling the case for carry
ing out a number of the extensions envisaged by the 1909 
Committee would be indisputable. 

SELECTION OF A SITE FOR THE NEW 

WESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE 

Many of the main sorting offices in Londo�_ 
are house� 

tPost Office Railway, London Postal Region. 
1The Post Office (London) Railway. P.0.£.E.J., Vol. 21, p. 147, 

July 1928. 
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in very old huildings, which arc �o longer suitable or 
adequate. Due to their importance 1n the postal structure, 
the old Western District Office, in Wimpole Street, and 
the Western Parcels Office, in Bird Street, were given so1ne 
priority in the rebuilding program. Apart frnm the 
difficulties of out-housing such busy offices dunng re
building, the areas of the sites were considered t? be far 
too small. The alternalivc \Vas to develop a fresh site, and, 
naturally, one stipulation \Vas that access to the Post 
Office Railway should be feasible. 

The site acquired at Rathbone Place, London, W. I, 
in 1952 proved to meet all major requirements. It was 
welt situated in Lhe W.1 Poslal Dislrict, aucl vvas large 
enough to accommodate both letter-sorting and parcel
sorting offices, and have space for furthe_r develop111e°:ts. 
Also, it was actually above the route ot the Post Office 
Rail\.vay. 

METHOD OF EXCAVATIO� 

The probleins associated with the forn1ation of a stati?n 
were delegated to consultant civil engineers, and Parlia
mentary powers for carrying out their proposals \Vere 
obtained in 1956. 

It \vas decided that the route of the raihvay should be 
diverted to provide a station with its axis running east
\vest, i . e. at right angles to Rathbone Place. and Newman 
St. All other stations along the route are In the form of 
twin segmented cast-iron tunnels, of either 21 or 25 ft 
dian1eter, and this form of construction was the first 
considered. To avoid overloading the cast-iron segments� 
the colu1nns supporting the building above would have 
been taken to footings below the tunnel level, but the 
tops of the tunnels would have been only 10 ft below the 
lowest base1nent level and, therefore, the danger of 
distortion or ovcrstres�ing was apparent. This scheme 
was, therefore, abandoned in favour of making a 
reinforced-concrete box excavation, 180 ft by 90 ft by 
70 ft deep. 

The box-excavation method provided for a much
improved station layout and for an a.dditio;ial floor i!11-
mediately above the station for housing railway equip
ment. The walls am! base could be designed to support 
the superimposed loads from the buildin.g above .. One 
added con1plication was, of cours.e, that. it IS no� a s11:11ple 
matter to 1nake such an excavation, with verhcal s1dcs, 
without the risk of 111ovement of the adjacent ground and 
danger lo the buildings thereon. . . The main contract was awarded m Apnl 1956, and 
the following description of the procedure adopted will 
be assisted by reference to Fig: 1 and 

.
2. 

. First a shallow excavation with sloping sides was made 
over the area, and then the upper part of the area int�nded 
for deep excavation was enclosed in a co�er-dam of inter
locking sheet-steel, driven far enough mto the clay to 
effect a cut-off and prevent the intrusion of any s�rface 
water. At the corners of the en.closure, where lntei:
locking sheets would not be effective, the gravel subsml 
was cheinically consolidated. 
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Steel "soldier" piles, 80 ft long, were driven at intervals 
of 5 ft around the periphery, penetrating to a depth 
below that of the intended excavation. Steel fra111es were 
assembled at between 10 and 11 ft vertical centres 
(deter1nined by the intended floor spacing in the perma
nent structure) as the cxcavalion developed, and needle 
joists were positioned bet\veen the steel soldier piles and 
the frames. Hydraulic jacks were used to apply pre
detern1ined stresses, calculated to prevent ground n1ove-
1nent. 

The fran1es \Vere supporlcd on sleel "king" piles. 
Reinforced-concrete curtain \Valls, 9 in. thick, \Vere cast 
in situ against the trimmed sides of the excavation and 
between the flanges of the steel soldier piles to ensure 
unifor1n distribution of pressures in1posed by the jacks. 

The presence of the existing 9 ft dia1neter segn1entcd 
cast-iron tube, running across the south-west corner of 
the site and carrying the tracks of the Post Office Railway, 
added to the difficulties in carrying out the pile work, and 
inade careful planning even inore essential. Several of the 
piles \Vere designed to pass within 12 in_ of the tube, and 
this after being driven through 70 fl of London hluc clay. 

One of the largest excavations ever attempted in 
central London having been completed, work com1nenced 
on the construction of the railway station and the neces
sary diversion of the tunnels, together with the founda
tion v,,·ork of the building that was later to he erected 
above. It had been decided thal the east and west end 
walls should be built as cantilevers, with monolithic 
connexions to the side walls, and to post-tension the1n in 
order to ininin1ize defiexions (see Fig_ 3). Oue thousand 
two hundred cables, averaging 100 ft long, were incur� 
poratcd in the walls and bases, each cable consisting of 
12 steel wires of 0·276 in. diameter. A light rigid sheathing 
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FIG. 2-CROSS-SECTION OF STATION EXCAVATION NORTH-SOUTH 

was used to protect the cables, except al the 6 fL radius 
at the heel of the wall where steel tubing was required. 
The cahle terminations were rnade in precast concrete 
hlocks set in the \Valls and jacking pits, and, at the 
appropriate stages, tension was applied. As the structure 
progressed, and the needle joists were rcn1ovcd, the effect 
was observed by the use of 162 vibrating-v;;ire strain 
gauges which had been embedded in the concrete. 

HIGH-TENSILE 

2 FT 

--i -

I 

STEEL PRECAST WALL 
CABLES EACH ANCHOR BLOCKS 
OF 12 0·276 IH. 

DIAMETER 
WIRES 

.FlG. 3-ELEVATION OF END WALL, SHO\VING ,-.fF.THOD OF POST
TENSIONlNG 

VRlVlNG TIIE TUNNELS 

With the excavation completed, headings \Vere made 
on the east and west \Valls to commence the tunnel drives 
(sec Fig. 4). Changes of tunnel section and the sharp 
curves limited the number of long drives and precluded 
the use of a tunnelling shield. Therefore, all the digging 
was carried out by compressed-air-driven hand tools. 
The clay \Vas removed from the \vorking face by a battery 
locomotive pulling tipper skips over a 2 ft gauge light 
track. Flat-top bogies '\Vere used to carry the cast-iron 
tunnel segments '\Vith \Vhich the tunnels were lined, and 
also the cement for grouting behind the newly erected 
segments. 
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FIG. 4-NE\V \V.ESTERN DISTRJCT OFFICE POST OFFICE RATL\VAY TUNNEL LAYOUT 

Step-plate junctions No. 2 and 3 were formed to 
provide the diversions from a single tunnel, containing 
east and west bound tracks, to separate tracks on either 
side of the station island-platform, as is the usual prac
tice. Junctions No. 1and 4 were required for the wedding 
of the old and new tunnels and subsequent diversion of 
tracks. It was considered vital that there should be no 
interruption of the normal Post ()fficc RailVi'ay services, 
as there is now no alternative mcLhod of transport avail
able. Junctions No. 1 and 4 v.'ere made large enough to 
encompass the old 9 ft diameter tunnel, which was 
temporarily supported by timber struts. The speed of the 
trains \Vas considerably reduced from their normal 35 
n1iles/hour during the whole of this operation. 

When all the new tunnel and concrete work had pro
grcss�d as far as possible, t\.VO tracks \Vere laid via the 
northerly route, from step plate No. 1, through the station, 
and out to step plate No. 4. One track was intended as 
per1nanent, the sleepers being set in :finished concrete, 
though provision \Vas made for the insertion of rail 
switches (points) at a later date. Parts of the second track, 
between step plate No. 2 and the station, and between the 
station and step plate No. 3, were tcn1porary and for use 
only until the other route through the station could be 
completed; they occupied space in the tunnel which 
would later be required for a "safe-walking" path, and 
the bed was, therefore, made of \.Veak concrete set on a 
layer of paper to prevent bonding. 

DIVERSION OF ROUTES 

The vital point in the construction had now been 
reached when the trains would be diverted from the old 
tunnel, but, as the work could be carried out only during 
\vcck-cn<ls, the operation was spread over a period of six 
weeks. 

During the first two week-ends tbc segments of the 
tunnel were removed <ltnvn to track level. The concrete 
bed and segments below the track were demolished during 
the next two week-ends, the tracks being left supported on 
timber rafts. The fifth week-end was used for further 
preparation work: new tracks beds \vcrc formed, and 
prefabricated sections of track were suspended above 
their intended final positions. 

Everything possible was done to reduce the amount of 
work to be carried out during the sixth and last week-end, 
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as it was obvious that the 35 hours available vvoul<l be 
barely sufficient to complcLe the program. As soon as the 
last train had passed through the old tunnel at 11.0 o'clock 
on the Saturday evening, the tracks at step plate junctions 
No. 1 and 4 were ren1oved and concrete was laid to forn1 
the final levels and elevations for the nc\v tracks, which 
were then lowered into posit.ion. Prepared shuttering was 
fixed between the sleepers and the inverts, and concrete 
was poured to secure the tracks in the bed. The final work 
of bonding and cabling and clearing all equip1nent from 
the tunnel \Vas eon1pleted, and a battery locon1otivc was 
used to to\.v a train over the nevv sections to check clear
ances. At 10.0 o'clock on the Monday morning, the first 
train passed safely through the new station under its own 
power. 

CO!\TPLF.TION OF STATTON 

While the tunnel work was being carried out progress 
\Vas being 1nade on the for111ation of the station. A n1as
sive concrete base below the platforn1 \Vas designed to 
carry three rows of columns at 40 ft centres to support 
the building above. Tunnel portals had to be provided 
in the end walls, and openings were required to the upper 
floors for three lifts, t\.VO t\vin-band riser conveyors, and a 
twin spiral chute, i n  addition to stairways. Not until n1uch 
of this work had been completed could the way he 
cleared for the diversion of the ne\v tracks to their final 
positions on either side of the platform. 

Completion of the station and machinery floors left 
the north and south walls retained by the internal penna
ncnt structure up to the level of the machinery-floor 
ceiling, while the east and west end walls were adequately 
stressed by virtue of the post-tensioning system, and they 
retained the surrounding earth up to ground level. The 
two upper stress frames, with their needle struts holding 
the sheet piling in position, were still in situ. 

The area of the excavation \Vas now extended both east 
and west to the limits of the foundations for the new 
building, and to the depth of the proposed sub-basement. 
The stressing frames were rc1novcd as the pressures were 
released. :Extensive underpinning of the adjacent property 
\Vas necessary, and the concrete beds formed for this 
purpose were also used as part of the foundations for the 
new District Office. Reinforced-concrete pillars were 
erected upon foundation blocks set in the blue clay, and 
from this point the building progressed in a more 



orthodox fashion. The project \Vas completed in Novcm· 
ber 1958. 

In all, 58,000 yd' of earth were removed from the 
excavations, requiring 1] ,600 journeys by 5 yd3 lorries. 
I 3,500 yd3 of concrete, 1, 150 tons of mild-steel rc-inforce
ment, and 146 tons of high�tensile steel wire \Vere used in 
the construction work below ground level. 

While the ne\v sorting office was being erected above 
the station, Post Office staff were engaged in installing 
equipn1ent to make the station ready for operation. At no 
time, other than the normal maintenance periods, \Vas 
interruption of the service permitted. Cabling was trans
ferred from the old tunnel to the new route through the 
station, and the tracks \Vere divided into sections with 
their separate feeders to give control over the n1ovement 
of trains. A room on the machinery floor \Vas equipped 
with all the necessary control apparatus to reduce the 
speed of trains as they approach the station and stop 
them at the appropriate loading berth. 

TRAIN CONTROL AT TIIE NEW STATION 

The process of train control at the new station is des
cribed briefly as follows. As a train passes fron1 the 
normal automatic section it enters a dead section of track, 
de-energizing the motor and the brake solenoid to slow 
the train. The bridging by the train of the running rails of 
this section operates a 440-volt contactor via a time-delay 
device; thus, after an interval of slo1,ving titne, power at 
440 volts is applied lo the conductor rail and the train 
continues to move forward to a point \Vhere the voltage 
is dropped to 150 volts to give a reasonable speed of 
approach to the loading berth. The short duration of 
application of the 440-volt supply is necessary to guard 
against the consequences of a train actually coming to a 
standstill in the braking section, when the 150-volt supply 
might not provide sufficient torque to restart the train. 
As a further safeguard against the re111ote possibility of a 
train stalJing and causing delay to service, a switch is 
provided in the head-wall of the station platform, lo over
ride the track circuit at the station approach and apply 

Book Review 

"The Transistor." Joachin1 Dosse. D. Van Nostrand Co., 
Inc. 283 pp. 131 ill. 55s. 

This hook is a translation, by Michael and Renate 
Prandervan<l, fron1 the fourth edition of "Der Transistor." 
Ne1,v editions of the book have appeared every t1,vo years 
since it \Vas first published, keeping pace \Vith the rapid 
development in the subject. 

The book opens with a brief history of the transistor, and 
then chapter 2 goes on to introduce the basic eleclrical 
properties of semiconductors. The very useful account 
of the p-n diode includes an explanation of the action at the 
contacts bet\veen the leads and the semiconductor n1atcrial, 
and the reader is then introduced to transistor action. 
Here, careful consideration is given to the parasitic currents. 
The chapter then deals with the electrical properties of 
various circuit configurations. A description of the 
transient behaviour leads to a section dealing with switching 
properties. 

the full voltage to the conductor rail. The normal track 
circuit, which leaves a "dead" section of track behind 
each train, is used to prevent one train rron1 running into 
the rear of another. 

The operation of the trnin-despatch push-switch by the 
platforn1 staff energizes the conductor rail via a 440-volt 
contactor, and, after a set time, there is a change-over to 
150 volts, giving a low speed until the train reaches the 
first automatic section out of the station. Two stabling 
berths, with auton1atic shunting from the first to the 
second, are provided on each road. 

The whole station area is controlled fron1 a console 
equipped with two main s¥1itches, four sectional switches, 
receive and send switches for loading and stabling berths, 
and an illun1inated route diagram. Occupation of sections 
is shown by a change of colour of the illuminating lamps. 

LOCAL RAIL \VAY POWER SUPPLIES 

Electric power supplies for the Post Office Railway, 
and for the building, are provided by the London 
Electricity Board: a 440-volt 3-phase supply for the 
building, and an 11 kV supply for the railway. The 11 kV 
supply is taken to transfor1ner and mercury-arc rectifier 
units2 on the n1achinery floor to produce the two voltages 
required for traction purposes. In the event of a failure of 
the 11 kV supply, facilities are available for a rapid 
change-over to the 6·6 kV supply from the sub-station at 
King Edward Building. 

CONCLL"SIONS 

Several other sorting offices on the route of the Post 
Office Railway are scheduled for rebuilding in the near 
future, and it might prove desirable to lengthen some 
stalions when circu1nstances are opportune. No deviation 
of the route can be envisaged, and the cost of such work 
as carried out at the Ne\v Western District Office would 
be prohibitive for the sole purpose of carrying out station 
improve1nents. 

�Post Office Raihvay-Change lo Mercury-Arc Rectifiers. 
P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 52, p. 300, Jan. 1960. 

Chapter 3 gives a survey of the chief methods of manu
facture, extending from the alloy structure to the silicon 
planar technique, and includes a brief account of epitaxy. 
There are several pholographs of sectioned transistors. A 
short section on field-effect devices and four-layer controlled 
rectifiers follo\vs. 

Chapter 4 deals \Vith the electrical properties, and 
considers te1nperature effects, noise, and life; a very 
thorough treatment of equivalent circuits is also g iven. 

The next chapter surveys arnplifier circuits, S\Vitching 
applications, negative-resistance circuits and oscillators, and 
it is followed by a brief chapter describing symbols and 
pararneters. Finally, there is a very comprehensive biblio
graphy of over 300 references. 

Despite the translators' occasional lapses into a rather 
unusual style of English, this book n1ust be classed a1nong 
the best introductions to the subject. 

H.G.B. 
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Materials and Fire Hazards 

U.D.C. 620.l: 614.841 
P. E. TAYLOR, Ph.D., B.Sc., A.R.I.C.t 

The risk of fire in telecommunication equipment must be kept to a 
minimum, but there are difficulties in designing equipment that is 
completely free of fire hazard. The flammabilities of various 
materials used in telecommunication equipment arc discussed, and 

a typical method of test is described. 

INTRODUCTION 

I
N telecommunication equipment the highest standards 
of reliability are required, and a great deal of thought 
has been given to means of reducing, to the smallest 

possible level, the risk of failure due to fire. 
All forms of electrical equipment are potentially self

igniting, whether through the heating of a conductor 
which is accidentally overloaded, by arcing at contact 
surfaces, from current leakage through a deteriorated 
insulator, or by power loss in a dielectric, and, therefore, 
such equipment presents peculiar fire hazards. 

An ideal solution would be to use only incombustible 
materials in the manufacture of electrical equipment, but 
for various reasons, such as difficulty of fabrication, poor 
performance in other respects, or the high cost of the 
incombustible materials that are available at present, this 
cannot be regarded as a practical possibility. Efforts are 
therefore directed, in the first place, to reducing the 
probability of an ignition to the lowest possible level, 
and, in the second, to ensuring that the resultant fire is 
self-extinguishing or, if this is not possible, that the rate 
of spread of the fire is so slow that there is a good chance 
of extinguishing it with simple fire-fighting equipment 
before much damage has been done. 

Many metals will burn under suitable conditions, but 
even the most combustible, magnesium, does not present 
any fire hazard, because the conditions for ignition do 
not occur in normal use. Other inorganic materials, such 
as glass, asbestos and porcelain, are incombustible. For 
all practical purposes, fire hazards arise from the use of 
the various organic materials which find a wide use as 
insulators, as dielectrics, and in the supporting and 
housing of all forms of telecommunication equipment. 

Organic materials vary in combustibility from PTFE 
(polytetrafluorethylene) at one extreme, which cannot be 
made to burn in any circumstances, to cellulose nitrate at 
the other, which will burn fiercely even in the absence of 
air. Most of the commonly used materials occupy an 
intermediate position in that, although they may be 
ignited, whether or not they produce a self-propagating 
fire depends very much on external circumstances such 
as the rate at which heat is lost from the fire by conduc
tion or radiation, the air supply, or a number of other 
factors that are difficult to predict for a particular 
situation. 

There are accepted methods of test which are designed 
to enable the property of flammability of a material to be 
controlled, but these tests are useful chiefly for ensuring 
that the least flammable of a range of materials is used 
for a particular purpose; it is not safe to assume, because 
a material passes the standard flammability test, that 
there are no fire hazards associated with its use. Indeed, 
it seems that in many instances the acceptance level is 
fixed at a certain point, not because the designer is 

tTest and Inspection Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office. 
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satisfied with it, but merely because it is recognized that 
there is no hope of getting anything better. 

WIRES AND CABLES 

It is interesting to consider the flammability test 
applied to Post Office jumper wire. The test is done on 
the complete wire because it is recognized that the make
up is equally as important as the nature of the materials 
in determining flammability. For example, the diameter 
of the conductor is important, as it determines how 
rapidly heat is conveyed away from the seat of the fire 
and whether the fire will be self-propagating. 

At one time jumper wire was insulated with rubber, 
braided with wool and finally treated with a rather 
malodorous size, the wool and the size reducing the 
considerable flammability of the rubber. The test 
consisted of the application of a standard flame to the 
middle of a length of wire supported horizontally in a 
draught-free enclosure. After a few seconds the flame 
was removed, and the burning coverings of the wire were 
required to be self-extinguishing within a short time. 

Jumper wire is now covered with polyvinylchloride 
(PVC), plus a cotton braid and a cellulose lacquer, and 
it is possible to impose a more severe test, as shown in 

FLAMMABILITY TEST ON JUMPER WIRE 



the illustration, in \vhich the \Vire is supported vertically 
and flame propagation is greatly favoured-conditions 
under \vhich the original rubber-covered \Vire \Vould 
undoubtedly have failed. There has been a similar 
reduction of the flammability or switchboard cable, which 
originally relied on the overall application of a lead foil 
(to conduct away heat) covered by a cotton braiding 
treated with a lead paint to reduce the flammability or 
\Vires \Vhich \Vere insulated with fabric. This class of 
cable is now sheathed with PVC. 

There can be little doubt that exchange equipment now 
being manufactured and installed represents a vast 
improven1ent from the point of view of reduction of fire 
hazards compared with older equipment, with its bundles 
of fabric-covered \Vires iinpregnated \Vith bces\vax and 
its capacitors en1bedded in petroleum jelly and sealed 
with bitumen. A large part of the improvement has been 
due to the introduction of PVC as a wire covering and 
sheathing material. It is of interest that the use of waxed 
textile persists in the lacing t\vine that is still used for 
cable forms. IIowever, in the presence of large amounts 
of PVC this does not add to the fire hazard. 

It is not always realized that the flammability of PVC 
is a very variable property. The rigid form of PVC, 
\vhich contains only minor amounts of filler and n1ould 
lubricant, is quite inco1nbustible. To obtain the flexible 
grades used for wire covering it is necessary to add large 
amounts of plastici7.ers \Vhich themselves are :flammable 
liquids, and the resultant compound \vill burn. Other 
plasticizers such as tricresyl phosphate or one of the 
chlorinated hydrocarbons \Vhich are incombustible may 
replace all or part of the flammable type, but in general 
these do not produce the desired physical and electrical 
properties for a good wire-covering. A well compounded 
PVC represents a compromise between conflicting 
require1nents) and the need for a test 1nethod which \vill 
hold the flammability at an agreed level is obvious. 

The only serious rival to PVC as a wire covering at 
present is polythene, which has superior electrical 
properties and in other respects, such as ease of fabrica
tion, physical robustness and cost, is generally con1parablc. 
Fron1 the point of view of flam1nability, however, 
polythene presents serious hazards. A piece of polythene 
is not easy to ignite, because it melts before it produces 
flammable vapours, and in this respect it behaves 
sitnilarly to paraffin wax, \vhich it che1nically rese1nb1es. 
If, however, there is anything like the wick of a candle to 
ho1d the molten material in the combustion zone, 
polythene burns very readily. A bundle of wires can act 
as such a wick, as can also a fabric braid, paper lappings 
and so on, and for this reason polythene-covered \Vires 
are not used where there is a serious fire hazard. 

There are various \Vays in \Vhich the flammability of 
polythene may be reduced: one method is to incorporate 
a proportion of antiinony oxide, which has flame-quench
ing properties (as illustrated by the current advertise1nents 
for a decorators' paint which contains antimony oxide as 
a pigment); another is to modify the molecule chemically. 
Such modified polythenes have disadvantages in other 
respects; in particular, they arc more expensive, and 
there see1ns little chance of their being used as a wire
covering even \Vhere fire hazards are important. 

PTFE has already been mentioned as being quite 
incomhustible, and this Jnakes it an interesting possi
bility for a wire-covering for the future. Its electrical 
properties are equal to those or polythene, it withstands 
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high temperatures \Vithout decomposition or 1nelting, 
which PVC and polythene do not, and it does not 
deteriorate yvith age. Although it is somev..rhat less 
flexible, this docs not present any insuperable difficulty, 
and it is probably only its high price that restricts its use 
at present to a fe\v special applications for \Vhich there is 
no alternative. 

SURFACE FINISHES AND ?1-IOULDINGS 

PVC is an example of a material in which an 
initially low flammability is raised by the addition of 
plasticizers that are necessary to in1prove its physical 
properties. The opposite state of affairs is seen in 
cellulose nitrate lacquers (so-called cellulose) in which 
the very high flammability of the base material is reduced 
to an acccplahle level by the addition of plasticizers. 
Cellulose lacquers were the first serious rivals to the 
traditional finishes for \Vood, \Vhich, in effect, consisted of 
coating the wood with shellac (french polishing). From 
the industrial point of view the new lacquers had the 
n1erit that less skill \\'as required in their application and 
the finish produced was generally more resistant to 
marring. 

Cellulose finishes for "\Vood ca1ne under susp1c1on at 
one titne, after a fire in \vhich it \Vas found that name 
propagated rapidly over the surface or wood panels with 
this type of finish. The problem has been studied by 
paint manufacturers; there are UO\V accepted methods of 
test, and cellulose lacquers for wood are available which 
are no 1nore flammable than the wood to which they 
are applied. Other inodcrn \vood finishes such as the 
polyesters or the polyurethanes do not as a rule present 
any great fire hazard, because of their high decomposition 
temperatures. 

Specifications for instrun1ent housings made of wood 
son1etiines contain the requirement that the inner surface 
shall be flan1eproofcd, and this is a difficult requirement 
to enforce. A great number of substances have been 
proposed for this purpose and are intended to \\'ork 
either by evolving an inert vapour when heated or by 
fusing and thus preventing the access of oxygen to the 
heated area, but reductions in flammability produced in 
this \Vay arc not very great. One commonly used treat
ment consists in the application of a solution of an1mo
nium phosphate. At high temperatures this suhstance 
decomposes to annnoniaand fusihlc oxides of phosphorus. 

The ther1noplastic inaterials used for the manufacture 
of telephone cases, until recently acrylic resins but now 
ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene polymers), are com
bustible materials which burn readily once ignited. This 
does not seetn to be a n1atter of any practical concern, 
partly because in a large mass it is necessary to apply a 
flame for some time before ignition occurs but also 
because a telephone is usually sited in surroundings 
\Vhich are much more co1nbustible than its plastic case. 

The earliest telephones made from thermosetting 
resins, such as urea formaldehyde or phenol for1nalde
hyde resins, were also combustible, but, in general, 
thermosetting resins are more difficult to ignite because 
of their high decomposition temperatures. 

Expanded polystyrene, which is now widely used as a 
cushioning material in packaging and for heat and sound 
insulation, was at one time considered not to present any 
great fire hazard because it passed the accepted test for 
flan1mability, which consists of the application of a flame 
to the lower edge of a sheet supported at an angle of 
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45°. It has been pointed out* that for this material such 
a test does not give a fair asscssn1cnt of the fia1n111ability 
because the material shrinks a\vay fron1 the fia1ne 
before it has a chance to ignite. If the conditions are 
altered to prevent this, expanded polystyrene burns 
readily. It is understood that special grades of expanded 
polystyrene of reduced flammability are now being 
developed, but, clearly, also the methods of testing for 
flammability will need to be modified for materials of 
this type, 

Another comn1only used material \Vhose flammability 
has recently been called in question is the so-called 
"fibre glass/' actually polyester resin reinforced \Vith 
glass fibre. Polyester resins arc combustible, but like 
many si1nilar inaterials are not readily ignited in the mass. 
The presence of the glass fibre has a \Vick eJTect which 
increases the overall fia1n1nability, and \Vork is in hand to 
reduce this by chemically modifying tbe resin. 

SOLVENTS 

It may be of interest to consider the flammability of 
solvents used in the cleaning of tclccon1n1u11ication 
equipment and of mixtures containing then1, such as 
paints used for maintenance. lntcrcst in the flammability 
of petroleum spirit began when this was supplied as a 
burning oil for lamps, and at that time the paraffin often 
contained volatile fractions which nowadays would be 
classified as petrol or gasoline. The Abel Flash-Point 
Apparatus \.Vas defined by Act of Parlian1ent and 
deter1nines the temperature at \vhich, under minutely 
specified conditions, a liquid will produce a flammable 
vapour in a closed space. There are restrictions on the 
use and storage of liquids which have a flash point of less 
than 100°F. In practice, this has had the effect of severely 

*CARPENTER, D. A. Flammability Test for Expanded Poly
styrene. British Plastics, Vol. 38, p. 284, May 1965. 

lin1iting the volatility of hydrocarbon solvents \Vhich 
could be used for cleaning purposes or as thinners in 
paints. The aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbons which 
are supplied for these purposes are carefully adjusted 
mixtures that have the highest po"iblc volatility without 
falling below the legal minimum flash point. 

Another approach is to add a proportion of a chlorin
ated solvent to reduce the fia1nn1ability of more volatile 
solvents, and mixtures of this sort are widely used for 
cleaning telecommunication equipment during manu
facture and during factory repair. As n1ight be 
expected the introduction of chlorinated solvents raises 
other problems such as toxicity and corrosiveness, and 
cleaning mixtures 1nay contain as many as four different 
ingredients in an effort to get the best combination of 
properties. It \vill be clear, ho\vever, that the Govern
ment regulations do no more than re<luce the risk in 
using fian1mable solvents and do not absolve the user 
from the need to exercise reasonable care. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Enough has been said to show the difficulties in 
designing equipment that will be free from fire hazards, 
and to point out the dangers implicit in relying only on 
laboratory tests \Vhich, in many instances, are more 
concerned in holding the level of flam1nability of a 
restricted range of materials at an acceptable level than 
in predicting performance in use. A great deal has been 
learnt fro1n past experience, and much can he done by 
comparing the fla1n1nability of a ne\v and unproven 
111aterial with that of a n1aterial \Vhich has given good 
service in the past. For a ne\v material in a novel 
application, however, there does not appear to be any 
adequate alternative to a test on a complete n1ock-up in 
\Vhich all the conditions are matched as closely as 
possible to those of actual service. 

The New Status of the Technical Support Unit 
U.D.C. 681.142 

The Technical Support Unit, fonned in 1958 to give technical 
support to the Treasury in relation to automatic-data-processing 
equipment, is now under the administrative control of the Ministry 
of Technology. The effect of this transfer on the scope of operation 

of the Unit is explained. 

0 N I March 1965 the Minister of Technology 
1nade a statement in lhe House of Co1ru11ons of 
which the following is an extract: 

"The Government consider that it is essential that 
there should be a rapid increase in the use of computers 
and computer techniques in industry and co1runerce and 
that there should be a J10Hrishi11g British Computer 
Industry. Plans have been prepared to serve these ends. 

First, I am fornling a Computer Advisory ·unit \Vithin 
the Ministry of Technology to advise on computer 
requirements over the \Vhole Public Sector. All proposals 
for co1nputer requirements for civi1 purpose \vi11 be 
referred to this Unit for objective Lcchnieal appraisal 
before procuren1ent is authorized. A similar procedure 
will apply to computers purchased with public moneys by 
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Universities, Colleges of Advanced Technology, and 
Research Councils. The advice of the lJnit will also be 
available to local authorities, nationalized industries and 
other users in the Public Sector. With its accumulating 
knowledge of the needs of users it will work closely with 
the eon1putcr industry in planning new develop1nents. 
The Unit will be based on lhc Technical Support Unit of 
the Treasury V1"hich 'vill be transferred to the Ministry of 
Technology and built up to roughly donble its present 
size as rapidly as possible." 

'fhe purpose of this note is to explain in greater detail 
the effect of the transfer upon the scope of operations of 
the Technical Support Unit (T.S.U.). 

The Unit was formed as a Branch of the Post Office 
Engineering Departn1ent in 1958 to give technical 
support to the Treasury's Organization and Methods 
Division in relation to the rapidly expanding requirements 
of Government Departments for automatic data-process
ing (a.d.p.) equipment. Except in the case of the Post 
Office (v,rhich makes its own arrange1nents) contracts 
for such computers arc placed by Her Majesty's 



Stationery OfT1ce (H.M.S.O.), at the request of the 
Treasury, and so several parties-the user Depart
ment, the Treasury, H.M.S.0., and the 1nanufacturers 
-arc involved in the J.iscussions which precede seek
ing of tenders and the ultin1ate placing of a contract. 
The T.S.U. has been called upon to give technical 
advice in these discussions, particularly when novel 
items are involved in the syste1ns under consider
ation. To fulfil this obligation the Unit has made technical 
appraisals of the co1nputer systen1s available, and has 
collected information through contacts with industry 
about current and future developments. When a contract 
has been placed the Unit has conducted trials at the 
factory before delivery and again at the site after installa
t ion . In the course of this work it has established well
dcfined standards of technical pcrf onnance and has 
encouraged the computer industry to improve the 
reliability of its products. 

The T.S.U. has also given advice-in association \Vith 
the Ministry of Public Building and Works-on the 
accommodation required for computers and on the 
attendant problems of air conditioning, power supplies 
and special building features. After installation, the 
perforn1ance of computers in service has been monitored 
and a check has been made upon the quality of mainte

nance. All technical factors affecting computers, either 
current or proposed, for a.d.p. installations have, there
fore, come within the purview of the T.S.U. 

The transfer of the administrative control of the T.S.U. 
from the Treasury to the Ministry of Technology, 
forecast by the Minister on 1 March 1965, took place a 
month later, but subsequent reorganization has modified 
the structure then proposed. The T.S.U. and two other 
Units-a Computer Advisory Unit (C.A. U.) and an 
Operational Analysis Unit (O.A.U .)--together form a 
section known as the Computer Advisory Service (C.A.S.) 
\vhich, in turn, is part of the Computer Division of the 
Ministry. The C.A.S. gives advice and technical assist
ance on the application of computers for users in the 
Public Sector other than Government Departlnents. 
It is concerned more generally with the formulation of a 
broad view of users' req uiren1cnts and the translation of 
this experience into technical equipment specifications 
and systc_m-design policy, and it provides representation 

Book Review 

"The Measuren1ent and Suppression of Noise." A. J. K.ing, 
M.Sc.Tech., D.Sc., F.lnst.P., M.I.E.E. Chapman and 
Hall. xi + 180 pp. 91 ill. 40s. 

The whole of this book is written in almost a conversa
tional style and is very easy to read. This attraclion 
unfortunately has, in Part I, been allov.'ed to debase the 
material one expects under the heading of "Basic Theory," 
which leaves unansv.·cred the many queries \Vhich \Vill arise 
in the reader's mind. The author has attempted to fill the 
book fron1 his very great experience and has almost com
pletely succeeded, for only in a few places has the desire to 
include extra material led to a poor treatment. The first 
chapter is one such, giving the feeling also that the author 
has not got into his stride. The attempt to cover too 1nuch 
within 180 pages returns in Chapter 3, \.vhere the broad 

on national and international bodies for hardv·.rarc and 
software specifications and standards. Broadly speaking, 
lhe C.A. U. deals with computer-application proposals and 
external queries, and maintains liaison with the users and 
their asso ciations ; the T.S.U. provides consulting

enginecr services in relation to the evaluation, specifica
tion, selection, installation, acceptance and n1aintcnance 
of the computer systcn1s. 

Despite this change of status the T.S.U. remains a 
Branch of the Post Office Engineering Department, and 
it  continues as hitherto to give a service to the Treasury, 
for a.d.p. projects in Government Departments. In 
addition, ho\vever, through the C.A.S. it is UO\V concerned 
v.:ith computer instal lations required for educational, 
scientific, industrial and local-government applications. 
This increased loading of the Unit has coincided with a 
considerable upsurge in the rapidly changing computer 
technology. New techniques such as nllcrominiaturi
zation, new methods of storage, and new syste1ns 
organization have to be evaluated, and, \Vhereas in the 
early days the Unit was primarily concerned with 
ensuring that hardware 111et the required standards, there 
is now a growing need for the study in depth of software 
of ever increasing complexity. 

To cope with the greater volume of work, it has been 
necessary to double the size of the T.S.U. to a strength of 
about 50 engineers. The Unit now has eight groups, of 
\vhich four are concerned with systems appraisal (both 
hard\vare and software), t\VO \vith perip heral equipment 
and circult techniques, and t\vo with trials, aceon1mo
dation and n1aintcnance questions. Such a 1arge influx of 
staff in itself poses a considerable problem in the need for 
training, a require1nent which the Unit is meeting largely 
fro1n its own resources. 

Despite efforts to recruit from other Government 
Departments, the stafT of the T.S.U. has been provided 
aln1ost entirely from the Post Office Engineering Depart
ment. It should, however, be to the benefit of the 
Engineering Deparhnent to have a pool of engineers, 
highly trained in computer techniques, fro1n \vhich it can 
dra\V in the future \Vhen teleconununications will be 
increasingly concerned \Vith this type of approach. 

A.J.F. 

principles of making an objective measuren1ent of a sub· 
jective effect are suddenly forsaken for a superficial treahnent 
of the absolute calibration of microphones. Such deter
minations are of prime importance, and if they cannot be 
given a proper treatn1ent then nlere comment with adequate 
reference is preferable. 

The author's essentially practical approach is welcomed, 
but a little more care should have gone into translating 
his personal techniques into textbook tertninology, i.e.: 
approximations \Vritten as equalities and the mixing of 
1n.k.s., c.g.s., and f.p.s. units are to be deprecated, whilst one 
or two diagrams are difficult to follo\.v \.Vithout the original 
papers from which they were taken. Over 100 references are 
quoted yet this is still less than justice. 

This is indeed an ad1nirable and welcome introduction to 
a subject \Vhich, in general, is poorly understood. 

A.H.!, 
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The Introduction of Subscriber Trunk Dialling at Unit 

Automatic Exchanges 

J. H. I-IOYLEt 
U.D.C. 621.395.374: 621.395.722 

The conversion of unit automatic exchanges to subscriber trunk 
dialling working involves a considerable nuntber of existing 
exchanges, and to minimize capital expenditure it was imperative 
that maximum use be made of existing exchange equipn1ent and 
accommodation. In general, this has been achieved by 111i11or 
modifications of the line circuits, line finders, group selectors, final 
selectors and parent auton1atic exchange relay-sets. Some new 
signalling and switching equipn1ent has been necessary, and this is, 

in the main, accon1n1odated in new units. 

INTRODUCTION 

T
HERE are some of the older types of unit 
automatic exchange (U.A.X.) which are now 
obsolescent, namely U.A.X.s No. 5, 6 and 7, and 

there are others which are due for replacement by small 
automatic exchanges (S.A.X.s) within the next 5 years. 
It would be uneconomical for subscriber trunk dialling 
(S.T.D.) facilities to be provided at such exchanges, and 
for these reasons the introduction of S.T.D. will be 
confined to U.A.X.s No. 12, 13 and 14. 

The general schen1e adopted1'2 is based on the provision 
of direct access from the U.A.X. lst  selectors to l st 
selectors at a group switching cenlrc (G.S.C.). This 
necessitates regenerating the first digit by a pulse sender 
and provision for storing the subscriber-dialled digits. 
]t may be necessary to re-parent so1ne U.A.X.s, 
and, where long junction routes are involved, provision 
has been made for the application of Signalling System, 
D.C., No. 2 or Signalling System, A.C., No. 8. 

A single group of junctions carries the mixed traffic 
fro1n the U.A.X., i.e. trunk, assistance or local calls, to or 
via the parent auto1natic exchange, and certain barring 
arrangements are, therefore, required on the lcvcl-9 
access. Where required, translation of the first digit is 
also used for discriminating purposes. 

If warranted by the amount of outgoing traffic, three 
separate groups of junctions n1ay be e1nployed at the 
larger U.A.X.s, as �ho\vn below. 

(i) Traffic routed via the register and assistance 
relay-sets (levels I and 0). 

(ii) Traffic routed via level-9 relay-sets. 
(iii) Traffic routed via levels 9, I and 0. 

Pay-on-answer coin-boxes3 will not be available for 
the initial S.T.D. installations. The prepayment coin
boxes will be retained, and users will complete local 
automatic calls as before. For other types of call the 
code 100 will be dialled, this being translated at the 
U.A.X. into a code that will route the call via the G.S.C. 
to the auto-manual board. At a later stage, pay-on
answcr coin-boxes with full S.T.D. facilities will be 
provided. 

Metering of S.T.D. calls follows the established 
technique of 1netering over junctions4 whereby periodic 
meter pulses arc returned to the U .A.X. equipment from 
the register-access relay-set' at the G.S.C. Periodic 

tTclcphone Exchange Systems Development Branch, E.-in-C. 's 

Office. 
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metering' of local calls 1s controlled by local-call 
timers' at the U.A.X. 

Il-IODIFICATlON OF EXISTING EXCHANGE EQUIPI'l-IENT 

Although in principle the modifications are si1nilar for 
each of the three types of U.A.X. there are some points 
of difference in detail, arising from differences of basic 
design. It is, therefore, convenient to outline them 
separately. In doing so only installations with pre
payment coin-boxes will be considered; the arrange
ments for pay-on-ans\vcr coin-boxes are described in 
detail under another heading. 

U.A.X. No. 12 

A simplified trunking diagram of the S.T.D. arrange-
1nents at a U.A.X. No. 12 is shown in Fig. 1. Prior to 
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FIG. I-SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF U.A.X. No, 12 S,T,D, TRUNKING 
ARRAi"IGEMENTS 

S.T.D. working, all traffic to and via the parent exchange 
was routed from selector level 9 at the U.A.X. For 
S.T.D. working it will be seen from Fig. 1 that, in addition 
to level 9, the first few outlets on levels I and 0 are cabled 
to S.T.D. junction relay-sets which, in association with 
junction hunters, per111it calls to be routed to the G.S.C. 
via a common junction group. This involves re
numbering subscribers' lines having numbers 211, 212, 
et sqq., and 201, 202, et sqq., and in addition, if the 
U.A.X. has an extended multiple, lines with numbers 611, 
612, et sqq., and 601, 602, et sqq. These changes to the 
selector-bank wiring involve a slight reduction in the 
maximum capacity of the subscribers' 111ultiple. 

The original level-9 and associated routc-<liscrin1inating 
relay-sets have been retained, with suitable modification, 
and continue to be used for gaining access to exchanges 
within the local-call area, and for emergency and other 
services. 

Modification of the existing junction relay-sets is 
required for the fo11owing reasons. 

(a) To dispense with the discriminating signals that 
were previously transmitted over the junction, on 



connexions via the manual board, to switch and identify 
caJls from ordinary subscribers or fron1 prepayment coin
boxes. 

(b) To bar the dialling codes I and 0 to incoming 
junction calls. 

(c) To disconnect local·call timing on inco1ning 
junction calls. 

(d) To ensure the correct clear.down sequence to 
prevent possible fraudulent S.T.D. calls. 

In addition to the circuit modifications outlined above, 
the following changes to the selector circuits are required. (a) The wiring is modified to permit the insertion of 
local·call timers between the line-finder wipers and the 
selector circuit. 

(b) The NP springs are recovered from level 9j as it is 
no longer a requirement that assistance calls be routed 
via level 9. (c) NP springs are provided on level 0 to disconnect 
Jocal·call tirning on S.T.D. calls. 

U.A.X. No. 13 
The modifications required at U.A.X.s No. 13 are, 

in principle, similar to those already described for the 
U.A.X. No. 12. A significant difference, however, is that 
without disturbing the existing subscribers' multiple 
range, group-selector levels 1 and 0 are already available 
for trunking out to the G.S.C. register and assistance 
relay-sets. 

Also, it will be seen from Fig. 2 that the local-call 
tin1crs arc connected after the group selectors instead of 
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in the usual and more econon1ica] arrange1nent used for 
the other two types of U.A.X. This method of trunking 
has been adopted to avoid the switching con1plici::itions 
involved in disconnecting the loeal·call tin1ers for calls 
routed via levels 1 or 0 of the group selector. 

U.A.X. No. 14 

All the n1odifications enumerated previously for the 
U.A.X. No. 12 are applicable to the U.A.X. No. 14, with 
the exception of modification (a) of the selector circuit. 

For the U.A.X. No. 14, alternative schemes may be 
used to facilitate cabling of the l s t  selector levels 1 and 0 
to the S.T.D. junction relay�sets. The first schen1e is 
shown in Fig. 3, and is used at U.A.X.s where the 
estimated number of exchange lines will not exceed 

1,200 after a n11111mum period of 10 years from the 
introduction of S.T.D. 
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GROUP SELECTORS 

By making l s t  selector levels 1 and 0 available for 
traffic to the G.S.C. it is necessary to re-number those 
subscribers' lines within the numbering ranges 2,000-
2,199 and 3,000-3,199. Where provision is made for 
1,200 exchange lines, only four l st selector levels
levels 1, 8, 9 and 0-remain available for junction traffic. 
Of these, the associated codes 1, 9 and 0 arc required for 
traffic to and via the G.S.C.; however, the code 8 may be 
expanded if required by the use of 2nd selectors at the 
U.A.X. 

Fig. 4 shows the second scheme, in which the lst  
selectors have been modified to dispense with absorption 
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FIG. 4-SIMI'LIFIED DIAGRAM OF S.T.D. ARRANGEMENTS AT U.A.X. 
No. 14 (2,000-LINE 11-lULTIPLE) WITHOUT UIGlT ABSORPTION 

of the first digit if it is a 2 or a 3, trunking to the final 
selectors being co1npleted via a groL1p or 2nd selectors. 
The rearrange1nent permits the subscribers' multiple to 
be extended to an ultimate capacity of 2,000 lines, with 
the further advantage that eight of the lst selector levels 
arc available for junction traffic. 

ADDITIONAL S.T.D. EQUIPMENT 

One of the problems at U.A.X.s is that of accommodat
ing additional equipment. Where possible, space has 
been used in existing units, but certain major items have 
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required the provision of additional units for S.T.D. 

equipment. Although the units are different for each of 
the three types of U.A.X., all have jacked-in equipment 
to facilitate maintenance. 

The various items of additional equipn1ent are 
described below under individual headings. 

G.S.C. REGISTER A::\D ASS1STA:\'CE RELAY-SET 

Access to the G.S.C, register and assistance relay-set 
is gained by either of two separate paths of entry, 
namely, via levels 0 or 1 of the U.A.X. lst selector, the 
operation of relay WS in the relay-set circuit providing 
discrimination for level-I calls. 

The relay-set performs the combined functions of 
local register, metering-over-junction relay-set and 
assistance relay-set, the latter function being detern1inctl 
from the operation of relay WS. Because the first digit 
dialled by the subscriber is used for selecting the path of 
entry, it is necessary, after seizing a junction, to reproduce 
this digit to step the l st selector at the G.S.C. This is 
done by a pulse-sending element, and a facility is also 
incorporated for sending a limited number of additional 
digits to provide for charging-group discrimination. On 

assistance calls this latter feature permits discrimination 
between prepayment and pay-on-answer coin-box calls. 
The pulse sender and positioning of the G.S.C. selectors 
require that the subsequent information dialled by the 
subscriber should be received and held in a temporary 
store, and for this purpose use is made of a mechanical 
pulse-regenerator, a storage and sending device that, in 
addition to its advantages in cost, is econo1nical in space 
requirements. 

Tahle I shows the register and assistance relay-set 
translations that will usually be required. 

Lne/-0 Calls 

The G.S.C. register an<l assistance relay-set is seized 
via level 0 for trunk calls, operating relay A (Fig. 5) 
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without operating relay WS, and pulses dialled sub
sequently are applied to magnet RM and stored in the 
regenerator. 

After the first train of dialled pulses has been stored in 
the regenerator, a seizure loop is prepared at contact 
BY! and the search for and the seizure of an outgoing 
junction is initiated via the junction hunter. Use is 1nade 
of the inter-digital-pause timing relays to provide a 

TABLE I 

Translalions Provided by Register and Assistance Relay-Set 
' 

' 
Digits Received by Digits Transn1itted by 

Digits Dialled Calling Subscriber I Register and Assistance Register an@ Assistance Remarks 
Relay-Set Relay�Set 

--

JOO Ordinary, or pay-on- 00 100 Coin-box discrimination 
answer coin-box 1 by tone 

---

0 I Nil Level 11 reserved al 
--- Prepay1nent coin-box - II G.S.C. for manual-

100 

I 
00 board calls from prepay-

1nent coin-boxes 
-- - --- -

19X Ordinary, or pay�on- 9X 19X These codes are barred 
18X answer coin-box 8X ISX lo prepayment coin-
17X 7X 17X boxes 

-

National nun1ber Ordinary National number less 02, 04 or 06, plus remain- *Digits 2, 4 or 6 received 
initial digit 0 ing digits of national by register-access relay-

nun1ber set for charging-group 
discrin1ination 

- - -

National number Pay-on�ans\ver coin-box National nun1bcr less j 01,03 or 05, plus remain- *Digits 1, 3 or 5 received 
initial digit 0 ing digits of national by rcgister�access relay-

I number set for charging-group 

I discrin1ination 
-

11-16 I Ordinary, or prepay1nent 1-6 I Nil 

I 
These codes are barred 

or pay-on-ans\ver coin- 1 to all subscribers 

I boxes 
I 

*The purpose of the discriminating codes 01 (pay-on-answer coin-box) and 02 (ordinary subscriber) is two-fold: first, to indicate to the 
register-translator that the call is fro1n a U.A.X. situated \Vithin the sa1ne charging group as the G.S.C., and, secondly, to provide coin-box 
discrhnination. Should the call originate from a U.A.X. in a dependent charging group the pairs of codes 03 and 04, or 05 and 06, are used 
for charging-group and coin-box discrimination. 
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delay before the operation of relay ST; this delay allows 
for the siezurc tin1e of the G.S.C. equipment. The 
operation of relay ST per1nits pulse sending by contact 
PG!, whilst contact PG2 steps the pulse-sender magnet. 
The pulse-generator relay, relay PG, in association \Vith 
capacitor C, provides trains of pulses at the rate of 10 
pulses/second. 

Referring now to Fig. 6, the pulse sender, it will be 
seen that uniselector PS controls relay IT, which al 
contact !TI (Fig. 5) provides a masking circuit for the 
inter-digital pauses required during pulse sending. The 
pulse-sender bank connexions are arranged for the 
routing digits indicated, relay IT being connected to the 
appropriate bank contacts to give inter-digital-pause 
masking of the pulse-generator relay contact PG I 
(Fig. 5). Relay RG (Fig. 6) provides the end-of-sending 

WA2 

CB1 

"· .. 

ORDlllARY CALL 
LEVEL {l PSS 

ORDINARY CALL 
LEVEL 1 

·· .. 

.. 

WA3 P.A.C.B CALL 
LEVEL 1 PSB \j 

/ 

P_AC.B. CALL 

�· 
2 s···· 

... .. 
·

· .. 

LEVEL 0 PS6 
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Note: The pulse-sender ar1:s are strapped to send as follows: 
arc PSS-06, ate PS6-05, arc PS7-l and arc PSS-I. 

P.A.C.B.-Pay-on-answer coin-bo:-:. 

f-i'" 

FIG. 6 -SJ:MPLIFJED DIAGRAM OF PULSE SENDER (G.S.C. REGISTER 
AND ASSISTANCE RELAY-SET) 

signal to release and isolate relay PG at contacts RG l 

and RG2 (Fig. 5). The bank contacts of four arcs of 
unise1ector PS arc terminated on a connexion strip to 
allow translations to be arranged by appropriate cross
connexions, the appropriate uniselector-arc wiper being 
selected by contacts of relay WA for level-I calls, and, in 
addition, a contact of relay CB for coin-box originated 
calls. Relay CB (not shown in Fig. 5 or 6) is operated 
from a -50-volt potential on the meter wire, as in norn1al 
U.A.X. practice. 

It should be mentioned that, because the pulse sender 
is used to originate the pulses which position the G.S.C. 
selectors, the normal 800 ms inter-digital pause is 
provided. With completion of pulse sending, indicated 
by the operation of relay RG, a circuit is completed for 

the regenerator to start sending its stored digits to the 
G.S.C. register. To ensure that the regenerator has the 
storage capacity for the longer national or international 
numbers the inter-digital pause (obtained from ti111ing 
relays) is reduced to 400 ms. 

Level-I Calls 
For level-I calls a different sequence of operation 

occurs from that on level-0 calls. Referring to Fig. S and 
7 it will be seen that, with the operation of relay WS, the 
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FIG. ?-SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF DIGIT-COUNTING AND DlSCRIMI
NATION ELEMENT (G.S.C. REGISTER AND ASSISTANCE RELAY-SET) 

pulses dialled subsequently arc repeated to the PS magnet 
via contacts A2 and WS2; this is in addition to normal 
storage in the regenerator. The stepping of unisclector 
PS provides pulse counting and, in conjunction with 
relay EF (Fig. 7), gives a facility for barring calls: lhe 
operation of relay EF results in the return of number
unobtainable tone to the caller, and a junction is not 
seized. If the call is one that is permitted, operation of 
relay DC (Fig. 7) starts the junction hunter searching for 
a free junction and also homes uniselector PS in readiness 
for its pulse-sending function. When a free junction has 
been found, the operation of relay ST completes a 
seizure loop at contact ST!, and applies a start signal to 
the pulse-generating relay via contact ST2 (Fig. 5). The 
pulse-sending uniselector arcs PS? and PS8 (Fig. 6) are 
prepared by contact ST3; the first two contacts of these 
arcs are used to mask pulse sending by the operation of 
relay IT, to allow for the seizure time of the G.S.C. 
equipment. After sending the routing digit the operation 
of relay RG (Fig. 6) allows the sender uniselcctor to 
home, and, after a relay-timed inter-digita1 pause, 
transmits the regenerator-stored digits, the pause between 
pulse trains being 800 ms. 

Level-I Prepayment Coin-Box Calls 
The circuit is required to cater for either pay-on· 

answer or prepayment coin-box calls. Although the 
assistance code for prepayment coin-boxes will be 100, it 
is necessary to provide a discrimination signal to enable 
the operator to identify a prepayment coin-box. Such 
calls are routed from level 11 at the G.S.C., and it is 
arranged that the pulse sender transmits these digits. 
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The CB relay will be operated with seizure of the rclay
set, and this allows the counting function of uniselector 
PS to check both subsequent digits 00. This is shown in 
Fig. 7, where conlact 21 of unisclector arc PS4 gives a 
permitted code. The circuit also arranges for coin-box 
relay CB to suppress the input to the regenerator, so that 
the digits 00 are used for counting only and are absorbed. 

Pay-011-A11s1ver C'oin-Box Calls 
Fig. 8 shows the trunking arrangements for pay-on

answer coin-boxes at U.A.X.s No. 13; the trunking 
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P. A .C. e. AKO C.F.C. RELAY- SETS) 
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TO OTHER 
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RELAY-SETS 

G.S.C:. REGISTER 
AHD ASSISTANCE. 

RELAY-SETS 
GROUP 
SELECTORS 

P.A.C.D.- -Pay-on-answer coin box 

C.F.C.�Coin-and-fee-checkini: rela1•-sets 

FIG. 8-TRUNKJ'NG ARRANGEMENTS AT A U.A.X. No. 13FORPAY-ON
ANS\VER COIN-HUX CALLS 

arrangements at the other U.A.X.s are similar in 
principle. The special feature adopted with the intro
duction of pay-on-answer coin-box calls is the use of 
uniselector line finders serving a n1axin1u1n of either 25 
or 50 coin-box lines. Coin-box traffic is then connected 
to the normal line finder level 8, via coin-and-free
checking relay-sets. A large coin-box group can thus be 
accommodated, using a minin1um of coin-and-fee
checking relay-sets. 

Each coin-and-fee-checking equipn1ent and its asso
ciated uniselector line finder serve a s1nall nu1nber of line 
equipments. Arrangements are made for a line-equipment 
"start" signal to be diverted to a succeeding coin-and
fee-chccking relay-set in the event of the line equip1nenfs 
normally-associated relay-set being busy or faulty. 

The coin-and-fee-checking relay-set is the standard 
equipment for dealing with pay-on-answer coin-box 
calls; the principles of this equipment have been des
cribed elsewhere.:.i The relay-set provides a signal for 
coin-slot control by the operator, and, therefore, the 
register and assistance relay-set receives this signal and 
repeats it to the coin-fee-checking relay-set. 

LEVEL- 9 JUNCTION RELAY-SETS 

Reference has previously been Inade lo the modifica
tions required for existing junction relay-sets for S.T.D. 
working. These modifications have resulted in so1ne 
redundant relays, etc., in these equip1nents, the retention 
of which can, however, be justified on econo1nic grounds. 
For ne\v work, for instance to cater for an increase of 
junction-group size, or where it is essential to gain 
additional mounting space, new circuits have been 
designed: one for pay-on-ans\ver, and one for pre
payment coin-box working. Both have the aecess
barring facility built into the relay-set. Typical barring 
arrangements are sho\vn in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
Typical Access-Barring Arrangcn1ents 

Dialling 
I 

Classification 
Code 

i __ ------ -· 

90 I Barred to all subscribers -- -- --- - ---
910-916 I Barred to all subscribers 

917 I Barred to all subscribers, but may be unbarred 
if access to engineering services is required 

918-919 I Barred to all subscribers --
92-97 I Permitted codes - · -- -- - -

980 Barred to prepayment coin-boxes 

981-989 Permitted codes 
�-- ------ -- - -

99 Pennilled cot.le 

LOCAL-CALL TI1HNG 

The local-call timers for the three types of U.A.X. 
differ somewhat in detail, but all are similar in principle 
to those in general use at non-director exchanges.7 
Fig. l ,  2, 3 and 4 indicate at which points this equipment 
is inserted in the trunking for the different types of 
U.A.X. 1-<'ig. 9 shows a sirnplified circuit for the lJ.A.X. 
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LINE FINDER· 

"' 
LOCAL-CALL TIMER 

I• H3 TO PULSE-
' ./ SUPPLY �P2 , • l t---<T .____ CONTROL 

• 'f>---1 1• RELAY 
H6 FROH 

TI""- PULSE-
RR .JW SUPPLY 

+t 

SELECTOR" 
"' 

"'rtitff"'' 

,----f-<"�" c.. JC 

LEVEL�/ 
NP1 I 

FIG. 9-SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF LOCAL-CALL TI:MER 
CIRCUIT AT U.A.X. No. 12 

No. 12, giving the essential tnetering arrange1nent and the 
method of inhibiting periodic metering on certain classes 
of call. 

Ordinary Subscribers' Local and Junction Calls 
When the called subscriber answers, a -50-volt pulse 

is applied over the M2 wire from the selector or junction 
relriy-set. This pulse operates relays MP and H, extend
ing a -50-volt pulse on the Ml wire to the subscriber's 
meter. Relay H remains held to the P-wire earth, and 
relay MP releases when the negative pulse on the M2 
wire ceases. 



The pulse supply is connected by relay H, and ratchet 
relay RR steps to these pulses. At the end of the 1 Oth 
pulse, springs R RS2 close, and relay IYIP operates in 
parallel with relay RR to the llth pulse, applying a 
further pu1se to the subscriber's meter at contact MPl. 
This cycle continues for the duration of the call. 

Coin-Box Cafls 

It will be evident that for calls from prepayment 
coin-boxes timing of local calls cannot be applied, and, 
therefore, the local-call-Liming circuit is 1nacte ineffective. 

When pay-on-answer coin-box \Vorking applies, local
call tin1ing is embodied in the coin-and-fee-checking 
relay-set, and, again, the local-call-tin1ing circuit is 1nade 
ineITective. ,..fhis feature is catered for by operating relay 
DS from the -50-volt signal applied to the M l  wire. 
The rectifier M R l  is necessary only to ensure correct 
current energization of relay DS to either a negative 
potential (coin-box calls) or to positive potential (incom
ing-junction calls). Relay DS is locked to the P-wire 
earth for the duration of the call, and the Ml wire is 
extended for\vard to receive the single meter pulse on 
ans\ver. 

0-Leve/ Calls 

0-levcl cal1s are subject to periodic n1etcring from the 
metering-over-junction facility of the junction relay-set. 
I' or such calls the local-call timer is made ineffective by 
the direct operation of relay OS, via the selector NP 
springs and contact JC, after junction discrimination has 
been 1nade by the selector. 

Meter-Pulse Supplies 

The provision of standard pulse-generating and 
tariff-control equipment' at U.A.X.s would clearly be 
uneconomic; one solution is to extend the pulses over a 
junction line from the G.S.C. The need for a special 
junction for this purpose has been avoided by taking 
advantage of an existing type of \Vire broadcast system. 
The continuous 72 kc/s carrier of this equipn1ent is 
modulated by signals of 44 c/s and 26 c/s, which at the 
U.A.X., after demodulation and ainplification, provide 
earth pulses for both ordinary and coin-box tariff rates 
that are then used to pulse the distribution relays. This 
arrangement has the added merit of using the carrier 
system in its idle condition, thereby facilitating monitor
ing of the carrier signal. Provision has been made for 
remote aural checking of the tariff rate by dialling final
selector test numbers. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

Subscribers' Private llfeters 

The application of standard S.T.D. facilities has 
required provision of equipment for those subscribers 
who n1ay require private 1neters; this equipment has 
been described elsewhere.9 If a private n1eter is fitted, 
meter signals are repeated as 45-volt 50 c/s pulses and 
extended to the subscriber's equipment using the line 
pair as an earthed-phantom circuit. 

Trunk Barring 
Trunk barring is also available for subscribers who 

n1ay wish to prevent unauthorized use of their exchange 
lines for trunk or assistance calls. At the telephone 
instrument a rectifier shunt-circuit 1nay be connected 
across the dial springs by the operation of a Yale-type 

key. At the exchange, a trunk-barring relay-set is fitted; 
this uses a 1niniature unisclector for pulse counting, and 
should the first digit be 0 or the first two digits 1 and 0 
the line potential is reversed, allowing the telephone
instrurnent rectifier circuit to shunL the dial springs and 
prevent further pulsing. 

Routine Junction Testing 
Levels 1 and O at the U.A.X. arc barred to incoming 

junction calls to prevent possible fraudulent routing of 
calls. It is, however, required that an operator should be 
able to carry out junction routine testing by dialling out 
over a junction to the U.A.X. and back to the G.S.C. via 
U.A.X. levels 1 or 0. To achieve this the operator first 
removes the barring facility in the following manner. 

A test number al the U.A.X. is dialled; the operator 
then applies a trunk-offering signal and controlling relays 
at the U.A.X. then remove the barring facility from the 
G.S.C. register and assistance relay-sets. The operator 
holds the connexion during this period of routine testing. 
()n the completion of testing, the connexion is released 
to restore the barring facility. 

Ren1otely Controlled Junction Busying 
On unidirectional outgoing junctions fron1 the U.A.X. 

to the G.S.C. a facility has been provided to enable the 
junctions to be busied to U.A.X. traffic, by remote 
control from the G.S.C. 

The system adopted is the same as that used at main 
exchanges whereby a high�resistance guard relay asso
ciated \vith the outgoing relay-set is connected across the 
line and, in the idle state, is permanently operated by the 
-50-volt and earth potentials from the G.S.C. If the 
line is disconnected, or the polarity reversed due to a 
fault condition, the guard relay releases to busy the 
junction at the U.A.X. 

When the circuit is seized for an outgoing call the 
guard relay is disconnected from the line to avoid 
impairing transmission and signalling performance. 

COi'.\CLUSTONS 

The introduction of S.T.D. at U.A.X.s will mean that 
many subscribers in small communities yvill benefit _f�·om 
the modernization of the telephone service. In addition, 
the useful life of these small exchanges will be con
siderably extended) \Vith a consequent saving in capital 
expenditure. 
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Engineering Aspects of Staff Comfort 

R. W. HOPWOOD, B.Sc.t 
U.D.C. 331.827 

Standards of con1fort at worlc are continually under review and 
generally in1pro\·ing. This article shows where the achieve.meat ?f 
con1fortable working conditions in1pinges on the work of engineers 111 

the Post Office, and describes some of the pl'oblems met. 

INTRODUCTION 

H
ISTORY shows a steadily rising standard 

.
of com

fort in organized employment. The Bnt1sh Post 
Office, through its Building and Welfare Depart

ment and through the normal staff-consultation channels, 
is constantly reviewing many aspects of staff comfort. 
This article deals \vith those aspects \vhich commonly pose 
proble1ns for engineers, na1:nely, t�mperature control, 
ventilation, lighting and noise, which together largely 
dctern1inc the environment conditions. 

The definition used here, of comfortable conditions 
will be those i�door environmental conditions \vhich 
enable most people to work efficiently and without undue 
fatigue. The qualification "most" is necessary because of 
the variability of human beings, as will be shown later. 

Of the four factors mentioned above, temperature 
control is usually the most important, and comfort zones 
of temperature alone have been quoted by some \Vorkers, 
while closely allied to it is the question of ventilation; 
these two problems will be dealt with first. 

Although equipment designers so1netimes call �or close 
te1nperature or humidity control, or both, to nnprove 
performance, it is a fact that in the majori�y of Post _Office 
premises the environment is controlled with the object of 
pro1noting staff co1nfort, and the env1ron1nent thus 
obtained is found to be well suited to most of the 
apparatus that has to be dealt with. 

GENERAL ASPECTS OF 
TElvIPERATURE CONTROL AND VENTILATION 

Comfm·t Zone 
Comfort is a n1atter of individual conviction, and so 

experimental work takes the form of questioning the 
subjects as to their feelings after a certain time in a con
trolled laboratory environment or in a carefull� measure_d 
field environment. The most iinportant factor involved is 
temperature. Fig. 1, produced by Chrenko,1 shows the 
comfort zone based on data obtamed by Bedford 111 1936 
for persons engaged on very light industrial work. The 
upper curve represents the incidence of unco1nfortable 
warmth, while the lower curve represents the percentage 
of uncomfortable cooling. The shaded area represents 
Bedford's comfort zone, defined as that in which not less 
than 70 per cent of the subjects were comfortable. In fact, 
he found that within this zone (6G°F to 68'F dry bulb) at 
least 86 per cent of assessments ranged from "con1fortah1y 
cool" to "comfortably war1n." 

Bedford's results sho\v conclusively that there is no 
one ideal air temperature for all people in one situation. 
Similarly, comfort zones are not the same in different 
countries, the range in America, for example, being some 
4°F higher than for Britain and still rising. This difference 
seems to be due to long custom and to different clothing 

tPo\ver Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office. 
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habits. A shift of comfort zone between winter and sum
mer is apparent in Britain and An1erica sin1ply due to the 
lighter clothing worn by most people in warm weather. 
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AIR FROM RESULTS OF AN JNVESTIUATION INTO TH.ERM AL COMFORT 

OF FACTORY OPERATIVES 

Physiological Aspects 
The human body can receive or lose heat by: 
(a) radiation, 
(b) convection, 
(c) evaporation or condensation, and 
(d) conduction. 
A person doing sedentary work generates heat at about 

400 B.t.u./h. (110 watts) and must lose this amount of 
heat to the environment. Failure to do so \Vill result in a 
steadily rising body temperature, leading to exhaustion 
and collapse. Thus, the problem is not to heat the body 
but to control the loss of heat from it. 

If the average ten1perature of walls, floor and ceiling 
(i.e. the mean radiant temperature or m.r.t.) is high, and 
the air temperature is also high so that little heat can be 
lost from the body by radiation, convection or conduc
tion, then equilibrium can only be restored by evaporation 
loss, i.e. through sweating. This could not be considered 
comfortable. 

The rate of heat generated by the body is not uniform 
over the body hut is greater at the head than the feet. 
Research carried out by Chrenko' indicates that for 
maximum comfort the air temperature at head level should 
be several degrees lower than that at ankle level. For 
sedentary subjects, optimum air temperatures suggested 
by Dr. Chrenko are 70°F for the feet, 66°F for the hands, 
and 60°F for the head. This is a most important observa
tion for two reasons: firstly, because most heating systems 
give a rising temperature from floor to ceiling, i.e. t�e 
wrong \Vay for comfort, and, secondly, because rehef 
from over-heating at head level is not easy to arrange on 
an individual basis. Over-heating generally can be 
compensated for by reduced weight of clothing, but 
clearly this docs not apply to the head. Thus, the age-old 



problern of keeping the feet \varm is not solve<l 1nerely by 
cutting do\vn floor draughts, although this is very i1n
portant, but requires more heat to be directed to\vards the 
feet. This cannot be done merely by increased room heat
ing unless considerable air Jnoven1ent is also ensured to 
increase the heat loss fron1 the head. The best approach 
possible \Vith norn1al types of central heating is to increase 
the raidant-heat content in such a way that the radiation 
can reach the feet. 

The balance bet\veen heat lost by radiation and con
vection vvill depend on the relation between air tempera
ture and m.r.t., but it is found that for sedentary work in 
nor1nally-heated accommodation the difference between 
the t\vo is very small. A high radiant temperature can 
arise, however, from sun shining through \vindows, and 
acute discomfort can be caused. Radiant ten1peratures 
exceeding 100°F have been ineasured in certain positions 
in roo1ns having nor1nal air ten1peraturcs. 

Hun1idity 
It is now considered that in Great Britain, at nor1nal 

room ten1pcraturc, atmospheric hun1idity has little effect 
on assessment of \varmth but has so1ne effect on the 
impression of stuffiness or freshness. The higher the 
humidity the inore likely the impression of stuffiness. 
Both the ventilation rate (fresh air) and total air movement 
also have an cft'cet on the feeling of freshness-the 
more, the fresher. 

Conifort Measure1nent 
Many atte1npts have been made to con1bine the effects 

of air te1nperature, radiant temperature, relative humidity 
and air speed into one index and, preferably, one 
measurement, but the latest work in this field suggests 
that these attempts have not succeeded. The single index 
approach would allow quite wide variations of air tem
perature to be con1pensated by other factors, but modern 
work suggests that the dry-bulb temperature must be 
within the comfort zone and other factors rnust be 
separately kept within bounds-this at least restores faith 
in the ordinary thermo1neter as the starting point for 
assessing co1nfort conditions. 

BUILDING AND ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF TE.MPERATURF. 

CONTROL AND VENTILATION 

The ideal conditions to be n1ct for sedentary work are 
fairly well established, their ranges being as follo\vs. 

M can dry-bulb temperature (T°): 62-68°F winter, 
65-72°F summer, with a minirnum gradient, or 
small negative gradient, fron1 floor to ceiling. 

Mean radiant temperature (m.r.t.): between T° -· 2 
and T0 + 4 at head level. 

Relative humidity (r.h.): 30-70 per cent. 
Air movement: 15-50 ft/ruin. 
In addition, a ventilation rate of 1,000 ft3 of fresh air 

per hour per person is required to nlaintain air purity. 
The problem in the past has been almost entirely a 

\Vinter heating one, and this is still the major concern. 
However, over-heating in summer-time is becorning 
serious in apparatus rooms with high internal heat gains. 

Heating 
Central heating in some for1n is essential in large 

buildings, but the balance between the radiation and con
vective components is influenced by the method of heat 
distribution, as indicated in the following table for a 

variety of hot-water systems. Warn1-air syste1ns give 
virtually no radiation at all. 

Relative Percentages of Heat Distributed by Radiation and Con
vection by Different Types of Hot-Water IIeaters 

Percentage of IIeat Percentage of Heat 
Type of Heater Distributed by Distributed by 

RaUiation Convection 
-

Colutnn-typc radiator 
i 

20 80 
-

Panel-type radiator 40 
I 

60 
--

Heated \Vall-panels 50-65 

I 
35 �so 

---

Heated floors and 50-65 35 50 
ceilings 

Systen1s based 1vvholly on warn1 air from central plenum 
ducts are not generally favoured because the walls and 
floors 1nust necessarily be at a lower ten1perature than 
the air, giving a low m.r.t. and do\vn draughts which arc 
unchecked because of the lack of any warm-air upsurges 
from heaters under windows. Insufficient heating at foot 
level might, therefore, be expected on theoretical grounds. 

The "cold-wall" effect is greatest in buildings with 
large \vindows and poorly-insulated walls, and vice 
vcroa. In modern Post Office buildings with only moderate 
windo\v area and very good \Vall insulation the effect may 
be small enough to ignore. Experiments are being con
ducted with combined warn1-air heating and ventilation 
systems in a nun1ber of automatic telephone exchanges 
\Vhcrc, because of the need for a forced-ventilation 
system, a particularly good econo111ic case can be n1ade. 
Systems introducing warn1 air at low level are niore 
expensive and tend to raise dust. 

Electrical Underfloor Heating 

The use of electrical underfloor heating has been 
described fully in a previous issue of this Journal.3 Its 
main interest here is that it is one of the few syste1ns that 
can produce an air temperature at ankle level greater than 
at head level. It has no tendency to raise dust, and present 
evidence is that it should have a very high comfort rating. 

Ventilation 

A gentle stream of cool air, say, 40 ft/min, directed 
against the face in an over-warm room is very pleasant; 
the same air-stream directed against the back of the head 
is a likely cause for complaint. In a room with a large 
number of people not all facing the same way, "ideal" 
ventilation for everyone is aln1ost impossible to achieve. 
It is usual, therefore, in mechanical ventilating schemes to 
ensure that the air currents reaching the occupants are 
not much below room temperature and are of a speed 
between 15 and 50 ft/ min. The aim is to mix the incoming 
air with the roo1n air, by creating turbulence, before it 
reaches the occupants. 

Higher air-speeds can be safely used in over-heated 
rooms, and ordinary ceiling fans can be very effective in 
making such rooms more tolerable by increasing the heat 
loss of the occupants by convection. A limit is reached, 
ho\vever, for office \vork when the air currents begin to 
move papers about on the desks, i.e. around 200 ft/min. 

Relative humidity normally requires no correction in 
Dritain in simple ventilating systen1s since it rarely varies 
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beyond the quite wide tolerances acceptable for comfort. 
Occasionally, discomfort may arise from low r.h. in very 
cold weather: thus, air at 32°F, 50 per cent r.h. has an 
r.h. of 16 per cent at 65°F. Internal r.h. percentages will 
be about JO per cent higher, however, due to moisture 
gains from occupants, and, in addition, the hygrosopic 
nature of the surfaces in a room have an equalizing effect 
on r.h. over long periods. 

Cooling 

Generally speaking, cooling for staff comfort should 
only be necessary in Britain in apparatus rooms contain
ing concentrations of high heat-dissipation equipment. 
The need for cooling can arise due to abnormal solar 
gains through large windows, and, whilst the heat can 
be removed by refrigerating plant, the process is always 
expensive-the right course is to prevent the heat entering 
the building and this is the responsibility of the architect. 
Inside blinds can only reduce the heat gain by about 50 
per cent; outside ones are more effective. 

The heat entering and trapped in a building due to a 
single window JO ft x 10 ft facing south in latitude 52°N 
could reach 20,000 B.t.u./h. To remove this heat by 
cooling plant would involve plant costing perhaps £800, 
occupying a floor space of about 20 ft2, and having high 
maintenance costs. Even the most elaborate cooling 
plant will fail to produce comfortable conditions for any 
person forced to sit in the direct rays of powerful sunlight. 

Where heat from apparatus exceeds about JO watts/ft2 
of floor area over the major portion of a large room, 
special cooling arrangements must be considered. In the 
past this has generally meant high rates of ventilation 
without cooling, and up to 60 room air-changes per hour 
have been achieved without undue draught or noise. 
Large fresh-air quantities, however, produce problems of 
filtration in dirty areas, and the tendency is to rely more 
and more on cooling plant. This, preferably, takes the 
form of a central cooling-plant and fan installation with 
high-quality air filters. Recirculation 
of a high proportion of the air for 
recooling is, of course, essential. Fig. 2 
and 3 show parts of a typical plant 
of 70 tons* refrigeration capacity, 
i.e. 246 kW of heat extraction, and 
Fig. 4 shows schematically the com
ponent parts. Such a plant may cost 
about £60,000 and require a total 
plant-room area of about 2,000 ft2. 
Again, it is emphasized that mech
anical heat removal is not cheap. 

Where a plant room of adequate 
size cannot be found, one of the air
cooling systems shown in Fig. 5-7 
may be possible. With the systems 
illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) no 
plant space is required outside the 
apparatus room. For those illustrated 
in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) the cooling 
arrangements are out-housed, while 
for those in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) the 
compressor is also out-housed. Other 
arrangements along similar lines are 

FIG. 2-TWELVE-CYLINDER SINGLE-STAGE COMPRESSOR 

sometimes used. Systems, using local units, are, however, 
open to serious criticism for apparatus-room cooling 
because of: 

(a) the poor filtering of air in the apparatus room, 
(b) their high noise level, 
(c) the necessity for water or refrigerant lines in the 

apparatus room, and 
(d) their high maintenance liability, which is likely to 

*The cooling capacity of a refrigeration 
plant is usually expressed in "tons of refriger
ation," 1 ton of refrigeration being a heat
extraction rate of J 2,000 B.t.u./h. FIG 3.-SHELL-AND-TUDE WATER CIULLER (EVAPORATER) AND ClllCULATING PUMP 
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interfere with apparatus operation and n1aintenance. 

The moral is obvious: for all new apparatus roo111s, 
calculations of heat dissipation must be made well in 
advance, so that the need for cooling plant can be asses
sed, and proper provision made for it. 

(a) \Vindmv Unit (b) Pree-Standing Uni! 
FIG. 5-UNIT AJR-CONDfl"lONING SYSTEMS \VITT-I LOCAL AIR-

1-IAh"DLJNG UNIT 

LIGHTING 

Lighting is not, perhaps, usually thought of in terms of 
comf�rt, hut wrongly used it can certainly cause discom
fort m the form of glare. Unlike heating, there is no 

obvious upper limit to the amount of light human beings 
can enjoy. With the higher levels of illumination now 
being generally introduced, discomfort from glare has 
become n1uch more important, and the lllumination 
Engineering Society's (l.E.S.) lighting code' not only 
specifies means of establishing a glare index* for any 
general lighting design, but also lists permissible limiting 
glare indexes along \Vith the reco1n1nended illumination 
level for 1nany different types of work. 

The above remarks apply only Lo direct glare and not 
to glare reflected from shiny surfaces. Particularly 
difficult is the reflection from the high-gloss paper much 
used in technical literature-including that dealing with 
lighting design 1 There see1ns as yet no satisfactory solution 
to this problem. 

Whereas a few years ago 4--6 lumens/ft2 was co1nmon 
in offices and other work places, the 1nini1nun1 is now 
about 15 lumens/ft'. The official figure for Government 
offices was, until recently, 15 Jun1cns/ft2• It has no\V been 
decided that, for new and certain existing office buildings, 
the level of artificial lighting should be increased to 30 
lumens/ft'. This is the average illumination on the work
ing plane under average conditions. 

*The glare index, based on the Building Research Station's glare 
formula, lakes account of number, size and type of fittings, roo1n 
dimensions, and reflection factors of floor, walls and ceiling. 
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(J1) Free-Stnndlru:: Unit with Remote Air-Cooled Condenser 

I 
COOLING-WATER PI PING 

(b) Fr.:e-SLandiug Un.it with \Valer-Cooled Condenser and Remote Cooling Tower 

Nute: Fans, tilters, fresh-air make-up, drni11 connexions, etc., not shown. 

FIG. 6-SPLIT AIR-CONDlTIONThTG SYSTEMS 'VITH LOCAL AIR-IIANDLI::-IG UNlT AND OUT-HOUSED COOLING PLANT 

RFFRIGERANT PIPING CHILLED-WATER PIPING 

. \ 

-

j 

JJ 
(")Remote Air-Cooled Corn.lemin� Unit se1vi1rn Direct-J::xpansion Coolers (b) Remote \Vater-Chlller with Cooling Tower serving Fan-Coil Units 

Note: Fans, Olten!, fresh-air make-up, drain connexions, etc., not shm1n. 

FIG. 7-SPLIT AIR-CO�DITIONING SYSl"E:MS IN \VHff-:H COOLING AND COMPRESSOR PLANTS ARE OUT-HOUSED 

At these levels of illumination the heal from lamps 
begins to become a problem in n1ild weather, and 
fluorescent lighting is the n1ost practical, and usually the 
cheapest, way of achieving good office lighting; the 
efficiencies of the n1ost commonly used fluorescent tubes 
average about 60 1umens/watts, against about 12 for 
filan1cnt lamps, making the forn1er much cheaper and 
cooler to run. I-lowever, the cost of fluorescent fittings is 
high, and the "break-even" point is around 500 burning 
hours per annum, depending on choice of fitting: n1ost 
offices exceed 500 hours burning per annum. 

Every rise in the authorized level of artificial lighting 
automatically increases the number of burning hours, and 
the stage is soon reached when some rooms or parts of 
rooms with poor day lighting are consistently below the 
agreed standard so that the lights are on n1ore or less 
throughout the working day. Even in new buildings it is 
not necessarily desirable to enlarge the \Vindows to give 
adequate day lighting everywhere, because of the atten
dant problen1s of heating in \Vinter and cooling in 
sumn1er. 

In deep side-lit offices day lighting falls off severely 
avtay from the \Vindo\vs, and permanent supplen1entary 
artificial lighting (p.s.a.l.) is recommended in the LES. 
code for roon1s where the daylight factor* is less Lhan 2 
per cent. P.S.A.L. is intended to be arranged on a 2-level 
circuit so that the ilhunination level, and perhaps colour, 
can be changed when daylight fades into night. There are 
obvious difficulties here because the sudden switching 
from a high level of artificial lighting to a lower one is 

*Daylight factor at a point intloors is expressed as a percentage 
of the total light available under the unobstructed sky, assun1cd of 
uniform brightness. 
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sure to cause adverse comment fro1n people working in 
the room. 

General and Local Lightint 

General lighting means lighting which produces a 
nearly even illumination over the \Vhole room, or would 
do so if it \Vere not for obstructions, and this form of 
lighting is used aln1ost universally for general office work. 

J:-'or other types of sedentary \vork, and notably in 
dra\Ving offices, a n1ixturc of general and local lighting is 
often used_ A comprehensive study of drawing offices by 
the Building Research Station in 1958,' which included 
t'h'O Post Office dra\ving offices, resulted in a recommenda
tion for the mixed system, although a number of large 
modern drawing offices are successfully operating with 
high-level general 1ighting only. 

To sec detail easily and quickly there 1nust he not only 
sufficient light on the work but a suitable balance of the 
brightness of the work itself, the immediate surroundings 
and the general surroundings. Since the brightness 
(lu1ninance) of a matt surface is approximately the pro
duct of illumination and reflection factor, the colours and 
1natcriaJs of the surfaces enter into the question. Now, 
the eyes will always be attracted to the brightest part of 
the field of view, and it follows that, for easy working, the 
\York area should be brighter than the surroundings. It 
has been suggested by a nu1nber of workers in the lighting 
field that for work requiring high illumination the bright
ness of the \Vork, the near surround and the far surround 
should be in the ratio 10 : 3 : 1 for comfortable working. 

Il!uminnted Ceilings 

.l t follows from the previous paragraph that an i1lumin-



ated ceiling, if used as the sole illu1nination for an office 
is likely Lo have a poor performance : if such a ceiling is 
of high luminance it is distracting and produces glare, 
and if it is of low luminance it has a depressing uniformity 
giving lo\v contrasts and producing feelings of dro\vsincss. 

Lighting and Decorative Treat1nent 

There is a tendency in any general lighting schen1e to 
produce a rather inonotonous uniformity if the decora
tions and furniture are such as to produce a lack of 
variety of brightness patterns. The use of mixed colours 
and pictures in modern offices is the obvious remedy. 
Special lighting effects, e.g. the use of recessed "down
lighters" to produce sparkle, can be employed where cost 
is not a prilne consideration and provided rcAcctive glare 
is avoided. 

lt is recognized that good lighting plus good decorative 
treatment in offices can create a cheerful working environ-
1nent with beneficial results generally. For this reason a 
good level of illumination, 15 lumcns/f t� or more, is 
usually provided even for jobs which on a strict size-of
dctail basis would qualify for a lo\ver standard. 

NOISE 

Considerations of co1nfort at \vork \vould not he com
plete v.1ithout mention of noise. There is ample evidence 
that a critical attitude to the noise levels of working 
environments, though of recent origin, is developing 
rapidly. Whereas most environmental conditions are 
steadily itnproving, noise is steadily getting \Vorse in our 
n1odern civilization. 

Noise Measuten1ent 
The subject of noise measurement is a con1plex one. 

There is very little inforn1ation available on the eITccts of 
moderate noise levels on the co1nfort and efficiency of 
sedentary workers, and no agreed 1nethod of assessing 
the relative nuisance value of different types of noise. 

The response of the human ear to pure tones of different 
frequency and intensity is well understood. The latest 
rc:.-;ults, due to Robinson and Dadson/ are shown in 
F'ig. 8. Sound-level meters for 111easuring complex sounds 
are based on this pure-tone response information by 
1neasuring the r.m.s. sound pressure on a decibel scale 
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FIG. 8--EQUAL-LOUDNESS CO'NTOURS 

based on 0·0002 dyn/crn2, using \Veighting networks in 
accordance with B.S. 3489' to allow for the varying 
sensitivity of the ear with frequency and level. The three 
\Veighting networks are sho\vn in Fig. 9, and \Vere 
originally intended Lo he used as follows. 

(i) A weighting: up to a level of 55 db. 
(ii) B weighting: levels of 55-85 db. 

(iii) C weighting: levels above 85 db. 
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FIG. 9-WEIGIITING CURVES FOR SOUND-LEVEL METERS 

Unfortunately, subjective tests suggest that readings 
taken on this simple sound-level 1neter are not always 
valid for assessing the nuisance value of a sound. As an 
example or this, studies or traffic noise in cities have 
shown that the A-weighting network gave the best 
correlation with subjective assess1nents of noisiness for 
high levels of noise as well as low. Nevertheless, the 
weighted db-as the reading is called- can be a very 
useful gLlide for many types of noise, particularly if 
supported by experimental information. 

Many atten1pts are being 1nade at the present tin1e to 
develop an objective method of assessing the nuisance 
value of any con1plex sound. These attempts are based on 
analysis of the sound by octave bands, i octave bands, or 
variable-width bands. Until these researches produce a 
proven and easily-handled 1nethod, engineers must, in 
the 1nain, rely on the si1nple noise-level meter and ex
perience in interpreting readings taken with it. Octave
band analyses arc useful, ho\vever, for investigating the 
typical noise spectra of particular types of 1nachinery, and 
these measurements can be 1nade using the san1e noise
level meter plus a set of filters. The results of such a test 
can be plotted and compared with a series of noise
critcrion curves, such as those due to Beranek8 shov.•n in 
Fig. 10. Limiting noise-criterion curves are then suggested, 
from experirnent, for various situations and occupations. 
Thus, for a general office with typewriters, noise
criterion curve 50 is quoted: such a curve might give a 
single reading on a noise tneter of around 65 db. The 
noise-rating curve quoted for a private office is 40, but 
these recommendations are, of course, quite arbitrary. 

Discussing the assessment of annoyance fron1 moderate 
levels of noise, the report of the Government Committee 
on the problem of noise" (The "Wilson Report") says 
"]t sccn1s inconceivable that an annoyance 1neter should 
ever be designed which would be of practical use to the 
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legislator .... " Both this report, and the report of the 
Post Office Working Party on Accommodation for 
Clerical Mechanization, refer to the lack of infor1nation 
on the effects on health and efficiency of moderate noise. 
The latter body considered that "1norc inforn1ation 
should be obtained about the effects of noise on efficiency 
and human behaviour, with particular reference to office 
machines." Nevertheless, the comn1ittee felt justified in 
recommending a provisional standard of 78 weighted db 
at machine operator's positions, and 74 weighted db at 
adjacent clerical positions. This is the only officially 
recognized noise standard for Post Office acco1n1nodation, 
although it is customary for the Engineering Department's 
specifications for ventilation and similar equip1nent to 
specify a limit for noise levels. 

Noisefron1 Ventilating Plant 

Generally, it is possible to suppress noise from ventilat
ing plant and air-conditioning plant so that in the oc
cupied rooms it is completely unobtrusive. This is 
achieved priinarily by lining air ducts with absorhcnt 
1naterial, e.g. 1 in. thick, bonded glass fibrei or by 
specially-constructed silencers. Very large reductions of 
noise arc possible with 1nodern silencers consisting of a 
number of straight passages with perforated walls lined 
with absorbent material. In a recent application10 over 
50 db attenuation at the main-fan frequency of about 
500 e/s was obtained with such a silencer 7 ft 6 in. long, 
with negligible pressure drop. 

Structure-borne ventilating-plant noise must, of course, 
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be catered for in the usual way by resilient mountings, and 
partitions between plant rooms and occupied roon1s must 
have appropriate sound-insulation properties. A 9 in. 
brick \Vall without \Vindows or openings will give a noise 
reduction of about 50 db. 

Noisefi·o1n Office Machines 

In offices containing office machines the noise source is 
in the occupied accommodation, and noise reduction is 
n1ore difficult. Ceilings and \Valls can be treated acous
tically, but silencing of the machine itself is often neces
sary. Reductions of about 4 db of directly radiated noise 
have been achieved in a number of cases by lining the 
n1achine casings with noise-dan1ping material such as 
polyurethane foam co1nbined, when necessary, with anti
drumming n1aterial having a high stiffness and damping 
factor. 

Co1nplete enclosure of the inachines in sound-proof 
covers is usually impossible for operational reasons. 

Noi.sefro111 the Street 
The main defence against traffic noise and other outside 

noises is a solid building, but openable windows amount
ing to 10 per cent of a wall area will reduce the attenua
tion of that wall from a high figure of, say, 50 dh to about 
10 db or less. If the windows are tightly closed the 
attenuation would be of the order of 25 db, and double 
glazing can improve the figure to 40 db. 

This Jneans that in very noisy situations a forced
ventilation systen1 n1ay be desirable so that all windows 
can be sealed. Centralized ventilation plants would he 
used in new buildings, but where the problem arisesin 
existing buildings it would so1netln1es he more practical 
to use local ventilation units \.Vith fan and fresh-air inlet, 
the interior being acoustically treated to give an attenua
tion of about 30 db. 
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Developments in Exchange Equipment: Post Office Introduces 

Electronic and Crossbar Exchanges 
U.D.C. 621.395.722:621.395.144!5 

Successful trials in public service have led to the decision to order 
all future telephone exchanges of small and mcdiunt size in electronic 
form, while the design of electronic equipment for larger exchanges 
and also for extending existing Strowgcr exchanges is well 
advanced. Some crossbar equipment is also being used to meet 

the present heavy demand for exchange equipment. 

T

HE Post Office and the British telephone-exchange 
equipment industry have recently achieved a major 
break through in the design and production of a 

com1nercially viable electronic exchange. After successful 
trials in public service of designs developeu under the 
auspices of the Joint Electronic Research Committee 
(.l.E.R.C.), comprising the Post Office and the five 
principal· telephone-exchange equipment manufacturers 
in the United Kingdom, the Post Office bas decided to 
order all exchanges in the smaller and medium-size 
ranges in the electronic for111 from 110\V on. This is the 
first stage of the plan to modernize the telephone system 
by installing electronic equipment. Britain is thereby one 
of the leading telephone administrations in the \vorld in 
the development and manufacture of electronic exchanges. 
The advantages of using electronic techniques in tele
phone exchanges include greater reliability, faster 
connexions, additional subscriber services, lower main
tenance costs and s1nal1er space require1nents. 

c 

Two other major joint electronic developments (also 
under the auspices of J.E.R.C.) are well advanced. These 
are a design for new large electronic exchanges, and 
electronic equipment for extending existing Stro\vgcr 
exchanges and eventually replacing the Strowger-type 
electromechanical equipment used at present. The tests 
on these equipments, which have already commenced, 
should be completed in time for the Post Office to 
decide to order these types of equipment where it best 
meets its require1nents. 

This first decisive step towards electronic switching 
comes at a tin1e \vhcn the Post Office is planning its 
largest-ever program of expansion. Over the next 4 years 
it needs more than £350m of exchange equipment-three 
times what was bought in the previous 4 years. The Post 
Office will take as n1uch electronic equipment as it can 
obtain to 1neet its expanded needs, and so minimize its 
requirements for equipment of the electromechanical 
type; this will, however, continue to be required at or 
above the existing level for some years to come. 

*HlLLEN, c. F. J., LONG, R. �··and PORRITT, w. �·A. The 
Field Trial of Two Stnall Electronic Exchanges at Leanungton an<l 
Peterborough. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 58, p.1, Apr. 1965. 

Most of this electromechanical equipment will be of 
the well-tried Strowger type which has been in use here 
and throughout the world for many years. But the Post 
Office has also decided to meet part of its rapidly
increasing requiren1ents by taking some exchanges in 
the British designed 5005 crossbar system-successfully 
developed for the export market by the Automatic 
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., of the Plessey 
Telecommunications Group. A trial 5005 crossbar 
exchange of about 1,500 lines has been operating with 
satisfactory results at Broughton (North Western Region) 
for well over a year. The scope for 5005 crossbar equip
ment is small in relation to total needs, but it is needed to 
provide new exchanges in areas that would otherwise 
have to wait longer for service. Orders for additional 
crossbar exchanges arc already in preparation, and will be 
placed in the near future. The equipment will be used in 
hoth director and non-director areas where ne\v exchanges 
are required. 

Field-trial models of the small electronic exchange, 
which is designed lo provide for up to a 2,000-line 
multiple and to cater for up to about 240 crlangs of 
traffic, have been on trial at the Peterborough and 
Leamington exchanges since the miudle of 1965.* In 
both installations the total calls handled is approaching 
the million 1nark and service has been exceptionally 
good. Orders have already been placed for five small 
exchanges with multiples of between 800 and 1,000 lines. 
These will be installed at Ambergatc (Midland Region), 
Odiham (Home Counties Region), Brampton (North 
Western Region), Llanwern (Wales and Border Counties) 
and Bishopton (Scotland). Installation has already begun 
at Ambergate, and the others will follow <luring 1967. 

The initial orders have been shared between Ericsson 
Telephones, Ltd., Nottingham, and the General Electric 
Co. (Telecommunications), Ltd., Coventry. Orucrs for 
about 50 more exchanges of the same type are also in 
preparation and are expected to be placed within the 
next 12 months or so. The exchange type will be known 
as the TXE 2. 

The large electronic exchange system for a 2,000-line 
multiple upwards has also been developcu jointly by 
the J.E.R.C., and is expected to become available during 
I 968. A full-scale model is already under test in the 
Post Office Circuit Laboratory. Electronic equipment, 
firstly to extend and then replace Strowger exchanges, 
has also been developed by the J.E.R.C., and is also 
expected to become available during 1968. 

All three systems use dry-reed relays for the specch
path crosspoints, with electronic controls. 
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A Clean Room for the Production of Silicon Planar Transistors 

R. L. CORKE, A.M.I.E.E., and A. w. SEARLS, A.M.I.E.E.t 
U.D.C. 621.382.3.002.2 

The production of specially-reliable transistors re11uires controlled 
conditions, including a substantially dust-free environn1ent for 
certain stages of 1nanufacturc. A clean room at the Post Office 
Research Station has been constructed for the production of 
silicon n p n planar transistors for application to submarine-cable 
s�·stcms. A general description is given of the clean roo1n and its 

npcratinn, together with possible future de\'elop1nents. 

INTRODUC110N 

T
HE successful use of transistors in the a1npli:fiers 
and supervisory circuits of repeaters for sub1narine
cable systems requires transistors Lhal are highly 

reliable for long periods of ti1ne. Given adequate 
reliability, the \vidc-hand characteristics and the modest 
power needs of transistors con1bine to make their 
application to both long and short systen1s attractive. 

The first applications will be to several shallow-water 
systen1s under the English Channel and the North Sea 
to provide 4 Mc/s links to the Channel Islands, the 
Continent and to Nor\vay. For these a silicon planar 
n-p-n diffused junction-type of transistor has been 
developed with a frequency cut-off of 400 Mc/s; this 
type is known as Transistor 4A2. A description has been 
given in a previous issue of this Journal1 of the prototype 
transistor from which the 4A2 has been developed. 
Other silicon planar transistors \Vith a cut-off of 1,000 
Mc/s will follow, and these, coded JOA, will possibly find 
applications in long cable systems with 10 Mc/s band
width. 

One of the prime objectives of 4A-transistor produc
tion at the Post Office Research Station is to dcn1onstrate 
the reliabi1ity and long-life potentials of these transistors. 
To do this it is necessary to n1ake then1 under carefully 
controlled and reproducible conditious, to subject 
batches to quality and reliability testing, and, with the 
n1inimun1 possible changes in procedures, to build up 
stocks for service use. Briefly, the reliability and suit
ability for the application arc demonstrated by measuring 
small changes of electrical parameters when the tran
sistors are carrying a normal current and arc n1aintained 
at elevated temperatures for moderate lengths of tin1e. 
By employing statistical n1ethods and by assuming a 
single failure mode the behaviour of transistors of the 
sa1ne origin can be predicted \Vith known confidence for 
operation over inuch longer lengths of time at the 
temperature they \Vi11 experience in service. 

For valid life and reliability predictions it is essential 
to control the production processes \Vith exactness as 
well as to verify that Jnaterials and components are of 
uniforn1ly high quality. The transistor, by its nature, is 
highly sensitive to impurities, both within the silicon and 
on its surface. The presence of un\vanted contaminants 
in and near the junctions of a transistor will modify the 
gain and other important characteristics. The conta1n
inating �olcculcs n1ay, in some instances, be in
nocuous in themselves. If, however, they can be broken 
down by heat or ionic dissociation then the resultant 
products may drift or diffuse and cause leakage or other 
unacceptable changes in electrical characteristics. The 
extreme sensitivity of the transistor to contamination, 

tPost Office Research Station. 
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and the rapid onset of detectable changes at elevated 
temperatures (300°C), make it possible to test randomly
selected specin1ens frorn a batch and so obtain an 
estimate of the quality of the batch \Vi thin a fe\v hours. 

The small size of the emitter (75-micron* diameter) and 
of the bonded-wire connexions (25-1nicron diameter, 
approxiinately), as well as the sensitivity of the device to 
conta1nination, 1nake it necessary to protect the transistor 
from dust and particulate 1natter that could accidentally 
fall upon it before it is safely encapsulated. General 
room dust, lint from clothing, debris such as hair, skin, 
dandruff and spray, as \vcll as finger grease, are typical 
contan1inants fro1n which the transistor n1ust be pro
tected by rigorous cleansing, by avoiding handling, and 
by ininimizing exposure to the at1nosphere of the roo1n. 
Because some exposure to the room atmosphere is 
unavoidable for mechanical reasons during fabrication 
it is essential to carry out most of the latter processes oi' 
manufacture in an ahnosphere which is substantially free 
from dust. 

There are several ways in \vhich work inay be done in a 
clean environ1nent. The operator can re1nain outside and, 
by inserting his hands and arms through sealed gloves 
and observing through a transparent side to the clean 
space, he can carry out operations in a relatively clean 
environment. The disadvantages of this so-called glove
box inethod is that the operator is not able to move 
freely, gloves are clumsy for some operations, the 
material of the gloves 1nay contain contaminants and the 
problems of transferring \York fro111 one glove box to the 
next one are far from simple and often result in an 
inflexible layout of equipment. Another \Vay is to have 
an open-sided box with an air flow outwards, into \Vhich 
the operator inserts his hands and forearms. This is less 
clumsy than the glove box, but it is technically unsound 
unless the hands and arms of the operator can be relied 
upon not to transport dust into the clean space; such a 
requirement is not easy to satisfy. 

The method used for the present transistor production 
is to provide a room scaled against the ingress of dust 
and into which filtered air is continuously pumped. In 
an annexe, for entry and changing, operators remove 
their_ outer clothing and dress in special clothes, which 
are lint-free, and a hat that covers most of the head, 
By following a set procedure for entering, a minimum of 
dust is transported into the clean room. The operators 
can then move with freedo1n within the room and work 
in reasonably comfortable conditions. Throughout this 
article the term "clean room" is used when referring to a 
roon1 of this type and operated in the manner prescribed. 

CLEAN R001f 

The clean-room installation consists of the follo\ving 
main parts. 

(a) Entry and changing areas. 
( b) Air lock. 
(c) Working space in clean room. 
(d) Working space outside clean room. 
(e) Air-conditioning plant. 
���������� 

*1 micron (µ.m) = 10-6n1, i.e. 25 /J.lll � 0·001 in. 



A simplified plan of the parts (a) to (d) is shown in Fig_ 1. 

The air-conditioning plant is fitted partly over the entry 
and changing areas and partly on the roof of the building 
containing the clean roon1. 

GARMENT 
STORE I 

load-bearing characteristics, and for those parts of the 
clean roon1 that arc load bearing a higher-density flax 
board is used. The two exhaust pillars in the centre of 
the clean roo1n contain light steel colun1ns which support 
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FIG. 1-PLAN OF CHANGING AREA AND CLEAN AREA 

Persons enter the changing area through a self-closing 
sliding door) and, after leaving all outer clothing in the 
outer cubicle, they n1ove to the centre cubicle where 
cotton undergarments and socks are put on. StaIT then 
enter the third co1npartment, where they may wash and 
where the outer garment and hat are put on; these arc 
made of continuous-filament nylon, the outer garment, 
in the general form of a flying suit, fitting the wearer 
closely at neck, wrists and ankles. Plastic sandals arc 
also provided and are \Varn in the clean roo1n. When 
leaving the clean room the procedure is reversed, the 
clothing being left behind in the appropriate cubicles. 
The clothing bears a code, so that lhe operators wear the 
clothes issued to them individually. The two changing 
suites operate in parallel for male operators, but if 
women \vere required to enter the clean room one 
changing area would be reserved for their use. 

The air lock between the changing area and the clean 
room occupies, in effect, part of a corridor and has a 
door at each end to separate the air system of the clean 
room, which is at a higher pressure, from that of the 
changing area. The air lock prevents excessive loss of 
air when operators go in and out. Opposite walls of the 
air lock are formed of two double doors, fitted with 
"panic" bolts: these doors could be used, in an 
emergency, to get directly out of the clean room. The 
normal doors of the air lock are not interlocked in any 
way, since this would be a safety hazard. Instead, if 
both doors are accidentally opened together for too long, 
and air pressure is lost from the clean room, a warning 
alarm is sounded. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 

The fabric of the structure is made of flax board, 
which consists of fibres of flax compressed in boards and 
bonded with resin glue. The board has an acceptable 
fire resistance, The density of the board determines the 

the centre of the roofs pan. The flax board is covered on 
the inside with 111ela1nine-forn1aldehy<le sheets coloured 
pale blue and white. On the outside of the board are 
sheets of similar 1naterial in a lower grade and coloured 
brown. Each side of the board is thus of equal structural 
strength. The ceiling is translucent Perspex supported 
from alloy frames. The floor is covered with polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) sheeting with welded joints, and PVC 
coving is used to seal the flooring to the walls. 

Facilities Provided ivithin Working Space 
The working space of the clean room is sho\vn in 

more detail in the plan of Fig. 2. Jn an area of 16 ft by 
32 ft the working positions are placed round the peri
phery. Most of the positions are at benches built against 
the walls of the room, where the operators are seated. 
Some of the work is done at standing positions if seating 
is not practicable. There is one exception to this peri
pheral layout: the main inspection point is an island 
position. 

Cleaning, etching and photographic bays, from left to 
right, respectively, in Fig. 3, are opposite the cnlry doors 
and provide both facilities for cleaning silicon slices* and 
for cleaning during intermediate stages of manufaclure. 
The fluids used are methyl alcohol, trichloroethylene and 
dibutylphthalate in apparatus (Soxhlcts) for continuous 
distillation. The Soxhlets are mounted witl1in the right
hand fume cupboard with a separate full-loss ventilation 
system arranged so that there is always a small negative 
air pressure \vith respect to the clean room and no 
fuming can take place into the room. The centre, similar, 
fume cupboard shown in flg. 3 is used for etching, and 
for cleaning processes involving hydrofluoric acid, 

>+A silicon slice, n-type, doped with phosphorus, is about 
25 mm in diameter and about 0·2 mm thick. On it will be formed 
some 250 transistor devices before it is divided up into 1 mm 
squares, each with one transistor. 1 
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sulphuric acid, and other active reagents. The third 
fume cupboard is for a photographic type of operation 
which is a rather elaborate uHra-violet light contact
printing system using a mask-alignment apparatus located 
near to the photographic bay and shown on the right of 
Fig. 3. 

boron vapour, and for phosphorous diffusion by a 
somewhat similar method. 

The next operating position has a high-vacuum coating 
equipment for evaporating aluminium on the surface of 
the slice to provide the base and emitter electrodes. 
This is operated partly from inside and partly from out-
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FIG. 2-0!:.TAILED PLAN OF CLEAN AREA 

,. 

FIG. 3-CLEANING, ETCHING AND PHOTOGRAPHIC POSITIONS 

Continuing clockwise round the room, there are three 
furnace tubes (Fig. 4) which just protrude into the room 
at sealed portholes. These 5 ft long tubes are of silica, 
and each extends out of the clean room through its 
furnace, which stands in an alcove outside. The tubes 
are charged and unloaded from within the clean room, 
but the rest of the furnace operation is performed 
outside. The three furnaces are, respectively, for oxidiz
ing silicon slices by providing a thin continuous film of 
silicon dioxide over the slice by a process of baking at a 
temperature near to l,000°C in steam, for boron diffusion 
by baking slices at about l,100°C in the presence of a 
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side the clean room. To facilitate co-operation here and 
elsewhere, loud-speaking telephones are fitted in the 
room. These are of a waterproof pattern, as used in 
hospital operating theatres.2 

The remainder of the periphery of the room is mainly 
occupied by a work-bench (Fig. 5) on which are placed 
equipments for 2-probe testing (measurement of certain 
d.c. parameters), dicing (cutting up slices into individual 
transistors), beading (brazing individual transistors to a 
header) and wire bonding (attaching 0·001 in. diameter 
wires from emitter and base to terminal posts). The 
operators require to be comfortably seated before the 



apparatus so that they have proper v1s10n with the 
microscopes and can operate the micro-manipulators 
with accuracy. 

the floor, the bench walls and tops, and the ceiling. The 
space under the benches is not included in the clean area 
and is used for housing all services and ancillary equip-

FIG. 4-CHARGING THE BORON DIFFUSION FURNACE 

FIG. 5-TIVO-PROBE TESTING. DICING, HEADING AND WIRE-BONDING POSITIONS 

At one point on the bench, not shown in the photo
graphs, is a section of wall, coloured red, for use as an 
emergency exit. This section can be kicked down, taking 
with it a portion of the outer wall. Both sections fold 
down and form a smooth floor over which the occupants 
can slide out. 

Air Flow, Humidity and Lighting 

The cross-section of the clean room shown in Fig. 6 
is taken through the right-hand air-exhaust column of 
the two shown in Fig. 2. This shows the box defining the 
limits of the so-called "white" area, which is bounded by 

ment: it is accessible from outside by removing covers. 
Pre-filtered air at 21°C, with a relative humidity not 

exceeding 40 per cent, enters from manifold A (Fig. 6) 
through a restriction to an absolute filter, B, of which a 

number are fitted behind grilles over the available wall 
area above the bench tops. These filters remove particles 
exceeding 0·5 micron diameter from the air, which then 
drifts across the room towards one of the exhaust 
columns, C, at a speed of about 0·25 m/s. The flow is 
encouraged to be laminar by the shape of the roof and 
by suitably arranging the entry holes along the length of 
each exhaust column. The air is returned by manifold D 
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TRANSLUSCENT PERSPEX 
ROOF 

furnaces and the clean room. When 
operators inside and outside the roo1n 

DO 

are working together they are aided by 
the loud-speaking telephones, already 
mentioned, and by windows that give 
a limited view. The work pieces, such 
as slices, headers and 1naterials, enter 
and leave through a hatch designed to 
carry a n1inin1un1 of contamination 
into the room. 

The absolute filters fitted round the 
walls of the clean room can be changed 
when necessary from outside by releas
ing a sealing panel and \Vithdrawing 
the filter; this could be done while 
nonnal \vork is being perforn1ed if 
one panel at a tin1c were removed. A 
change is necessary \vhen the fillers be-l/LTRA-HlGll-VACUUM C 

EVAPORATOR 

A-Ma11ifolct for entr�· of pre-filtered air D-Absolulc filler 

EMERGENCY 
EX IT 

C-l:::xhaust col1Jmn 

FIG. 6-CROSS-SECTION Of' CLEAN ROOl\:I 

to the circulatory t:1ns on the roof of the changing area, 
where it is inixed \Vith 10 per cent of fresh air and then 
recirculated. A certain quantity of air is allo\ved to leak 
from the clean roo1n, \Vhich has an over-pressure of 
about 1 cm of \Vater gauge \Vith respect lo the atmo� 
sphere, so that dust <.:annot enter \Vhen hennetic sealing 
is not possible. The leak rate, the fresh air intake, and the 
over-pressure are inter-related. The rate of circulation 
is such that the air content of the roon1 is circulated 
60 tin1es per hour and the fresh-air input replaces the air 
JO times per hour. 

The humidity of the air is kept below 40 per cent 
relative humidity because so1ne processing cannot be 
done above 45 per cent relative hu1nidity. Air is chilled 
by passing it over the expansion coils of refrigerating 
equipment, and the water so condensed is run off. The 
air is next \vanned to 21�·c. The te1nperature and 
humidity sensing heads in the n1ain air duct are arranged 
to control the heaters and lhe refrigerators so that the 
temperature is always withi11 1 "C of 2rc and the relative 
hun1idity is not greater than 40 per cent. The ventilation 
equipn1ent is fully auton1atic, and is protected by 
interlocks and against fire hazards. 

The lighting is provided by a battery of fluorescent 
lamps mounted above the transluscent roof. The total 
power is some 6 kW and the lighting on the work bench 
is at a level of 70 lumens/ft'. This general high-level of 
lighting is desirable for the nalure of the \.York, and to 
have attained this with la111ps \vithin the room \Vould 
have introduced more local heating than was desirable 
and would have stimulated convection air currents \Vhich 
can cause agglo111eration of dust particles. Further1nore, 
maintenance of the lighting equipn1ent is facilitated by 
this mounting arrangement. 

CLEAN-ROOM SURROUND 

It has been mentioned that the services are run around 
the clean roo1n in an under-bench space and that so1ne 
equipment, e.g. furnaces, project into the surround. 

There are also control cubicles for the furnaces and 
the high-vacuum coating unit, as well as a nu1nber of 
points where bottled and liquid gases arc brought into 
position and connected to supply lines entering the 
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D-Rcturn maniro\<l 

con1e partially choked and the pressure 
difference, as tncasurcd by a mano-
1neter, rises appreciably across a filter. 
Norn1ally, ho\vever, changing of the 

absolute filters should only be required alter several 
years' running. On the other hand, the primary filters in 
the air-condilioning equipn1ent are changed every fe\v 
week:-; when their resistance to air flow rises producing 
1nore than a predetennined pressure drop. 

To keep dirt down in the vicinity the approaches and 
surround of the t:lean room are maintained at a higher
than-average state of cleanliness and decoration, and this 
also has the advantage of continually reminding all who 
use the roo1n of the need for extreme cleanliness. 

CLEANLINESS OF CLEAN ROOri.1 

111easurenteJ/f of Ah·-Bor11e Dust 

Regular measurements are 1nade ofthc dusl content by 
taking s1nall samples of air at a nu1nber of points in the 
clean roo1n. The dust content of the air sa1nple is 
examined for sizes and quantity with an instrument 
known as a l(onimcter. '� 'l'his instrun1ent has a spring
loaded piston \Vhich, \vhen released with a trigger, sucks 
in 5 c1ns of air in such a \Vay that the inco1ning air 
i1npinges on a glass plate that has been treated with an 
adhesive. Dust adheres to the plate, which is then 
examined with a 1niscrocopc forming part of the instru
ment. A graticule in the microscope field, with calibrated 
black dots, enables the opcralor to esti1nate the sizes of 
the dust particles. A dark-ground illun1inator is used to 
enable particles do\Vll lo 0·51urn to be seen. The Koni-
111eter can take up to 30 samples on the glass plate hy 
turning it after each exposure to bring a fresh area into 
position for the next exposure. 

Typical results obtained with tl1e Koni1neter arc 
tabulated below. 

This method of measuring dust is reasonably satis
factory on a comparative basis, for it enables the trend 
in dust distribution to be monitored at places in the room 
where cleanliness is specially important-for exa1nple, 
at the photographic processing point. lt is not, however, 
suitable for 1neasurernent of the average dust i n  the 
whole roon1 because of the small size of the air sample. 

Other instru1nents have been tried. The Thermal 

>!<The Koni1neter is 1nadc by Messrs. W. Walson and Sons, 
Ltd., and was designed in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Fuel and Power. 



Typical Dust Measurements Obtained with Koni1neter 

Number of Particles Present of the 
Sample I 

Follo,ving Particle Sizes (in µ.m) 
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*Plant vibration cau:;;ed this excessive condition. 

Precipitator8t uses a hot filament to deflect an air stream 
containing the dust to be ineasurcd on to a plate for 
subsequent rnicroscopic exan1ination. This instrument 
requires to be run for some time before n1ea.surements 
are made, and it proved unsatisfactory for the purpose 
of quick sampling. 

Dust measuring-apparatus based on particle-counter 
techniques are available co1nn1ercially. Apparatus of this 
type continuously samples a n1ctered air stream which 
carries the dust past a sharply-focussed illuminator and 
a photo-electric cell which generates signals correspond
ing in an1plitude and number to the size and nu1nber of 
the illuminated dust particles. These signals pass to a 
counter and an1plitude sorter to record the nun1ber and 
sizes of the dust particles passing the light cell. The 
apparatus is complex and expensive and it could not be 
justified for the present applimtion. 

Dust Control 

The preservation of cleanliness in the clean roon1 and 
in the changing areas is based, first, on preventive 
procedures ca1i-icd out by the staIT as already de.scribed. 
In addition, the following further precautions and 
cleaning arc carried out. 

Handkerchiefs are nol laken by the stalT into the clean 
roon1 because their use would be a prolific source of dust. 
A dispenser and disposal unit for paper handkerchiefs is 
contained in one of the central pillars. Clothing arriving 
from the laundry is taken through the changing rooms i n  
polythene bags, which can be lightly swabbed t o  remove 
dust adhering to their outer surface. The nylon clothing 
itself cannot be guaranteed to be free fro1n lint, which it 
may collect at lhe laundry. To remove the lint and dust 
fro1n the nylon clothing it is treated in a garment-cleaning 
cubicle (sc'e Fig. 1), where it is attached at the neck, wrist 
and ankle openings to ducts carrying clean turbulent air 
which inflates the suit. Dust and lint adhering to the 
inside and, more specifically, to the outside of the suit is 
shaken off, withdrawn by vigorous airflow, and trapped 
in filters, the cleaned air being recirculated. 

An industrial vacuum-type cleaner can be attached to 
duels on the outside of the clean room and a flexible 
hose \vith brush attaclunents is connected to the other end 
of the ducts inside the clean room for floor cleaning. This 
is a means of re1noving particulate matter accidentally 
brought into the room on sandals, as well as debris gener
ated in the room by abrasion. Vacuum cleaning, even 
\vith brush assistance, cannot remove effectively very 

tMade by Messrs. Casella, Ltd., in collaboration 'vith the 
Nalional Coal Board, Mining Research Establishment. 

s1na1l particles, which adhere \Vith a tenacity increasing 
yvith smallness. 

To prevent a build-up of small-sized particles it is 
reco1nn1endcd that all surfaces should be regularly 
swabbed \Vith polyurethane sponges just n1oistened with 
\Vater containing -�1- 11 oz/gal of a non-ionic detergent, e.g. 
Lissapol D. When modification� of equi.pment �r.e . in 
progress it is usual to clean continuously in the v1c1n1ty 
of the \York with vacuum cleaner and swabs. 

EXPERIENCE IN OPP.RATING THE CLEAN ROOJ>.1 

Experience has been gained in operating the room over 
a period of about 2 years) during the latter feyv 1nonths 
of Yvhich the Transistor 4A2 has been in production. 
The cleanliness of the room itself is of a high order, and 
in normal operation it is unusual to fLnd a particle in the 
Konin1cter satnple exceeding J micron �n diameter, 
except in the vicinity of the door and the intake hatch. 

The operational aspects of the clean roon1 have 
proved excellent, and the only serious problen1 encoun
tered has been that of reducing to a tolerable level the 
vibration reaching the equipment in the clean room f1·on1 
the ventilation plant. Occasionally vibration has reached 
the room fron1 nearby sourceS" in the building, su�h as 
heavy weights being dropped and 1nasonry alterallons. 
lt is desirable Yvhen possible to build a clean roon1 on a 
solid fioor and to isolate it fro1n sources of vibration, 
including its oyvn ventilating plant. The temperature, 
humidity, and 1ighting conditions n!akc 

.
a pleasant 

environment for \vork. The outstanding disadvantage 
of this type of clean room is the large proportion of 
ineffective time: for the roo1n described here 10 minutes 
is allowed for changing clothes, and, with four shifts a 
day, this a1nounts daily to 80 minutes. 

A clean room for a given standard of cleanliness and 
a given function is virtually a fixed design, and it would 
not be easy to up-rate a room once huilt. It is, therefore, 
prudent at the outset lo use a design that will give the 
required cleanliness with a small, but not too great, 
margin, otherwise the cost will be unduly high. It is 
also prudent to have space for expansion and changes of 
practice, for it is not possible to mo�ify extensively the 
technical functions within the room \Vtthout a shut-do\vn 
of all operations. 

Mention has already been made of some alternative 
designs that \Vere considered before placing the contract 
for the room described here. In 1962 there was no 
reasonable inter111cdiate design as an alternative to the 
glove box or the present type of clean room. There arc 
now indications that the disadvantages of the open
sided box al that time have no\v been largely overcome. 
If new techniques result in reducing the volu1nc of clean 
space to that in1mediately surrounding the work th�n, 
not only should the capital cost be less, but the operatmg 
costs also would be reduced. 

CONCLLSlONS 

There is, in industry generally, an increasing applica
tion of clean rooms of various types to suit work \Vhich 
has to be protected from accidental contan1ination 
brought to it by the atmosphere or by the worker. In 
electronics, the trend to\vards sn1allness in designs such 
as microcircuit<>, as well as the increasing demand for 
improved reliability of components, is generating an 
extended interest in clean roon1s. lt is to be hoped that 
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in due course a British Standard will be established for 
the specification of clean rooms. 
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AU-Figure Telephone Numbers 
U.D.C. 621.395.636.1 

The reasons for the adoption of all-figure telephone 11un1bers in the 
United Kingdont are briefly reviewed, and the way in which the 
change from mixed lctfer-and-figurc numbers will he implemented is 

outlined. 

INTRODUCTION 

T
IIE announce1nent by the Postmaster-General on 
26 July 1965, that in future all telephone numbers 
in the United Kingdom would need to be in all-figure 

form, heralded the end of the mixed letter-and-figure tele
phone nun1ber, \Vhich has been used in director areas for 
nearly 40 years. 

The change-over to all-figure numbers, which will also 
involve the replacement by figures of the letters in a 
number of subscriber-trunk-dialling (S.T.D.) dialling 
codes, will commence this year and \vill be completed by 
1970. 

REASONS FOR THE CHANGE 

There are three co1npelling reasons which co1nbine to 
make a change to all-figure numbers essential in the next 
few years. 

International Subscriber Dialling 
With Lhe development and auton1alion of the world's 

telephone systen1s and the lines linking the1n, 1nuch effort 
is being directed to providing and extending facilities for 
subscribers to dial their own international calls. The re
tention of letters in our telephone numbers would be a 
serious itnpcdiment to international dialling, since most 
other adn1inistrations use only figures on their telephone 
dials. Of the few countries which still use letters the three 
n1ost important ones, the U.S.A., Canada and France, 
are already converting their systems to all-figure number
ing. 

Future Growth in the Large C'itie.s 

The 7-digit numbering scheme used in the six director 
areas (London, Birn1inghan1, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liver
pool and Manchester) has a theoretical capacity for 1,000 
exchange units of 10,000 lines each. If this whole capacity 
were available for subscriber's numbers the numbering 
scheme could cater for growth until well into the next 
centmy in London and for longer in the other director 
areas. The practical number capacity is, ho\vevcr, only 
a fraction of the theoretical capacity due to several limit
ing factors, the chief of vi.1hich is the letter-code require
ment, e.g. WHT 1212 for Whitehall 1212. 
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Letters appear in only nine holes of the dial, and 0, 
which coincides with the digit 0 that is used for S.T.D. 
access, is iinpennissible as the first letter of any exchange 
code. There are, therefore, 8 x 9 x 9, i.e. 648, possible 
letter-code co1nbinations. Each exchange code nlust, 
however, be digitally unique and must be capable of form
ing the first three letters of a pronounceable word suitable 
for an exchange name. With these restrictions, the 
number of useful codes is less than half the possible com
binations. At the present rate of growth in London all 
suitable letter codes will be taken into use by 1970. A 
change to the numbering scheme before this date is 
therefore essential to cater for future growth. 

By dropping the letter-code requirement the number
ing-sche1ne capacity can, \Vithout any equipn1ent changes, 
be more than doubled and will then provide for growth in 
London until the end of the century. The number of 3-
figure codes available will be 8 x 10 x 10, i.e. 800, 0 and 1 
being impermissible as first digits as they are used for 
S.T.D. and service access. 

So1ne consideration 'h·as given to an alternative possi
bility for increasing the nu1nbering capacity. This in
volves retaining the present exchange codes and expand
ing from four to five digits the nun1erical portion follow� 
ing some codes. The resultant 8-digit numbers would 
have necessitated 1nodification of existing directors and 
incoming register-translators, which were designed only 
for 7-digit storage. The departure from uniformity in the 
numbering scheme would also have required the incor
poration in the directors of a means for detecting the end 
of dialling. Since this scheme waq very costly, and in no 
way assisted in solving the international dialling problem, 
it was not pursued. 

Decentralization a/Trunk Switching in the Large Cities 

Trunk traffic into the six director areas is at present 
switched at central exchanges which are linked by junc
tion networks to all the exchanges in the area. A recent 
comprehensive study of the routing and s\vitching of trunk 
and junction traffic in London has shown that there 
\vould be an economic advantage if switching could be 
decentralized to exchanges which each served only a 
sector of the area. 

With the present non-syste1natic allocation of exchange 
codes in the director areas, routing on a sector basis could 
only be achieved if S.T.D. controlling register-translaters 



could separately identify each exchange in every director 
area. This would require a large 4-digit and 5-digit trans
lation capability far beyond the present register-translator 
capacity. Alternatively, it would be necessary to re
allocate exchange codes so that the first one or two digits 
identified the sector in which the exchange was situated. 

replaced by three figures and the exchange names will 
disappear. In some instances the figures equivalent to the 
letter code will be used, but in others different figures will 
be used in preparation for sectorization. For S.T.D. and 
local codes the figure equivalent will be used. Typical 
examples are shown in the follo\ving table. 

Typical Dialling-Code Changes 

Type of Nu1nber or Code Old Forn1 New Form --- --
Subscriber nun1bers ABBcy 2870 222 2870 

ACOrn 4321 992 4321 

Speaking clock, etc. TIM 123 
DIR 192 

: ASK 8011 246 8011 

Local codes MX 69 
AX 8 298 

Type ot Nun1be1 or Code __ I Old Form 

S.T.D. codes I Abbeytown , OWN 56 

OBU 374 
I OAR 4 

Abbots Bromley 
Aberdeen 

National numbers 
London ABBcy 2870 
Manchester RLAckfriars 9898 
Abbeytown 299 
Abbots Bnimley 299 
Aberdeen 34344 

01 ABB 2870 
061 DLA 9898 
OWN 56 299 
OBU 374 299 
OAD 4 34344 

New .Fonn 

0965 6 
0283 74 
0224 

01-222 2870 
061-252 9898 

0965 6-299 
0283 74-299 
0224-34344 

Note: The hyphen in the all-figure national nun1her separates the local number fron1 the S.T.D. code. 

This would be cxlrcmely confusing to subscribers, and, in 
London, would be irnpracticable owing to the lack of the 
spare exchange codes which would be necessary to imple
n1cnt a change. 

By changing to all-figure codes the opportunity arises 
for allocating such codes on a sector basis. In London the 
first t\vo digits, and in provincial director areas the first 
digit, of an exchange code \Vill indicate the sector the ex
change is in. Sector routing then beco1nes practicable, 
since a controlling register-translator can identify the 
appropriate sector from an exan1ination of the first three 
digits of the national number (excluding the prefix 0), e.g. 
for a London exchange (0) 1 23X XXXX and for a 
Birmingham exchange (0)21 2XX XXXX. 

THE NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND COD.ES 

In the director areas_ the 3-lettcr exchange codes will be 

I 

l1\1PLEl'lfENTING TIIE CHANGE 

A change of this magnitude, affecting most subscribers 
in the country, inust of necessity be 1nade gradually so as 
to cause ininilnu1n inconvenience to telephone users. 
Frain the starting <late all ne\v numbers on director ex
changes will be allocated in all-figure fonn. Natural 
change due to new subscribers, ren1ovals and transfers 
will result in about l ·5 1nillion all-figure nu1nbers coming 
into use in the next 3 years. At this point in ti1ne the 
reqiaining letter-and-figure ntunbers will be changed to 
all-figure forn1. During the transition period, and for 
some time after the final change, access to an exchange 
will be provided by both the letter code and the new figure 
code. The use of letters in S.T.D. codes will disappear 
during this period as new dialling-code booklets are issued 
in all-figure style. 

Although the main problems of the change are service 
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ones, some engineering work has had to he done to pre
pare for the change. 

Provision o.f lJuplicate Translations 

Where, for sectoriza tion reasons, the figure codes are 
not the numerical equivalent of the letter codes it has been 
necessary to inake arrangements so that these exchanges 
are accessible by either the existing letter codes or the ne\v 
all-figure codes. The provision of this alternative-code 
access has involved duplication of a nu1nber of transla
tions on directors, incoming trunk register-translators and 
inco1ning international register-translators at exchanges 
in the director areas. Also, at exchanges in the director
area fringe which route calls by national number directly 
to son1e director exchanges, it has been necessary to pro
vide duplicate translations, and, in some circu1nstances, 
lo suppl ement the controlling register-translator fourth
digit and fifth-digit tran slation relays which are used on 
this class of call. 

Access fro111 No11-S.T. D. Exchanges ;n the l>irector Areo 
Fringes 

Subscribers connected to exchanges which have not yet 

Book Reviews 

"Rectifier Circuits (Theory and Design.)" Johannes 
Schaefer. John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. xix--t- 347 pp. 218 
ill. 102s. 

This book, \Vhich \Vas written pri1narily for lhe practising 
rectifier engineer is separated into three sections dealing, 
respectively, with rectifier connexions, d.c. characteristics 
and a.c. characteristics. 

The first section of 72 pages discusses 1nost of the single
phase and three-phase transfor111er connexions found in 
rectifier equipn1cnts. A \Vhole chapter is devoted to the 
application of 12-pulse rectifier syste1ns derived fro1n 
3-phasc supplies by n1eans of transforn1ers connected in 
fork, zig-zag, and star-delta with inter-phase reactor, now 
con1n1011place in the larger telephone exchanges. Forn1ulae 
relating to the equivalent po\vcr rating of the transforn1er 
for each connexion are derived fro1n first principles in a 
n1ost lucid 1nanner enabling the most economic transforn1er 
connexion to be chosen. 

The second and largest section of the hook, of son1e 200 
pages, deals with regulati on, the operation of line-controlled 
inverters and the calculation of short-circuit currents. This 
section also exan1ines the use of phase control of output 
voltage, now being obtained by the use of thyrjstors in 
some rectifier sets supplying transistorized line atnplifiers. 
The section concludes \Vi th a chapter on voltage and 
current ripple and derives expressions for the harn1onic 
frequencies developed by rectifier systen1s. ()nly t\VO pages 
are devoted to the reduction of ripple by inductive-capacitive 
smoothing circuits \Vhich are, consequently, dealt \Vith in a 
rather cursory manner. 

The thi rd, rather shorter, section of the book considers 
a.c. characteristics by treating the rectifier set itself n1erely as 
a "black box" h aving only pulse nurnber and phase angle. 
Current waveforn1s and the effects of load and commutating 
characteristics on power factor are examined. 

The book concludes with an appendix of useful 1nathe
matical forn1ulae, a bibliography of related works of 
reference and a con1prehensive index. 

All the forn1ulae derived is sun1marized in Table I, 
which is in the furn1 of a separate booklet, so that all of the 
relationships for a particular connexion can be readily 
consulted without searching through the text. This is an 
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got S.T.D. and are in charging groups adjacent to a 
director area, dial figure codes for direct access to some 
director exchanges. The codes are shown in dialling-code 
lists against the exchange names, which appear in alpha
betical order. With the introduction of all-figure codes 
for these director exchanges a second entry in numerical 
order \vould be necessary, and this \Vould, in effect, in� 
struct the subscriber to substi tute one figure code for 
another. 

This was considered undesirable fro1n a service view
point, and arrange1nents have been n1ade, using exi sting 
designs of equipmen t, whereby access from a given ex
change to all exchanges in the director area is obtained by 
dialling a comrnon code. To do this it has been necessary 
to niake arrange1nents for routing the traffic either via 
controlling register-translators at a nearby group s\vitch
ing centre (G.S.C.) or via inco1ning register-translators at 
the director-area trunk exchange. The trunking for the 
forn1er arrange1nent is sho\\'11 in the acco1npanying figure. 

A.J.B. 

extre1nely useful feature of the book but it could easily be 
1nislaid. It would be n1ore satisfactory if Table 1 were lo be 
1nade an integral part of the book, possibly in the form of 
concertina-type folding sheets. 

The book treats the subject 1natter in a clear logical 
manner, largely non-111athen1atically. In con1n1on with other 
books published in the U.S.A. it uses the deci1nal 1nethod 
of nun1bering forinulae and diagran1.;;, favoured by n1any 
students but rarely used by British publishers. 

The book does not, ainongst other things, consider the 
characteristics of the various types of rectifying clement or 
the use of transductor and variable auto-transformer 
voltage-control 1nethods. Because of these on1issions and 
the lack of detailed inforn1ation on sn1oothing circuits, 
teleco111n1unications engineers \vill find the book \vanting. 
Students preparing for the I.E.E. Part III exa111inations 
n1ay find the \vork sufficiently useful to justify purchasing 
a personal copy. D.A.S. 

"Dictionary of Electrical Engineering, Teleco1nmunications 
and Electronics. Vol. 1: Ger1nan-English-French." W. 
Goedecke. Sir Isaac Pitn1an & Sons, J_.td. 826 pp. 63s. 

This first volutne of a trilingual (Gennan-English
French) dictionary contains more than 26,000 terms used i n  
electrical engineering, telecommunications and electronics, 
together \vith their related fields. The key language is 
Gern1an: the words arc arranged in alphabetical order in 
colun1ns, and opposite each appears the English and t<rench 
equivalents. This arrangement niakcs for easy searching 
for the terin required. 

It is clain1cd by the con1piler that the tenns listed were 
collected in the course of n1any years' activity as a technical 
translator, the n1ain source of the collection being journals 
and modern text-books published in English, French or 
German. The book does in fact contain many new tenns 
\vhich are not to be found in earlier dictionaries covering 
the san1c field. 

The arrangcn1ent of the dictionary in three volun1es is to 
facilitate translating into and out of any of the three 
languages. Volun1e 2 (French-Gennan-English) and Volu111e 
3 (English-Gennan-French) are to be published in the near 
future. 

Yolu1ne 1 is well produced on good quality paper and at 
3 guineas see111s very good value for money. D.C.G. 



Operation and Maintenance of Secondary-Cell Batteries 

A. E. MAHONEYt 
U.D.C. 621.355.2 

The useful life ohtaincd from a battery of secondary cells and the 
maintenance attention it will require, depend on the form of opera
tion, the correct performance of routine n1aintenance and the type 
of cell construction. The forms of operation and the n1ost common 
routine n1aintenancc functions are described and some insight given 
into the problems encountered with the various types of cell in 

service. 

INTRODUCTION 

B
ATTERIES of lead-acid secondary cells are 
associated \Vith most Post Office telecom1nunication 
power plants and ensure both continuity of supply 

to equip1nent during power-plant switching operations 
and a reserve of power for a specified period in the event 
of n1ains-supply failure. The maintenance specified for 
these batteries is that necessary to keep then1 in the best 
electrical and mechanical condition and to ensure that a 
reasonable life is obtained. 

The suitability of the various types of cell available for 
the different forms of working is largely decided by their 
design and perforn1ance, features \Vhich also influence 
the day-to-day maintenance attention needed. This 
article describes the various forms of battery operation 
and explains the purpose of common routine main
tenance action. The construction and 1naintenance of 
each type of cell is also discussed. 

OPERATION 

The 1naintenance required by a battery and the life 
obtained fro1n it are, to a large extent, dependent on the 
form of working. Each form of working is bricOy 
reviewed here, but floating-trickle-charge working is 
described in rather more detail. 

Charge-Discharge 

Charge-discharge is an obsolete form of working for 
large batteries but is still used for some small power 
plants. Two batteries are provided: one is discharged to 
the load whilst the other is charged and then stands idle 
until the batteries are changed-over. The cell plates are 
thus kept in a lively slate, with the positive plates of 
formed-plate cells tending to increase in capacity. Cell 
life is norn1ally tenninated due to mechanical weakness 
of the positive plates or due to internal short-circuits 
resulting fron1 distortion of gro\vn and over-forn1ed posi
tive plates. The battery life is inOuenced by the period 
taken for each charge-discharge cycle, but is not normally 
expected to exceed I ,OOO cycles. 

Partial Charge-Disclwrge 

Partial charge-discharge is an obsolescent forn1 of 
working although perhaps about two thirds of the 
telephone exchange power plants in the United Kingdom 
still operate on this principle. Whilst some of these power 
plants use the battery voltage as the reference for 
switching operations, the n1ajority place the extent of 
charging under the ultimate control of an an1pere-hour 
meter, with the battery input being directly related to the 

tPowcr Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office. 

output. Ideally, the charging equipment should be such 
that the battery reaches a full-charge state once or twice 
a day, but, as this type of plant was pr?duced in various 
sizes to cater for set ranges of day load, 1l can happen that 
best operating conditions are not ahvays realized. 
Investigations have revealed the occurrence of up to 
nine charges per day with over-frequent end-of-charge 
gassing conditions. 

Over-formation of the positive plates, with vertical and 
lateral expansion of the plates, which become mechanical
ly weak in the process, is the 1nain reason for the relatively
short battery life of about 9 years obtained with partial 
charge-discharge \Vorking under an1pcre-hour meter 
control. Additionally, towards the end of battery life, 
repeated inaintcnance attention beco1nes necessary to 
prevent or remove short-circuits resulting from pre
ferential working between parts of plates, due to the 
buckling of "gro\vn" positives. Wood laths are often 
inserted between plates of large open-type cells to hold 
distorted positive plates away from adjacent negative 
plates. . Partial-charge-discharge U.A.X. power plant operallng 
under the control of an a1npere-hour meter was super
seded by a type (Power Plant No. 214*) using the battery 
voltage as a reference and incorporating end-cell switch
ing. Unfortunately, the improved battery life expected 
when this plant was introduced has not been achieved, 
the average life obtained being no 1nore than 6 years; 
the plant is now to be superseded by a new type of 
po\ver plant operating on the floating-trickle-charge 
principle. 

Assisted Discharge 

The assisted-discharge system as used at some telephone 
exchanges is a crude for1n of float \Vorking using a motor
generator and two batteries worked on an alternate 
weekly basis. The plant operation is such that the charge 
current is adjusted in steps under the control of a contact 
volttneter monitoring the battery voltage. Between 
automatic adjust1nents of the generator output current 
the battery experiences small charges and discharges as 
the load varies. The battery voltage at a 50-volt exchange, 
for example, fluctuates at an equivalent of from 2·03 _to 
2·07 volts per cell. This forn1 of working is not conducive 
to good battery life. 

Floating 
Floating is the 1nost common for1n of battery operation 

at the larger telephone exchanges. Motor-generators or 
rectifiers are used as the charging source, and the outputs 
are varied continuously according to the load so that the 
battery is neither charged nor discharged in normal 
operation. 

The batteries arc maintained within close limits of a 
nominal 51 ·5 volts (equivalent to 2·06 volts per cell), 
\vhich is somewhat below the voltage necessary to 
maintain them in a full-charge condition unless regular 
-----;sander, D. II. A New Power Plant for U.A.X.s No. 12 and 
13-Powcr Plant No. 214. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 52, p. 265, Jan. 1960. 
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refreshing charges are given at 2-weekly inlervals, equaliz
ing charges al 13-weekly intervals and conditioning cycles 
annually. 

The battery life achieved is about 15 years, by which 
time the positive plates have lost sufficient capacity or 
otherwise so deteriorated that replacement becomes 
necessary. At this time the residual useful life of the 
negative plates may be about 10 years and a decision 
must be made whether or not to re-use the1n. With the 
general provision of stand-by engine-driven alternators 
giving alternative a.c. supplies to power plants the 
combined battery reserve for an installation can be 
reduced from 24 hours to the busy-hour load only. The 
installed battery capacity is, therefore, substantially 
reduced and the saving effected by re-using old negative 
plates is consequently not so marked; the practice is thus 
gradually dying. 

Floating Partial Trickle-Charge 

With the form of working known as floating partial 
trickle-charge the battery is operated in parallel with the 
load and with the charging source at such a voltage that 
whilst the battery receives a slight charge this is not 
sufficient to maintain the battery in a full-charge condi
tion indefinitely. For batteries of formed-plate cells with 
a maxin1un1 electrolyte density of l ·210 this voltage is 
equivalent to about 2·2 volts per cell. The battery will, 
ho\vevcr, lose capacity at a slower rate than when floating 
at the open-circuit voltage, and, \Vhilst refreshing charges 
should not be necessary, equalizing charges will be 
required either as an infrequent routine or as and when 
required. This form of \Vorking is employed for inter-
1nediate repeater-station power plant, in which the 
batteries are n1aintained at 2·2 volts per cell. 

Floating Trickle-Charge 

The present trend in British telecom1nunication power
plant design is to produce power plants which, whilst 
supplying the load within prescribed equipment voltage 
limits, also trickle-charge the battery so that it is ahvays 
in a fully-charged condition ready for immediate service. 
It is in1portant that the trickle-charge rate should not be 
such that the cells are permitted to gas, and it is usual for 
the battery to be controlled at a voltage equivalent to 
2·3 volts per cell. End-cell switching arrangements may 
be incorporated in the po\vcr plant to prevent the voltage 
on discharge falling below the minimum required for 
satisfactory operation of the equipment. Floating trickle
charge working is thought to be the best system for 
maintaining a battery in good condition, and a battery 
life of 20 years is expected. 

Automatic recharge from a constant-potential source, 
foilowing an emergency discharge, is a normal feature of 
the power plant. Such charging is an economic proposi
tion, since wastage of energy due to decomposition of 
\Valer in the electrolyte and the production of heat, 
features which are normally encountered with other 
forms of recharging, is virtually eli1ninated. At the 
beginning of such a recharge the battery would accept a 
inaximum currenl limited only by the total resistance of 
the charge circuit, and it is usual, therefore, to include 
an over-riding current-limiting feature in the rectifier 
design. The maximun1 charge-current thus permitted 
will flow through the battery until the voltage rises to an 
equivalent of 2·3 volts per cell; the voltage-control 
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circuit will then function and cause the charge current to 
be gradually reduced to a very small value so that the 
voltage of the battery cannot exceed the control value. 
At this point the battery has been found to be about 
95 per cent recharged. The tail end of the charge will be 
at a trickle rate, and the battery may not be restored to 
a full-charge condition for several days. 

Fig. 1 is a typical recharge curve obtained during a 
test of a 200 Ah battery (Cells, Secondary, No. 22), and 
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FIG. !-RECHARGE OF 200 Ah CELI., SECONDARY, No. 22 FROM 
CONSTANT-rOTENTIAL SOURCE 

illustrates the auton1atic recharge of a fully-discharged 
battery from a constant-potential rectifier with over
riding current control. 

If cells having a compact form of assembly arc charged 
under these conditions the specific-gravity readings 1nay 
cease to be a reliable reference of the cell slate <luring the 
charge and for a considerable time after\vards. The close 
proximity of plates and separators inhibits the free 
circulation of electrolyte, and diffusion of electrolyte is 
not assisted by any gassing at the plate surfaces. During 
one test, specific-gravity readings indicated a recharge of 
only 70 per cent whereas the aclual recharge at the tin1e 
was of the order of 95 per cent. This difficulty is not 
experienced with cells having adequate spacing between 
plates, and the discrepancy not so marked if the battery 
is charged from only a partially-discharged condition. 
However, the inajority of constant�potential po\ver 
plants will be provided with close-assembly-type cells and 
some alternative to the normal specific-gravity routine 
records as a means of determining the condition of cells 
may be desirable. A revised maintenance procedure is 
now on trial at some installations: in this procedure 
routine specific-gravity readings are abandoned in favour 
of cell-voltage readings, which are entered in the log book. 

It must be appreciated that voltage readings alone 
will not give an indication of the state of charge of a cell, 
but any change in that state caused by, say, a partial 
short-circuit will be indicated by some fall in the voltage 
of that cell whilst the voltages of other cells in the same 
battery remain substantially unchanged. A normal 
fluctuation of cell voltage within certain limits can be 
expected: for example, a rectifier forming part of the 
power plant supplying transistor-type transmission equip
ment is required to maintain a 12-cell battery within 
2 per cent of a non1inal 27·6 volts, giving a cell-voltage 
variation of up to about 0·05 volts in normal working. 
In these circumstances a variation of say 0· 15 volts could 
be considered as abnormal and demanding investigation. 

Due to the individuality of cells the potential across a 
battery may not be evenly distributed between each cell, 



but this should not noticeably affect the acceptable 
voltage variation, which should be the same for all the 
cells in a battery. To demonr.trate the voltage variations 
that could be expected, a 24-cel! 60 Ah battery was placed 
o n  trickle-charge at a controlled voltage or 55·2 volts, a 
150 mA load being connected across one cell and a 125 mA 
load across another. The results obtained are given in 
the table and indicate that a partial short-circuit will be 
immediately reflected by an excessive voltage variation, 
the subsequent voltage drop being at a much reduced rate. 

Effect of Partial Short-Circuit Cell on Voltage 

Tin1c 
(days) 

Start 
1 
7 

12 

I Cell \Vith I Cell with 
I 150 mA Load 125 n1A Load 
' (volts) 

I 
(volts) 

2·13 2·17 
2·03 2·04 
2·01 2·02 
2·01 2·02 

Average Volts 
of Remaining 

Cells 

2·32 
2·35 
2·35 
2·30 

It can be fairly concluded that voltage indication may 
be used as an aid to 1naintcnance, and in lieu of specific
gravity readings, of batteries normally trickle-charged or 
otherwise kept in a steady state of charge but not of 
batteries worked in any other way. 

lf one or more cells in a hatLcry become short
circuited the additional voltage distributed over the 
remaining cells might be such that they \Vould con1mencc 
to gas, thereby giving a further visual indication of a 
fault condition. If at any check the voltage variation of 
all the cells is found to be excessive, this indicates that the 
charging source is suspect and the rectifier setting-up 
procedure should be checked. 

It is probable that a routine voltage-check on a 
4-weekly basis would be sufficient, but for an old battery 
it n1ay be advisable to increase the frequency son1ewhat. 
Suitable single-cell voltmeters would be made available 
if voltage tests \Vere introduced as a standard procedure. 
Any variation in electrolyte density affects the cell 
voltage; thus, if cell voltages are recorded, the electrolyte 
losses due to evaporation n1ust be kept to a minimum. 

Trickle Charging 

For trickle charging, the battery is connected across a 
charging source but not normally across a load. The 
charge rate applied is not greater than that required to 
just maintain the battery in a fully-charged condition 
without undue gassing. Generally, a charge rate between 
the 500-hour and the !,OOO-hour rates is adequate, with 
cell voltages not exceeding 2·3 volts. 

All types or formed-plate cells may be trickle charged to 
keep them in good condition when not in service. Trickle 
charging of pasted-plate cells is limited to certain types, 
as indicated later. 

ROUTINE l\-1AINTENANCE 

If a battery is to be kept in good condition regular 
maintenance is essential. Included in the routine atten
tion required is the regular recording of battery data to 
provide a history of performance throughout the battery 
life. This is useful in the investigation of any troubles or 
unusual phenomena. The routine, tests and inspections 
appropriate to the type of cell comprising the battery, 
and to the form of working, are included in a main-

tenance schedule applicable to the associated power 
plant. Descriptions of the common routine tests and 
inspections and their objects are given in the following 
paragraphs. 

Adjustment of Electrolyte Level 
The volume or electrolyte in a cell gradually decreases 

due to loss by spraying when the cell is receiving a 
gassing charge and through evaporation; an increase in 
the average density of the electrolyte may then be 
noticed. The frequency and extent of routine topping-up 
depends on the cell type and the system worked. Open
type cc11s have a higher evaporation rate than encloseQ
typc cells, and the loss due to spraying will be greater; 
batteries worked on a charge-discharge system require 
more frequent topping-up than those operated on a float 
systen1. 

It is important that the level of electrolyte should not 
be allowed to fall below the top of the plates, otherwise 
the exposed portion of the plates will he damaged due to 
abnormal sulphation. 

Specific Gravity of Pilot-Cell Electrolyte 
f'or general record purposes an end cclI of a battery 

may be considered as typical of all the cells in the battery, 
and as such is designated as the pilot cell and labelled 
accordingly. The state of charge of this cell as indicated 
by the density of its electrolyte is regarded as an indica
tion of the degree of charge of the battery as a whole. 
Routine logging of the specific gravity of the pilot cell 
provides an essential record, sometimes in conjunction 
with other plant records such as a1npere-hour-111eter 
readings, especially where the battery is not subjected to 
any cycles of discharge and recharge. Any progressive 
loss in capacity due to battery deterioration or faulty 
po\ver-plant \vorking is apparent from the chart or table 
compiled in the log book, 

The specific gravity of the pilot cell only is recorded 
\Vhen a refreshing charge is given, and it is considered 
that a sufficient indication of when the charge should be 
ter1ninated can be obtained from this reading. 

Specific Gravities of Electrolytes of All Cells 
The specific gravities of the electrolytes of all the cells 

in a battery are regularly checked to ensure that no cell 
is losing capacity at an abnormal rate due to a fault 
condition such as an internal short-circuit. 

Refreshing Charge 
Where cell voltages are maintained under normal 

working conditions at the open-circuit value, i.e. the 
voltage of a fully-charged cell when neither charging nor 
discharging, there is a gradual decrease in its capacity due 
to self-discharge. This decrease may be in the order of 
I per cent per day for new cells, but may be much greater 
in old cells. The object of refreshing charges is to restore 
this loss of capacity, and charges arc continued until the 
specific gravity of the pilot cell is restored to within a 
"point" (0·001) or two of that obtained at the last 
previous full charge. 

Equalizing Charge 
The objects of periodic equalizing charges are three

fold. First, to ensure that any cell which may not have 
been fully charged during a previous refreshing charge is 
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restored to a fully-charged condition. On formed-plate 
cells the charge is, therefore, not terminated until the 
density of the electrolyte in all the cells of a battery has 
been stabilized, i.e. it has rcn1ai11ed reasonably constant 
for three half-hourly readings. With pasted-plate-type 
cells the charge is only given if the density of the electro
lyte in any cell has fallen more than a specified amount 
since the last full charge. For cells of this type the 
equalizing charge is given at the finishing rate (a charge 
current equivalent to 9 per cent or 6 per cent of the 
assigned capacity, according to cell size) and is continued 
until the specific gravity of the lo\v cell re1nains constant 
for 4 hours. Such an extensive overcharge may not be 
necessary with modern pasted-plate cells, and a trial to 
sec if the charge can be safely reduced is proposed. 

Secondly, the effect of regular, but not over-frequent, 
gassing charges on a battery not normally receiving such 
charges is beneficial to its general electrical condition. 
The effect of impurities is lessened, and the for1nation of 
obdurate suiphation due to inco1nplete cycling is retarded. 

'fhirdly, new reference data are provided for subsequent 
refreshing charges. 

Co11ditiu11ing Cycles 

Conditioning cycles are intended to maintain plate 
material in an active stale, thus preventing the battery 
from beco1ning sluggish in operation and unable to 
deliver full capacity at the required discharge rate. The 
discharge part ur the cycle is to the equip1nent load and, 
as the cycle is norn1ally only performed on telephone
exehange batteries, will not therefore be at a steady rate. 
No true eo1nparison can thus be inade between the 
capacity obtained during the test and the assigned 
capacity of the battery. If, however, the discharge seems 
to tern1inate prematurely the matter must be investigated 
and, perhaps, a controlled test-discharge pe1forn1ed. The 
recharge part of the cycle is normally performed using 
the installed power plantj but, if necessary, this is supple
mented with temporary charging plant to complete the 
charge in a reasonable tin1e. 

The application of annual conditioning cycles, confined 
initially to batteries on float working, \vas extended to 
include batteries on partial charge-discharge working 
following actual experience with nominally fully-charged 
batteries that were not able to furnish full capacity at the 
rate required. In view of the difficulties encountered in 
performing conditioning cycles at U.A.X.s, and the high 
cost of such a cycle, it was subsequently decided to 
extend the periodicity to 3 years for all batteries on 
partial charge-discharge working. 

Other maintenance difficulties associated with small
capacity cells could make their replacement on a routine 
basis a desirable proposition; conditioning cycles for 
batteries of these cells would then be abandoned. 

Special Charge 

Special charges are sometimes necessary if a battery is 
operated under the control of an ampere-hour meter. 
The instrument used is geared to permit the battery input 
to be 120 per cent of the output, thus making allowance 
for the inefficiency of the charge and for unrecorded 
discharge currents smaller than the minimum operate 
current of the instrument. It may be, however, that the 
maximum discharge normally recorded on the instrument 
at a particular installation does not represent a very large 
proportion of the battery capacity. In such conditions 
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the excess of charge over discharge is not a very significant 
value, and additional special charges 1nay be required. 
1-he special charge is achieved by advancing the an1pere
hour meter pointer to show an additional discharge equal 
to 20 per cent of the battery capacity, the charge being 
allo\ved to continue until it is automatically switched off 
when the meter pointer reaches zero. Special charges are 
not given at specified intervals but only as and when 
required and are not thererore included in schedules of 
routine n1ai11tenance. 

Checks for Plate-to-L;n;ng Contacts 

Batteries of cells contained in lead-lined wood boxes 
arc subjected to a voltage test to ensure that no in
advertent contacts exist between the positive and 
negative plates and the cell lining. Confusing results can, 
ho\vever, be obtained \Vith these tests, \vhich are further 
discussed in the section on testing. 

L'xan1h1ation an<l Cleaning 

Particles of active material n1ay be dislodged rron1 
positive plates, and, \Vhilst the majority of particles \Vill 
settle in the botto1n of the cell as sedin1ent or sludge, 
some \Vill be deposited on negative plates or be carried by 
electrolyte spray on to plate lugs. Where an open for1n 
of assen1bly exists, particles deposited on negative plates 
1nay build up and form b ridges bet\veen negative and 
positive plates, causing the cell to discharge itself. 
Regular scaling of the plates of open-type cells removes 
these gro\vths and prevents the resultant internal short
circuits. Electrolyte spray, given off during the gassing 
stage of a charge, \vill settle on plate lugs, and sub
sequent evaporation leaves high concentrations of 
electrolyte in any depressions or irregularities on the lug 
edges. Wiping plate-lug edges limits the extent to which 
the lugs are attacked by concentrated acid containing 
particles of active material. 

The containers of so1ne enclosed-type cells are not 
self-supporting, and it is necessary to clan1p these cells 
together on a battery rack. In these circumstances there 
is a danger of tracking between cells having a high 
potential difference between them. Instances have 
occurred where the heat developed in a leakage path has 
so damaged the cell containers that they have had to be 
replaced. The insertion of spacers between cell ro\VS 
lengthens the leakage path, but it is important that the 
cell lids be kept clean and dry. Where conditions are 
such that condensation occurs that could lead to tracking, 
cell lids can be treated with a silicone polish to prevent 
the build-up of a continuous path of water. 

Battery Records 

The regular compilation of records in a log book 
produces a ready reference to past specific-gravity 
readings, etc., which are required for the satisfactory 
control of further maintenance charges. Where routine 
battery charges are not performed, this record provides. 
the only evidence that the power plant continues to 
maintain the battery in a satisfactory state. For example, 
the various sections of the battery associated with the 
U.A.X. Power Plant No. 214 might not receive the same 
amount of charge, and this is readily indicated by the 
extent of topping-up required by the various cell groups. 

The "History" section of the log book includes all 
details of major defects, repairs, special tests and 



abnorn1al behaviour: this information is 1nost helpful in 
the investigation of faults or short battery life. 

CELL TYPES AND THEIR MAINTENANCE 

"fhe fault conditions, and hence the maintenance 
attention that might be expected for a ballery, depend to 
some extent on the cell construction. In the following 
paragraphs the effects on maintenance of certain design 
features are described, and the n1ost co1m11011 faults met 
in service are discusscJ, under the various British Post 
Office coded titles of the cells. 

Cells, (:)�econdary, Enclosed, No. 1-5 
Cells, Secondary, Enclosed, No. l-5 arc small enclosed

type cells of up to 125 Ah capacity and have generally 
given satisfactory life with all types of power plant. 
Maintenance attention is normally li1nited to external 
cleaning and the prevention of pillar corrosion, \vhich at 
one ti1ne v,ras particularly troubleso1ne anJ \Vas eventually 
traced back to faulty casting during nlanufacture. 

Autimonial poisoning, which affects many types of 
forn1ed-plate celJ, has been the cause of plant niisopcra
tion, especially on the partial charge-discharge power 
plant used at U.A.X.s. Antimony released during normal 
cell \Vorking is deposited on the negative plates, and one 
effect is the reduction of the negative-to-electrolyl� 
potential so that the end-oiCcharge cell voltage is reduced 
from above 2·6 volts to about 2-45 volts. 

Remedial action to limit the effect of this poisoning is 
to charge the battery at a high rate to dispel antin1ony as 
stibine (SbH,) or otherwise render it inactive. This 
action has been found to give sufficient i1nprovement in 
some cases, but no remedial measure having a lasting 
e!Tect see1ns available. 

Cells, Secondary, Enclosed, No. 1-5 have largely been 
superceded by cells from the Cells, Secondary, No. 2 1  
or No. 2 2  ranges, which have similar characteristics a t  the 
nominal discharge rate but v;1hich, generally, occupy a 
smaller space. 

Cells, Secondary, Stationary, No. 9-11 
Cells, Secondary, Stationary, No. 9-11 are open-type 

formed-plate cells of from 200-300 Ah capacity, con
tained in glass boxes. The robust construction of these 
cells enables a reasonable life to be obtained even under 
the Inost arduous conditions. The cell construction is such 
that major maintenance attention, i.e. renewal of plate 
&ections or cleaning out of sediment, can be easily 
performed by the maintenance staff. 

Corrosion of plate lugs and at bolted connexions can 
be trouhlesomc, and tests have been made with proprie
tary preparations to ascertain if better protectio11 could 
be obtained. Results indicate that, \Vhere dissimilar 
metals are in contact, some of these preparations may be 
a better inhibitor than petroleum jelly once corrosion has 
started, but connexions carefully treated initially with 
petroleum jelly are as adequately protected and not more 
prone to corrosion than those otherwise treated. On the 
basis of this result the use of proprietary preparations, 
which are usually much dearer than petroleum jelly, is 
not recommended. 

Cells, Secondary, Stationary, No. 9-11 have been 
superseded by cells from the Cells, Secondary, No. 22 
range, which, as enclosed-type cells, have the advantage 
that they can be installed in apparatus rooms and do not 
require a separate battery room. 

Cells, Secondary, No. 12-16 
Cells, Secondary, No. 12-16 arc formcJ-positive-platc 

cells, from 400-15,050 Ah capacity, contained in lead
lined wooden boxes. As the only formed-plate cells over 
2,200 Ah currently available they are used with all forms 
of working, 

If frequent charging or cycling occurs, internal short
circuits can be a con1mon maintenance problem. 
Short-circuits 1nay be caused by "treeing/' \Vhich occurs 
during over-charging. Treeing consists of a gro\vth of 
spongy-lead pips on the negative plates; the pips even
tua1ly make contact with adjacent positive plates. 
Buckling of over-for1ned or sLtlphated positive plates, 
caused by over-charging or under-charging, respectively, 
also leads to short-circuits. 

Glass-tube separators are used, and, as no other 
physical barrier exists betVi-'een plates to obstruct the 
growth of "trees," scaling of plates is called for on a 
routine basis. 

Over-charging is indicated by the excessive build-up of 
deposit shed from positive plates and by the appearance 
of plates that look too rich in colour. Under-charging is 
indicated by the poor colour of positive plates and early 
gassing at negative plates \Vhen the cell is being charged. 
A fall in specific-gravity readings may be an indication of 
under-charging hut, due to sulphation of sedi1nent, it niay 
also be evidence of over-charging. 

If over-charging has occurred the battery is given an 
equalizing charge, after which the electrolytes are 
adjusted to the correct density. The over-charging may 
also expell expander from the negative plates; they may 
then harden and lose capacity. To check this the battery 
n1ay be test-discharged, and if the cad1niu111 readings 
indicate the battery capacity is limited by the negative 
plates these plates can he replaced. 

If under-charging has occurred the battery can be 
given a series of pulse charges at a slow rate, i.e. at the 
20-30 hour rate, until gassing starts immediately the 
charge is connected. If this action doei-; not produce a 
satisfactory increase in cell capacity the positive or 
negative plates may be replaced, as indicated by the test 
results. 

If otherwise suitable, buckled plates may be re-used 
aflcr straightening. The growth can be such that, after 
straightening, the plates are too \vidc to be reinserted in 
the box, and on occasion the corners of plates have been 
trimmed to permit their re-use on a short-term basis. 

Cell Boxes. Teak alone used to be specified in the 
manufacture of cell boxes, but subsequent relaxation 
permitted the use of various soft and hard woods. These 
alternatives have generally been satisfactory, and if teak 
were now required for a medium-capacity battery 
installation the cost would be increased by about £200. 

The drying rate of \Vood under natural conditions is in 
the order of one year per inch thickness; thus, the 
development of cracks due to drying out might, with the 
thickness of wood used for cell boxes, be expected to 
occur in the first year in use whilst the box is still under 
maker's guarantee. This drying time will vary somewhat 
depending upon the relative humidity of the battery room. 
Splitting of boxes can also be caused by wood movement 
due to seasonal changes in room humidity, and the 
existing approved box-design includes skew dovetail 
jointing at the corners to keep splitting to a minimum. 
A modified box design utilizes separate corner-pieces 
glued to the planks, using single-tongue or double-tongue 



joints with the grain running at right angles to the side 
planks. Several installations using such boxes are now on 
trial, but these have not been in service long enough to 
prove their long-term effectiveness. 

Of the alternative box materials considered that might 
require less maintenance attention, glass, ebonite and 
reinforced plastic are the most successful. Moulded-glass 
boxes are eminently suitable but become too expensive 
in the larger sizes, whereas ebonite compares favourably 
with wood in all sizes. Illustrations of ebonite and glass
fibre-reinforced PVC trial boxes are given in Fig.2 and 3, 
respectively. 

One attraction of these boxes is that cells initially 
plated to a much-reduced capacity can easily be extended 

FIG· 2-EBONITE BOX (CAPACITY 2.600 Ah PLATED TO 1,800 Ahl 

to full capacity by the removal of an auxiliary box, 
whereas the present standard arrangement requires the 
removal of a welded-lead partition. The problems of 
leakage and box saturation are obviated, and routine 
plate-to-lining and lining-to-lining tests become un
necessary. 

Cells, Secondary, No. 18 and No. 19 

Cells, Secondary, No. 18 and No. 19 are pasted-plate 
cells with capacities of up to 840 Ah at the 5-hour rate of 
discharge to an end voltage of 1 ·7 volts at 60°F. A 
separate hydrometer pocket distinguishes these cells from 
similar pasted-plate traction cells commercially available. 
The hydrometer pocket enables a float-type hydrometer 
to be provided in each cell, but this arrangement is not 
entirely satisfactory for maintenance purposes as, owing 
to diffusion difficulties, reliable specific-gravity readings 
are not immediately obtainable. The wrapped ebonite 
box is not self-supporting, and batteries of these cells 
must be so arranged that all cells are adequately sup
ported from all sides to limit box distortion. 

Pasted-positive plates cannot increase or maintain 
capacity by conversion of grid material as do formed 
plates, thus no initial excess capacity is provided in the 
associated negative plates, as in formed-plate cells, to 
maintain cell capacity as the negative plates deteriorate. 
Both plate sections of pasted-plate cells thus lose capacity 
together, resulting in a rapid fall-off in cell capacity 
towards the end of the cell life. In fact, and probably due 
to the difficulty in manufacturing plates to a precise 
capacity, it is usually found that new cells reach a 
maximum capacity of about 10 per cent in excess of the 
nominal capacity after a short period in service; there
after, the cell slowly loses capacity until, towards the end 
of its useful life, the capacity starts to fall rapidly. Cells 

are normally renewed when the cell 
capacity is reduced to 90 per cent of 
the nominal. 

Cells, Secondary, No. 18 and No. 19 
have grids hardened with antimony 
and are not, therefore, suitable for 
trickle-charge working. Cells of this 
type with antimony-free or antimony
reduced grids are now available, and 
field trials to determine their perfor
mance and life on floating trickle
charge working are in progress. 

FIG. 3-PVC BOX REINFORCED WITH GLASS-FIBRE (CAPACITY 2,600 Ah) 

As indicated in the previous section 
on routine maintenance, the charge 
finishing rate depends on the size of 
the cell. A smaller current is not 
desirable as a moderate amount of 
gassing is necessary to maintain the 
paste in an open condition and remove 
impurities from the plates. A lower 
charge-rate might therefore result in 
a reduction of capacity at high rates 
of discharge and also in increased self
discharge. Experience shows that the 
determination of actual losses during a 
period of float working may not be 
reliably indicated by hydrometer read
ings, and it is normal to float these 
cells at 2· 15 volts and to intentionally 
over-charge batteries when routine 
conditioning charges are performed. 
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It is quite common for cell lids to be forced upwards 
by the plate-grid corrosion, with resultant cracking of the 
pitch used to seal the lids. This fault generally occurs 
towards the end of cell life, and no remedial action is 
normally necessary. Leakage from ebonite boxes is rare, 
and day-to-day maintenance, apart from routine charging 
and topping-up, is limited to keeping all lids clean and dry. 

In restricted accommodation, pasted-plate cells have 
sometimes been used instead of formed-plate cells, and at 
such installations it has usually been necessary to reduce 
the number of cells in the battery to obtain operation at 
the optimum float voltage. Where this is done, an increase 
in capacity is necessary to retain the correct stand-by 
requirement. Correct operation of the power plant must 
also be considered. 

Cells, Secondary, No. 21 and No. 22 

Cells, Secondary, No. 21 and 22 are enclosed-type 
formed-plate cells using thin positive plates. A close form 
of assembly with microporous PVC separators enables a 
low internal resistance to be obtained, giving good 
performance at high rates of discharge; this makes them 
particularly suitable for engine-starting duty. 

The performance of these cells at the JO-hour rate of 
discharge is very similar to that of Cells, Secondary, 
Enclosed, No. 1-5 and Cells, Secondary, Stationary, 
No. 9-11, with the advantage that generally they occupy 
a smaller space for a given capacity. These two ranges of 
cells were, therefore, superseded for new work by the 
thin-plate types of cell, which are available in various 
sizes up to 400 Ah capacity. The cell design is "type 
approved," and individual cells or batteries are not 
subjected to test on installation unless the data thus 
obtained are required for subsequent maintenance 
purposes. 

The cells became generally available in 1961, and 
experience to date reveals that whilst they give satis
factory service on trickle-charge or floating-trickle
charge working, some features of the design make them 
unsuitable for working where cycling of any sort is 
entailed or where shedding of positive-plate material can 
be expected. The positive plates are suspended from the 
top, but the negative plates and the separators rest on a 
plastic support located in the bottom of the cell. Active 
material from positive plates, formed and shed during 
cycling, and which in other formed-plate cells is permitted 
to fall freely away from the plate sections, builds up 
against this plate support and is liable to make contact 
with the negative-plate section. Once this contact is made 
the sediment will form part of the negative section and be 
rapidly converted to a bulky coral-like mass of chemical 
lead filling the available space. Under these conditions 
any sediment adhering to the surface of the separator 
may complete a path between plates of opposite polarity 
and thus short-circuit the cell. Fig. 4 shows deposit 
built up against the negative-plate supports, and Fig. 5 
demonstrates conversion of the sediment when in contact 
with negative plates. 

Cells associated with partial charge-discharge power 
plants have reached the stage described above after only 
l year in service, although the average time seems to be 
from 18 months to 2 years. Remedial action, consisting 
of the removal of the cell lid, transferring the cell body to 
a clean box, and resealing the lid is, except perhaps for 
the smallest sizes, an economical proposition compared 
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with renewal of the cells and should be considered where 
suitable facilities exist. Visual inspection of plates at this 
stage shows them to be in good mechanical condition, 

FIG. 4-CELLS, SECONDARY, No. 22. SHOWING DUILD-UP OF SEDIMENT 
AGAINST NEGATIVE-PLATE SUPPORT 

FIG. 5-CELLS, SECONDARY, No. 22, SHOWING CONVERSION OF 
SEDIMENT IN CONTACT WITH NEGATTVE PLATES 
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and electrical tests confirm that 95 per cent nominal 
capacity is still available. 

Where modification of the power plant can easily be 
effected to eliminate battery cycling, this may in the long 
term be preferable to repeated extensive battery atten
tion. For example, if the existing rectifier output is such 
as to supply the day load the rectifier size may be 
increased to meet the peak-load current at a voltage not 
less than the battery open-circuit value. 

Modification of cell design either to inhibit shedding of 
positive-plate material, or to provide an alternative form 
of negative plate and separator support to preclude 
obstruction to the free-fall of deposit or to protect plates 
against internal short-circuits, is obviously neces·sary if 
the thin-plate-type cells are to continue to be used for all 
forms of power-plant working. Actions currently being 
considered include the replacement of the plate support 
with plastic tuning-fork-shape rods and the protection of 
the bottom and sides of negative plates with polystyrene 
insulating-paint. 

Corrosion in the form of characteristically greenish 
"worms" of copper sulphate at the point where the 
copper insert emerges from the lead pillar has been 
commonly experienced. This was found to be due to 
acid penetration at the junction, and has been eliminated 
by greasing prior to the initial charge at the maker's 
works. 

Reports are received, infrequently, of an offensive 
smell emitted from individual batteries. This pheno
menon, not confined to Cells, Secondary, No. 21 and 
No. 22, is due to the emission of sulphuretted hydrogen 
from the electrolyte, and is an indication of an electrolyte 
containing an excessive amount of sulphurous acid or 
sulphur dioxide. Some of the sulphur dioxide may be 
deposited as sulphur in the cell, and if the smell can be 
tolerated its emission finally ceases. 

Deposits of fine white material sometimes appear in 
new cells in even rows immediately below plate separa
tors. This material is wood-flour used to improve the 
low-temperature permeability of some separators and 
has no deleterious effect on cell operations. 

Because the quantity of acid is not directly related to 
the cell capacity in all cell sizes, the specific-gravity range 
will vary with the cell size. With one make the Cell 
Secondary, No. 21 /15 has a range of 45 divisions whereas 
the Cell, Secondary, No. 22/400 has a range of 130 
divisions. The importance of the variations in range 
must be appreciated if the significance of routine hydro
meter readings is to be understood. For example, a fall 
of 15 divisions on the No. 21/15 cell represents a 33 per 
cent loss in capacity, but a similar fall on the No. 22/400 
represents only an 11 per cent Joss in capacity. 

Traction Cells 

A new type of traction cell with tubular-positive-plate 
construction has lately become widely available. The 
antimonial lead spines of the positive-plate grid are 
embedded in active material contained in sleeves of 
fabric, Terylene or braided glass-fibre, according to the 
cell make. Each positive plate thus consists of a row of 
tubes connected together at the top by a lead commoning 
bar and sealed at the bottom with a common plug 
moulded in polythene or lead. The attraction of this 
construction is that the spines are completely surrounded 
by active material, and the tendency for antimony to be 
released and interfere with cell operation is claimed to be 
minimized, thus making the cells suitable for use with 
trickle-charge working. 

Traction-cell batteries have been installed under 
various forms of working to assess their operation. 
Fig. 6 shows a trial battery of tubular-positive cells used 
to replace an old battery of open-type cells. The 

Wooden Jaths. inserted to prevent contact between distorted positive plates and the negative plates can be seen in 
the old bauery on the 1crt-hand side 
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FIG. 6-TRIAL BATTERY OF 800 Ah TUBULAR-POSITIVE-PLATE CELLS TO REPLACE OLD 
BATTERY OF OPEN-TYPE CELLS 



wrapped-ebonite containers of these cells arc not self
supporting and they must be contained, in<livid�1ally or in 
groups according to size and weight, in supporting crates. 

Although car-type batteries have been used at small 
telephone exchanges when normal stationary cells have 
been in short supply, it is diJTicult to foretell when they 
are approaching the end of 

. 
life. If, therefore, 

.
the 

possibility of battery collapse 111 service 1s to be m1n1-
mized testing or routine replacement of car-type 
batteries n1ust be frequent, and their use for telecom
munication purposes is not, therefore, normally 
recom1nen<led. 

TESTING 

Apart from acceptance testing, which is not detailed 
here but which provides essential data for subsequent 
maintenance test-discharges arc performed only as and 
when requir�d to check the electrical capability of the 
battery. It may be ex peeled, therefore, that a battery will 
generally only be test-discharged towards the end of 

.
its 

useful life. Such discharges should not be confused with 
conditioning cycles pe1forn1ed on a routine basis and 
which may be unregulated discharges to a varying lo.ad, 
to reduce wastage of energy. The only other electrical 
test, performed as a routine, is the plate-to-lining 
contact check. 

Maintenance test-discharges on batteries of formed
plate cells are performed at the nominal 10-hom rate and 
continued until the voltage falls to an eqmvalcnt of 
1 · 83 volts per cell, the capacity so obtained bcin\l adjusted 
for any variation in temperature from the nomin

.
al 60°F. 

All voltages, specific-gravity readings and the discharge 
current are recorded periodically throughout the test. The 
negative-to-cadmium* potential is recorded to\vards the 
end of the discharge. 

The object of cadmium readings is to enable a check 
to be made on the respective capacities of the positive and 
negative plates so that a decision can be made on �he 
possibility of re-using some plates: The general p

_
nn

ciples and procedure detaLls associated with cadmium 
testing are given in standard instructions, but there has 
always been so111e controversy on the reliability and 
usefulness of these measurements. It is generally accepted 
that cad1nium readings are influenced by variable factors 
such as plate size, non-uniformity of curre

.
nt distribu�i.on 

between plates, and the influence of 
_
adjacent pos1t1ve 

plates, and, consequently, that approximate rather than 
absolute values are obtained. The shape of the curve 
obtained by plotting these values against discharge time 

*A cadmiun1 test-electrode is inscrterl in the electrolyte to form 
a separate cell for testing purposes. 

is, ho\vcver, a significant indication of the state of the 
negative plates. 

If the curve shows a slow stc ldy rise with an overall 
increase of say O· l volt, it is at least reasonable to assume 
that the negative-plate capacity is not less than that of the 
positi\ e plates (an extension of the negative-plate dis
charge using other positive plates would be necessary to 
determine the actual capacity of the negative plate). If, 
ho\vever, the curve shows a sudJcn rapid rise towards the 
end of discharge it is probable that the negative plate is 
reaching the limit of its capacityi even if the actual 
increase is not much greater than 0· 15 volts. 

If <luring a maintenance test-discharge a favourab1e 
cadmium voltage curve is obtained iL may be that a 
further period of life could be given by the negative plates 
when asse1nbled with a new set of positive plates, 
However, no decision is made to re-use negative plates 
without expert examination of a san1ple plate to deter
mine the amount of sulphate present, the porosity, and 
the general condition of the paste. 

Cadmiun1 readings cannot easily be obtained on 
enclosed-type cells, and the procedure adopted for ne\v 
cells is to type-approve samples which are then taken as 
typical of similar cells subsequently purchased. Cadmium 
testing of these cells is not required for maintenance 
purposes, as partial replatal of small-capacity enclosed
type cells is not an economic proposition. 

The routine maintenance instruction detailing the 
procedure for plate-to-lining contact checks .indicates the 
approximate voltages that apply if no contacts exist. 
A variety of unusual voltage conditions can arise due to 
short-circuits bet\veen plates and linings, between linings, 
or a cotnbination of both types of defect. For exa1nple, 
if a lining-to-lining contact exists the voltage between the 
linings will be reduced to zero, and to permit this 
condition the positive-to-lining voltage in one cell and 
the lining-to-negative voltage in the other will also be 
reduced to zero. It is essential, therefore, that where a 
plate-to-lining contact is indicated during a routine test 
that an inspection be made to ensure that linings are not 
in contact before any action is taken to discharge the 
linings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Whereas previous changes in methods of battery 
operation have not lead to changes in the basic battery
maintenance procedure, some alternative procedure will 
be required where the latest types of formed-plate cells arc 
worked on a floating-trickle-charge basis. It is expected 
that, as modified maintenance procedures are introduced 
and as operational difficulties related to cell design are 
overcome, battery maintenance time and cost \Vill be 
reduced. 
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New Jointers' Tents-Tents, Jointers', No. 3 and 4 

F. HAYTONt 
U.D.C. 625.748:621.315.68 

The traditional type of wood-framed canvas-covered jointers' shelter 
has been in use for very many years. Tents constructed of more modern 
materials have now been developed, giving better working conditions 
and greater safety as well as being more weatherproof and durable. 

INTRODUCTION 

J
OINTERS' shelters (Tents, Jointers', No. 1) have been 

used by the British Post Office since the beginning of 
this century. Their traditional construction-canvas 

stretched on an ash frame-remained unchanged until 

(a) Jointcrs• Tent No. 1 

CHANGES IN DESIGN 

The metal-framed tents referred to above were heavier 
than the equivalent wood-framed types and were difficult 
to repair. Some trouble was also experienced in obtaining 
a satisfactory attachment between the metal frame and 
the canvas, so, as soon as suitable timber was freely 
available, the previous type of construction was resumed. 

During 1959 experiments were carried out with various 
plastic and fibre-glass (including rigid fibre-glass) cover
ings in an attempt (o reduce the weight, make the tents 

(b) Jointcrs' Tent No. J 

COMPARJSON OF WORKJNO CONDITIONS IN THE NO. I AND NO. J TYPES OF JOJNTERS' TENT 

1959, except for a short period immediately after the end 
of the second world war when steel tubing was used for the 
framework as satisfactory timber was not available. 
Recently, attempts have been made to produce a tent 
made from modern materials which is easier to erect and 
transport, more weatherproof and more durable than the 
earlier ones. 

tExternal Plant and Protection Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office. 
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flame-proof, and permit the entry of natural light. 
In 1961 and 1962 400 tents of the conventional type, 

but with a covering of a p.v.c.-fibre:glass laminate pat
terned with red and white stripes, were sent out on a 
nation-wide field trial. Reports were encouraging, so in 
1963 a further trial was made using a laminate of p.v.c. 
and nylon net (Plastolene). These tents had slide (zip) 
fasteners on the door flaps in place of the eyelets and 
tying tapes used on the previous issues. In addition, 



Harley buckles and hooks replaced the conventional brass 
buckles on the fastening straps; these buckles could be 
attached and tightened with one hand, thus simplifying 
the erection of the tent. The roof ventilating flaps, 
previously held in place with tying tapes, were fastened 
down with Velcro tape; this is a patented fabric fastener 
consisting of a strip of minute hooks which engage on a 
corresponding strip of felt fabric. The top sections of the 
entrance flaps were also held in place by this method. 
Tents of this construction are now the standard and are 
coded "Tents, Jointcrs', No. 3." 

The illustration shows the difference in visibility inside 
the earlier standard tent compared with that in a Tent, 
Jointers', No. 3. 

A smaller version of the new tent, similar in size to the 
present Tent, Jointers', Small (No. 2), will soon be 
available and be known as Tent, Jointers', No. 4. 

TENT REPAIR 

The Post Office Factories Department have arranged 
to repair the new tents when necessary, and the arrange
ments also include the repair of canvas tents and their 
conversion to Tents, Jointcrs', No. 3 or 4. Thus, canvas 
tents, when maintenance exchanged, will be re-covered 
with Plastolene and re-issued as Tents, Jointers', No. 3 
or 4. In this way, Post Office canvas tents will soon 
disappear from the street scene. 

Small punctures and tears in the new tents can be 
repaired in situ by using a repair outfit (Kit, Repair, No. 
1), which contains Plastolene patches and a suitable 
adhesive. 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Sonic experiments have been carried out with lan1inated 
marine-type plywood in order to overcome difficulties 
encountered in obtaining satisfactory ash bends for the 
tent framework. As the plywood bends are stable in 
shape it has been possible to reduce the amount of iron
work needed for stiffening, and this has resulted in a 
saving in weight of 28 lb per tent. 

Four types of "fold fiat" tents are on trial, three of 
which are variations of the standard tent but with straight 
roof 1ne1nbers instead of the existing arch. The roof is 
designed to fold down, so that the complete tent can be 
dismantled and folded into a fiat rectangular parcel. 

The fourth type-developed by the staff of the Dundee 
Telephone Area-<:onsists of a tubular-steel frame with 
t\vo separate plastic sheets: one sheet forms the walls of 
the tent, the other forms the roof. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Tent, Jointers', No. 3 is easier to erect, inore 
weatherproof and probably more durable than the super
seded iteni. It also gives better working conditions and 
greater safety, but it is only slightly lighter and no easier 
to transport than the earlier tent. Work on these aspects 
of the problem is continuing. 
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Stay Anchorages 

A. E. LUNDt 
U.D.C. 621.315.66 

A method of providing stay anchorages, by utilizing the mechanical 
pole-erection units to instal screw anchors, is described. 

M
UCH effort has been expended in the past i n  an 
endeavour to improve upon the standard method 
of providing a stay anchorage, but to date no 

system has proved to be an economic alternative to the 
use of stay rods and stay-blocks. 

With the introduction of pole-erection units* (formerly 
known as line-construction units) aimed at mechanizing 
paling work, it was felt that a reappraisal of methods 
previously tried, together with any new ideas, n1ight well 
be worthwhile. 

The three following methods seemed worth 
considering. 

(i) Using the pole-erection unit, three holes are drilled 
side by side and the stayblock is installed. This is basically 
the same as the standard method, except that it saves 
digging time. 

tExternal Plant and Protection Branch, E.-in-C. 's Office. 

_
<\. *WARD, W. C. A Line-Construction Vehicle. P.O.E.E.J., 

vol. 55, p. 226, Jan. 1963. 

(ii) As a development of (i), a single hole is drilled 
and the stay-block is dropped in end-on. By varying both 
the angle of drilling the hole and the position of the 
stay rod in the block, load holding can be improved, 
but this method has limited use. 

(iii) The use of screw anchors. This method was first 
considered in 1923, and objections then ranged from 
excessive soil disturbance to the need to screw the 
anchors in manually. 

Of the three methods the screw anchor seemed most 
promising, and the only problem was one of adapting 
it for use with the pole-erection unit. 

At first, a method that did not require any dismantling 
of the pole-erection unit \Vas obviously the 1nost desir
able, and, therefore, an adaptor was tried which fixed 
securely to the end of the screw anchor hut just slotted 
on to the tip of the auger of the pole-erection unit. 
This arrangement proved to be unstable in use, the 
adaptor acting as a universal joint and "knuckling" 
every time pressure was applied. 

A second adaptor \Vas designed to overco1ne this 
shortcoming. It consists of a hoUo\\' tube with a square 
socket at one end and a hexagonal socket at the other 
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(Fig. 1). The auger of the pole-erection unit is removed 
and the hexagonal socket of the adaptor is fitted directly 

FIG, I-ADAPTOR AND SCREW ANCHOR 

on to the main drive-shaft (Fig. 2). Once fitted, this 
provides a rigid extension of the drive-shaft and, 
consequently, a positive drive. The shaft of the screw 
anchor fits up inside the adaptor tube, and the square 
socket of the adaptor engages the square back-nut of 
the anchor plate. 

The advantages of this system are that: 
(i) since the shaft of the anchor takes no torque 

when being driven in, its diameter can be reduced, and 
(ii) since the whole system is rigid, it is possible to drill 

at any angle, i.e. insert the anchor in the line of the 
stay. 

With this method, and using screw anchors of various 
sizes, tests of installing anchors and measuring their 
load holding were carried out. As a result of these tests, 
field trials are now being held. 

FIG. 2-ADAPTOR FITTED TO DRIVE-SHAFT OF POLE-ERECTION UNIT 
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A Precision Magnetic Tape-Recorder 

R. W. BIGGt 
U.D.C. 621.395.625.3 

A precision tape-recorder that was provided to facilitate telegraph 
1ransmission tests via con1munication satellites is described. The 
tape-recorder incorporates a speed-control system which ensures 
-that the signal obtained on replay is virtually free from errors due 

to tape-speed variation. 

INTRODUCTION 

W
HEN international telegraph transmission tests 
were planned as part of the testing program for 
the first communication satellite TELSTAR it 

was realized that differences in technical characteristics 
between multi-channel voice-frequency (m.o.v.f.) tele
graph and facsimile equipments operating to United 
States standards and European equipment designed to 
C.C.I.T.T. * standards would make direct evaluation of 
the quality of received signals difficult. 

It was, therefore, agreed with the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration (N.A.S.A.) of the 
U.S.A. that each participant in the tests should record 
test signals, to the appropriate standard and to an agreed 
specification, on magnetic tapes and send the tapes to 
the other participants for transmission via the satellite. 
fn this way the acquisition and installation of m.c.v.f. 
telegraph terminal equipment aud facsitnile equipment 
to the standards used by other operating agencies could 
be avoided. An added advantage of providing magnetic 
recording equipn1ent at the testing terminals js that a 
recording can be made of signals received during a 
satellite transmission, and this enables analysis of the 
signals to be made subsequent to the actual time of 
transmission: the recorded signals can be replayed for 
analysis as often as required. 

If telegraph signals replayed from magnetic tape are 
to be of value in assessing the performance of a telegraph 
transmission system the recording equipment itself must 
have standards of performance and reliability high 
enough to ensure that it does not add any significant 
distortion to the received signals. Also, since tapes 
recorded on one inachine are required to be replayed 
on another, the tape machines themselves must conform 
to similar standards and be capable of controlling tape 
speed to within very close limits. 

It was specified that the machines used should be 
precision instruments to inter-Range Instrumentation 
Group (1.R.1.G.) standards, using: in. tape and I.R.I.G. 
tracks No. 1, 3, 5 and 7. The tape speed to be used was 
30 in./s, with a recording system employing frequency 
modulation of a 27 kc/s carrier. The tape speed on 
replay was to be controlled by a 50 c/s signal recorded on 
one of the tracks. Jt was further specified that the 
four tracks should be utilized as follows. 

Track 1: To be used for tape-speed control purposes, 
by recording a 50 c/s (± 0·01 per cent) sine wave 
frequency-modulating a 27 kc/s carrier. 

Track 3: To be the information channelJ on \Vhich a 

carrier frequency of 27 kc/s, frequency modulated by the 
information signal, was to be recorded. 

tTelegraph Branch, E.-in-C. 's Office. 
*C.C.I.T.T.-Tnternational Telegraph and Telephone Con

sultative Committee. 

Track 5: To be used for wow and flutter control, 
by recording an unmodulated 27 kc/s carrier frequency. 

Track 7: As for track 3. 
A precision tape-recorder, complying with the fore

going requirements and compatible with the type of 
machine to be used in the U .S.A. for the satellite tests, 
was purchased by the British Post Office from a British 
manufacturer. A brief description of this machine, which 
incorporates some novel features, is given in the follo\v
ing paragraphs. 

DESCRIPTION OF TAPE-RECORDER 

The tape-recorder is housed in a two-section cabille't 
approximately 5 ft 6 in. high, 4 ft wide and 2 ft 3 in. 
deep (Fig. 1). The cabinet is fitted with castors to 
facilitate movement of the equipment \vithin the test area. 

FacUities 
The machine is designed so that any one of three 

methods of recording can be used with the basic tape
transport. The three systems are (i) direct recording, (ii) 
frequency-modulation (f.m.) recording, and (iii) digital
pulse recording. Each track has separate "record" 
and "replay" plug-in units, connexions being made via 
multi-\vay plugs and sockets. To change from one 
recording system to another it is necessary only to insert 
units of the appropriate type. 

Six tape speeds are available with the basic tape
transport, allowing the possibility of six bandwidths with 
each method of recording. With the f.m. system the 
possible bandwidths are as shown in the table. 

Bandwidths Available with Frequency-Modulation Recording 

Tape Speed I Carrier Frequency I Bandwidth 
(in./s) (kc/s) (kc/s) 

lt l ·6875 Q--0·300 
3j 3·375 Q--0·625 
7�- 6·75 0--1 ·25 

15 13·5 0--2·5 
JO 27 0-5 
60 54 0-10 

Facilities are provided to record and replay at 
either 15 in./s or 30 in./s in the f. m. mode on all four 
tracks. 

Frequency-M adulation Recording Systen1 
In the absence of an input signal a multivibrator in the 

channel record unit oscillates at the carrier frequency. 
The carrier frequency, which, as mentioned above, is 
different for each tape speed, is selected by a 6-position 
switch on the front of the record unit. 

The input impedance is high in order to produce a low 
tapping loss when the recorder is connected to a 600-ohm 
circuit, and thv input signal is fed, via a variable 
attenuator calibrated in decibels, to an amplifying 
stage consisting of a double-triode, the two halves of 
which are connected in series between the h.t. line and 
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keep the output reasonably constant 
at all speeds. In the second stage a 
bandwidth-limitation circuit is in
corporated to reduce the effects of 
out-of-band noise. The amplitude of 
the signal is limited at the third stage. 

During the process of recording the 
signal on the tape, and recovering 
and amplifying it, the pulses become 
rounded, and to restore the square 
wave-shape the limiter stage is followed 
by a Schmitt-trigger circuit. The 
output from the Schmitt circuit is 
differentiated, and the positive-going 
pulses are used to trigger a pulse 
generator that consists of a mono
stable multivibrator, which, when 
triggered, produces an output pulse 
of predetermined width. The resulting 
output from the pulse generator is 
a frequency-modulated train of con
stant-width pulses. This signal is fed 
into an m-derived, 3-section, low
pass filter, the cut-off frequency of 
which is different for each tape speed; 
the filter is a plug-in unit, and the 
appropriate unit is selected for the 
tape speed being used. The d.c. and 
low-frequency components of the f.m. 
pulse-train appear at the output of the 
filter, the carrier being attenuated by 
some 60 db. 

The demodulated signal is amplified 
by a d.c. amplifier, and a cathode
follower stage provides an output of 
600 ohms impedance. 

A-Feed spool B-Tape sensing arms C-Rccording heads D-Capstan E-Rcplaying heads 

The overall gain of the system is 
designed to be unity. Thus, if a 
recording is made of a signal at a 
point on a circuit of 600 ohms imped
ance, the output signal level on replay 
will be the same as that of the original 
signal. 

F-Take-up spool G--,Speed-lock power amolrner H-A.C./D.C. testmcter J-Tape-deck control unit 
K-Specd-lock replay uniL L-Spced-lock control unit M-Four f.m. replay units 

N-Four f.m. record units P-lnput and output sockets Q-Power·supply units 

FIG. I-FRONT VIEW OF THE TAPE-RECORDER 

earth; this type of amplifier is used to reduce frequency 
drift due to heater-voltage variations. The output voltage 
from the amplifier controls the frequency of the multi
vibrator. Thus, the output train from the multivibrator 
is frequency-modulated by the input signal. After 
amplification this frequency-modulated carrier signal 
is fed, via an output transformer and a relay contact, to 
the recording head and recorded on the tape. The relay 
is energized only when the RECORD button is pressed, 
ensuring that the recording head is disconnected except 
when recording, and the possibility of accidental erasure 
is minimized. Fig. 2 is a block schematic diagram of the 
recording circuit. 

When the tape is replayed, the recorded f.m. signal 
is picked up by the replay head on the appropriate 
track and fed to the corresponding replay unit, a block 
schematic circuit of which is shown in Fig. 3. The signal 
is amplified and limited in the first three stages of the 
replay unit. Since the amplitude of the signal from the 
replay head is dependent upon tape speed, a gain
correction circuit has been included in the first stage to 
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FIG. 2-BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE RECORD UNIT 

Speed-Lock System 

The speed-lock system is designed to ensure that the 
effective speed of the tape on replaying is equivalent 
to that at which the recording was made. This is achieved 
by means of a signal of precise frequency recorded on 
another track of the tape. A block schematic diagram 
of the system is shown in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 3-BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE REPLAY UNIT 
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FIG. 4-DLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE SPEED-LOCK SYSTEM 

When it is required to use the speed-lock system a 
switch at the rear of the deck control unit is operated. 
This transfers the drive of the synchronous capstan-motor 
from the normal mains supply to the output from a 
50 c/s power amplifier. 

During recording, an accurate 50 c/s signal, derived 
from a crystal-controlled oscillator, is recorded on track 
1 of the tape. A 50 c/s signal from the same source is 
applied to the input of the power amplifier and drives 
the capstan-motor. A meter is provided which enables 
the operator to monitor the output voltage from the 
power amplifier. 

On replaying, a phase co1nparison is 1nade between 
the 50 c/s signal obtained from the tape and the 50 c/s 
signal derived from the crystal-controlled oscillator. 
When the two signals are 90° out of phase the out
put voltage produced by the phase-con1parator circuit 
is zero with respect to a reference point. As the 
phase of the signal con1ing fron1 the tape changes, due 
to a change in tape speed (either during recording or 
replaying) or to stretching of the tape, the output voltage 
from the phase-comparator circuit becomes positive or 
negative, depending upon the direction of the phase 
change. 

The phase con1parison is accomplished in the spec<l
lock replay unit. Jn the same unit a third 50 c/s signal, 
derived from a multivibrator, is fed to the input of the 
power amplifier to drive the capstan-1notor. The precise 
frequency of the multivibrator, and therefore the capstan 
speed, is controlled by the output voltage from the 
phase-comparator circuit. 

The speed-lock system will ren1ain locked over a range 
of 180° (±90°) relative phase change between the two 
signals. For all normal circumstances this is quite 
adequate, as any speed variations occur relatively slowly 
and the system is able to compensate before the phase 
difference exceeds the limit. In order to bring the system 
to the centre of its locking range, a manual control is 
provided which injects d.c. in addition to the output 
voltage frotn the phase-co1nparator circuit. By means 
of this control the tape speed is adjusted at the com
n1encement of replay until the speed-control system 
begins to function in a stable manner. This is indicated 
on a centre-zero ineter provided for the purpose, by a 

stable reading of output voltage from the phase
comparator circuit. When a stable reading has been 
obtained the manual control is further adjusted until a 
zero reading on the meter is obtained; this indicates 
the centre of the locking range of the system. 

Wow and Flutter Con1pensation 

On track 5 of the tape is recorded an unmodulated 
carrier signal, which is used to co1npensate for wow and 
flutter voltages appearing on the two information 
tracks. The compensation syste1n ls of the subtractive 
type. In the absence of wow or Jluttcr the output from 
the replay unit on the compensation track will be zero 
volts. Any wow or flutter which occurs gives rise to an 
output voltage from the replay unit on the compensation 
track; this voltage is fed to lhc replay units on the lwo 
information tracks in anti-phase to the wow or flutter 
voltages appearing there. 

Compensation is optional, and is applied by operating 
a switch on the replay -unit of the track it is required to 
compensate. If co1npensation is not required, track 5 
can be used as an addilional information channel. 

Tape-Position Indicating Meter 

An accurate ineans of quickly finding a particular 
section of tape is essential. The tape-position indicating 
meter, driven electronically by the centre tape-guide, 
enables this to be achieved, being accurate to within 1 ft. 

Behind the deck plate, the spindle of the centre 
tape-guide carries a shutter which, when rotated by the 
pas.i::age of tape, interrupts a beam of light falling on a 
photo-transistor. The transistor circuit produces output 
p-ulscs corresponding to light-on and light-off conditions. 
The pulse-repetition frequency is directly proportional 
to the shutter speed and, therefore, to the tape speed. 
The pulse train is divided by six, and the output fro1n 
the last divider circuit operates a high-speed relay, the 
single contact of which operates the indicating ineter. 
The overall circuit is so designed that the meter indicates, 
in feet, the length of tape passing round the guide. 
Whenever the tape direction is reversed, it is arranged 
that the meter drive is also reversed. Thus, if the meter 
is sel to read zero at the cotn1nencement of a spool it will 
always indicate the tape position, in feet, fro1n the 
commencement of the spool. 

Tape Deck 
The capstan-motor, which is a 3-speed synchronous 

type, drives a fly,vheel via a rubber rim, the capstan 
itself forming part of the flywheel. The motor is pivoted 
and, at rest, is held in such a position that it is disengaged 
from the flywheel. This avoids the formation of a 
flat spot on the rubber rim, \Vhich could cause a speed 
variation. When the capstan-control switch is turned 
to the ON position, the capstan-motor is pulled into 
contact with the flywheel by one of two solenoids. To 
obtain the three lower tape-speeds the motor is pulled 
in one direction against an outer rim on the flywheel, 
and for the three upper tape-speeds it is pulled the 
opposite way against an inner rim. The tape is gripped 
against the capstan by a pair of pinch rollers, actuated 
by another solenoid when the RUN button is pushed. 
The motor is reversible, thus enabling the tape to be 
driven in either direction. 

At the higher tape-speeds it takes several seconds for 
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the spooling motors to accelerate the tape up to the 
capstan speed, and the operation of the pinch rollers 
must be delayed until this speed has been reached, other
wise the tape would be subjected to a severe stress. At 
the three higher tape-speeds, therefore, the pinch 
rollers are controlled by a separate circuit which assesses 
the tape speed, and, when this matches the capstan speed, 
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energizes the pinch-roller solenoid. To assess the tape 
speed a similar circuit is used to that which drives the 
tape-position indicating meter; the centre tape-guide 
carries a second shutter which interrupts the light beam 
falling on a second photo-transistor, and the transistor 
circuit produces an output pulse train. As the tape 
accelerates the pulse-repetition frequency increases, and 

(a) Recorded and Rcpla1'Cd Using the Speed-Lock System (b) Recorded and Replayed Using A.C. Mains Drive 

FIG. S-FACSIMILE TEST-CARD REPRODUCED FROM A TAPE RECORDING 
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when it reaches a pre-deternllned value, selected in 
conjunction with the tape speed being used, the pinch
rollcr solenoid is energized. 

The spooling motors act on a back plate to each spool 
mounting, via a rubber-rimmed roller. The motor and 
roller are mounted on a swinging carriage, to which is 
also attached an arm carrying tape-sensing rollers. A 
spring tensjons the carriage and sensing rollers against 
the tape remaining on the spool, and an air dashpot 
prevents rapid movement of the carriage. Thus, the 
radius of the point of drive on the spool back-plates is 
detennined by the amount of tape on the spool. The 
application of a low reverse voltage to the motor on the 
feed spool gives a slight braking effect. In this way a 
unifonn driving torque and consistent tape tension is 
achieved throughout. The stopping brakes take the 
form of pressure pads applied to the rims of the spool 
back-plates by the release of a solenoid. 

The recording and replay heads are 1nounted on 
separate accurately-machined plates attached to the 
deck plate by four screi.,vs. Connexions to the heads are 
made by miniature plugs and sockets, the head assemblies 
thus being easily re1noved for cleaning. 

The tape deck is able to accommodate 14 in. spools 
holding 7,200 ft of 0·5 in. instrumentation tape, giving 
approximately 40 min playing time at a tape speed of 
30 in./s. 

Po1\le/' Supplies and Ventilation 
The recorder requires a power supply of non1inally 

240 volts a.c. and draws a maximum current of 4 
amperes. An automatic voltage-regulating unit supplies 
the individual power units within the machine with 
240 volts ± 2·5 per cent when the mains-supply vollage 
lies within the range 212-266 volts. 

The electronic equipment is kept at a suitable tempera
ture by a blower unit mounted at the bottom of the 
cabinet. Air is drawn in through a filter from the front, 

Books Received 

"Principles of Micro\vave Circuits." Edited by C. G. 
Montgo1nery, R.H. Dicke and E. M. Purcell. Constable 
and Company, Ltd. xvi+486 pp. 294 ill. 18s. 

"Micro\vave Transmission Circuits." Edited by G. J. Rugar. 
Constable and Company, Ltd. xvii + 725pp. 624 ill. 24s. 

"Waveguide -Handbook." Edited by N. Marcuvitz. 
Constable and Con1pany, Ltd. xiv+428 pp. 288 ill. 18s. 

"Microwave Antenna Theory and Design." Edited by S. 
Silver. Constable and Company, Ltd. ix+623 pp. 
338 ill. 24s. 

The above four books \Vere originally published by 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc,, in the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology Radiation Laboratory Series as Volume 8 
(1948), Volume 9 (1948), Volume 10 (1951) and Volume 12 
(1949), respectively. By the co-operation of !\ofcGraw-Hill 
with Dover Publications, Inc., the books, unabridged and 
unaltered, have now been reproduced in Dover paperback 
editions on a paper which, the publishers claim, gives n1ini
mun1 show-through and will not discolour or become brittle 
with age; the pages are sewn in signatures, and the books 
may be opened fiat without fear of pages dropping out. 

The impedance concept and the equivalent circuits of 
tnicrowave devices form the basic subject matter for "Prin
ciples of Microwave Circuits." Treating only linear circuit 

and is blown upwards over the equipment and out of 
louvres in the top of the cabinet. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Frequency-n1odulated voice�frequency telegraph signals 
and frequency-modulated and amplitude-modulated 
facsimile signals, have been recorded and replayed 
successfully, the additional impairment introduced being 
small. The accuracy of the speed-lock system is apparent 
when photo-telegraph signals are recorded and replayed. 
This form of telegraphy requires precise synchronization 
of the transmitter and receiver, other\vise horizontal lines 
on the original are reproduced with a slant. The control 
of tape speed is so good in this respect that it is impossible 
to distinguish between the directly received picture and 
the recorded picture when subsequently replayed. 'l'wo 
recorded reproductions of the C.C.l.T.T. facsimile 
test-card are shown in Fig. 5. One, Fig. 5(a), was recorded 
and replayed using the speed-lock system, the other, 
Fig. 5(h), was recorded and replayed within 15 minutes 
using a.c. mains drive. The slant imparted to horizontal 
Jines in the second picture represents a n1ean speed differ
ence, between recording and replaying, of approximately 1 
part in IO'\ and variation of the n1ains frequency, either 
during recording or replaying, is indicated by variation 
of the angle of the slant throughout the picture. 

Spurious noise purses can be troublesome, more so 
when recording v.f. telegraph signals than facsimile 
signals. Noise on a received picture shows up as small 
specks or streaks, but it can cause an individual telegraph
signal element to be highly distorted, possibly producing 
an error. It has been found that 1neticulous attention to 
the cleanliness of the heads, and of the tape itself, 
minimizes this form of interference. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The author wishes to thank Epsylon Industries, Ltd., 
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elements, the authors stress the underlying principles and 
theoretical results, with specific devices discussed only as 
illustrations of the general methods described. 

"Microwave Transmission Circuits" contains a wealth of 
theoretical and practical inforn1ation on problems of n1icro
wave trans1nission along coaxial lines or wavcguides. 
Limiting their coverage of circuits to those designed to 
operate within a wavelength range of 12 crn to 1 ·2 cn1, i.e. a 
frequency range of 2,500-25,000 Mc/s, the authors give 
primarily an exposition of principles and techniques, al
though a number of designs with performance data are also 
presented. 

The "Waveguide Handbook" deals with the reformation 
of microwave field probletns as 1nicrowave network prob
len1s, treati ng specifically the class of electromagnetic "bound
ary value" or "diffraction" proble1ns descriptive of the 
scattering properties of discontinuities in waveguides. It 
contains a very comprehensive collection of equivalent
circuit data for waveguide junctions and discontinuities. 

"Micro\vave Antenna Theory and Design" presents the 
basic theory that underlies the design and operation of 
various types of dipole and reflector antennas. The trcat-
1nent is technical and mathematical, and includes a full 
discussion of the electron1agnetic theory and physical optics 
that are needed for n1icrowave antenna design, the material 
falling into four divisions: basic theory, theory and design of 
feeds, theory and design of complete antenna systems, and 
antenna-measuring techniques and equipment. 
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Notes and Comments 
New Year Honours 

The Board of Editors offers congratulations to the following engineers honoured by Her Majesty the Queen in the 
New Year Hon ours List: 
Cable Depot, London 

Centre Telephone Area, . . 
London Teleconununicatiuns 
Region 

Engineering Department .. 

Engineering Department . . 

Engineering Department .. 

Glasgow Telephone Area 
Manchester Telephone Area 
North Telephone Area, .. 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

E. Rickwood 

J. Prescott .. 

L. F. Scantlebury 

S. Pitham .. 

L. M. Pusey 

A. C. Patrick 
L. Brennan .. 
A. C. Welling 

Circulation of The Post Office Electrical Engineers' 
Journal 

The Board of Editors is pleased to note the continuing 
increase in the circ-ulation of the Journal, as shown by the 
following statistics. 

Journal Issue 

VoL 58, Part 1, Apr. 1965 
Vol. 58, Part 2, July 1965 
Vol. 58, Part 3, Oct. 1965 
Vol. 58, Part 4, Jan. 1966 

Nun1bcr of Copies Printed 

29,630 
30,300 
30,490 
31,600 

Approximately 10 per cent of the Journals arc sold to 
overseas readers in more than 50 countries. 

Technician I with 
Allowance 

Area Engineer 

Staff Engineer 

Senior Executive .. 
Engineer 

Chief Draughtsman 

Inspector .. 
Inspector .. 
Technical Officer with 

Allowance 

British Empire Medal 

Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire 

Officer of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire 

Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire 

Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire 

British Empire Medal 
British Empire Medal 
British Empire Medal 

Syllabi and Copies of Question Papers for the Telecom
munication Technicians' Course 

The syllabi and copies of question papers set for ex
antinations of the Telecommunication Technicians' 
Course of the City and Guilds of London Institute arc 
not sold by The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal. 
They should be purchased from the Department of 
Technology, City and Guilds of London Institute, 76 
Portland Place, London, W. l. 

Readers are reminded, ho\vever, that books of model 
answers to certain of the City and Guilds of London 
Institute exanllnations in telecommunications are pub
lished by the Board of Editors. Details of the books 
available are always given at the end of the Supplement 
to the Journal. 

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 

Mr. H. E. Wilcockson, A.M.I.E.E. 
The Institution mourns the loss of a good friend and a 

staunch colleague in the death of Mr. H. E. Wilcockson, 
the previous General Secretary, on 22 January 1966, aged 
59 years. 

His active association with the Institution was a long and 
meritorious one over ahnost 30 years. At various tin1es 
during this period he served in n1any capacities on Council, 
on various comn1ittees of Council, and on the London Centre 
Co1nmittec. He was appointed General Secretary of the 
Institution in 1951, relinquishing this office in 1957 due to ill 
health. As General Secretary he conducted the affairs of the 
Institution \Vith considerable distinction. He will long be 
ren1e1nbered for his part in the arrangcn1ents for the 
Jubilee of the Institution in 1956. He applied himself whole
heartedly to this task and the success of the Jubilee celebra
tion was in large part due to him. 

Mr. Wilcockson was elected an 1-1 onorary Member of the 
Institution in 1958 in recognition of his considerable services. 

Members of the Institution will ren1e1nber him for his 
kindness and gentility. Jn particular, Council and Local 
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Centre officers will ren1ember hin1 for his integrity, his 
ready help on all problems, and his untiring \.Vork for the 
success of the Institution. He earned the enduring respect of 
us all. 

Retired Members 
The following members, who retired during 1965, 

have retained their membership of the Institution under 
Rule 11 (a): 

L. C. W. Corke, 84 Clarement St., Gt. Moor, Stockport, 
Cheshire. 

G. S. Berkeley, 79 Cassiobury Drive� Watford, Hcrts. 

F. Sun11ners, "Hillboro," Grange Fell Road, Grange
over-Sands, Lancashire. 

C. H. Sayers, 6 Cherry Tree Road, East Finchley, 
London, N.2. 

J. G. Hobbs, Casa Rosetas, La Cabaneta, Marratxi, 
Majorca, Spain. 

s. WELCH, 
General Secretary 



Regional Notes 
South Western Region 

A NO-TONE DETECTOR 
As an alternative to sensing the quality of service by the 

number of reported complaints, it is becoming increasingly 
necessary to employ engineering plant monitoring equipment 
to sample exchange traffic. 

The use of artificial-traffic equipment provides this service, 
but it can be argued that however extensive the set up 
program, under certain circumstances, a limited sample only 
-can be obtained, and, in exchanges already near the point of 
traffic overload, additional and unwanted traffic is originated. 

The alternative is to sample live traffic. The advantages are 
as follows. 

(a) The examination of the choice of paths through a net
work by subscriber-originated traffic is more comprehensive 
than any other form of examination. 

(b) The live-traffic examination is self-programming in 
that the sample make-up will tend to be self-adjusting to the 
variation in traffic interest, i.e. high-usage routings will yield 
more observations than low-usage routings. 

(c) The call failures detected should, in the main, lead to 
the identification of first degree faults. 

(d) The exchange maintenance officer has a day-to-day 
record of the service given to subscribers on his exchange. 

(e) The call sample each day will be appreciably higher 
than the centralized service observation sample each month. 

(/) The monitoring equipment does not of itself introduce 
the possibility of a call failure due to incorrectly generated 
digits, as can happen with call senders. 

Calls which result in no tone being received account for 
the main percentage of call failures which could be caused by 
failure of Post Office plant. In the Bournemouth Telephone 
Area these amount to 65-70 per cent of the total failures. If 
such failures were identified a significant improvement in the 
quality of service should result. 

To gain experience with the use of live-traffic monitors a 
no-tone detector and digit-display equipment was intro
duced in Boscombe exchange, which is a non-director 
discriminator satellite exchange. To reduce costs and time, 
use was made of the existing observation access equipment to 
gain access to a large selection of selectors. An override 
device has been incorporated to give precedence to the use of 
the normal observation equipment for normal traffic service 
observation. 

Although it is understood that the Engineering Depart
ment are developing a standard detector which will be 
available for general use in the non-detector areas the results 
obtained at Boscombe have been sufficiently rewarding to 
justify extended use of the locally-designed equipment. 

The information gained from our colleagues in the 
Birmingham Telephone Area, who demonstrated the use of 
no-tone detectors, is freely acknowledged. 

B.H. 

Midland Region 

PORTABLE RELIEF TRUNK SWITCHBOARDS 
It frequently occurs that temporary relief to an auto

manual centre is required, e.g. just prior to the introduction 
of S.T.D. or pending completion of an extension contract, 
and there have been available for some years a number of 
types of portable relief unit. The facilities offered by these 
units consist of the control of two manual-signalling trunk 
circuits on a delay-working basis and their connexion into 
the local network. No timing equipment is fitted. 

As the trunk network is now almost completely automatic 
these facilities leave something to be desired, and it was 
decided to produce experimentally a local re-design of the 
equipment, with full dialling facilities on both sides of the 
connecting circuits. It became apparent that certainly four, 

and if possible five, connecting circuits would be appropriate, 
and that full value could not be obtained from the units 
unless standard timing clocks were provided on each circuit. 

It was found possible to accommodate five circuits, each 
with dial, speak, monitor and release keys, supervisory lamps 
and Clock No. 44. The common position-equipment includes 
a SPLITTING key (for speaking on one side of the connexion 
only), a CALL SUPERVISOR key with lamp and buzzer, a 
ROUTINE TEST key for applying a fast pulse to the timing 
clocks, and a RING key for trunk-offering to U.A.X.s. In 
addition, there are four outgoing speaker circuits with dialling 
facilities, which can be arranged, to suit local requirements, 
as either individual or multipled lines to such services as 
directory enquiries or trunk-offer selectors. 

The equipment is fitted in a wooden case, on a framework 
which can be drawn out, complete with the key panel, through 
the front of the case for maintenance access. All connexions 
are taken via two multi-way plugs and jacks on the rear end 
of the unit. Each unit generates its own 3-minute time 
signal from a transistor oscillator and an interrupter circuit 
using a Type-4 uniselector. Apart from the case and some of 
the oscillator components only rate-book items have been 
used in the design. The illustration shows two units installed 
at Kettering exchange. 

PORTABLE RELIEF TRUNK SWITCHBOARDS AT KETTERING 

The installation of a unit in an exchange consists of placing 
it on a suitable table and running two 31-wire cables from the 
plugs at the rear to the intermediate distribution frame. 
From here, connexion is required to five trunk Jst selectors, 
five local I st selectors, seven fuses and a 6-second pulse 
supply. Units can only be used where these selectors are 
available, although, if the necessary junctions can be provided, 
connexion can be made to trunk lst selectors in a remote 
exchange. 

Although the units have had only a few weeks trial at the 
time of writing they are proving extremely successful, and, in 
fact, due to the ease of circuit seizure and release, they can 
carry slightly more traffic than a standard sleeve-control 
position used for suspended calls. T.G.E.B. 

Scotland 

A NOVEL SOLUTION TO A MAINTENANCE 
PROBLEM 

During the fairly heavy snow in December 1965, numerous 
Post Office lines in the Aberdeen Telephone Area were, as 
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usual, affected by breakage of the overhead wires. This 
damage was tackled energetically, but the pron1pt restoration 
of service was threatened in the n1ore isolated parts because 
roads \Vere rendered impassable by sno\v for long periods. 
The main damage occurred south of Inverness, in the region 
of the Cairngonns which arc fan1ous for their ski slopes. 
Men1bers of the local external working party are proficient 
skiers and arrangen1ents \.Vere made to hire skis for them so 
that they could travel over the affected roads. 

By this nieans, it was possible to restore service on isolated 
lines in a 1natter of hours rather than day.s; so far as is 
knov,rn, this is the first instance in Britain of the use of skis to 
n1aintain telephone service. 

w.s. 
Home Counties Region 

LAYING PLASTIC DUCT BY MOLEPLOUGH 

Recently, trials have been n1ade in the Colchester Tele
phone Area, dra\ving plastic duct behind a n1oleplough, using 
a standard Post Ofllce (No. 2) Tractor-Winch. The plastic 
duct is of l\vo sizes in grey rigid PVC: Duct No. 56 has a 2 in. 
bore and is provided in 10 ft lengths, and Duct No. 54 has a 
3l in. bore and is provided in 20 ft lengths. 

The wall thickness of Duct No. 56 is 0·062 in. and of Duct 
No. 54 is 0· 15 in. These ducts have one end expanded to form 
a socket, giving a push-fit joint with the next length, \Vhich 
can be 1nade air-tight if a plastic adhesive is applied before 
assembly. Convenient lengths of 160 ft to 240 ft are assen1-
bled at the roadside \Vith a 7/14 steel \vire through the centre 
and fastened to a steel-cap at the leading end, while a tighten
ing device is pushed into the last socket. The wire is tightened 
until the line of ducts bows slightly, and the steel-cap is 
attached by a link to the back of the blade of the molcplough 
\Vhich is standing in a slit trench. When the moleplough is 
pulled by the \vinch, the line of ducts enters the trench behind 
the blade, and is dra\vn in by the steel-cap attached to the 
7/14 steel wire pushing the last duct, as shown in the illustra
tion. 

0 

7 LB./14 5.W.G. \I/IRE EYE 
SECURED INSIDE CAP 

7LB./14 S.W.G. WIRE PASSING 
THROUGH DUCTS No.56 

WIRE CLAMPING AND 
TENSIONING TOOL 

LAYING PLASTIC DUCT BY MOLEPLOUGII 

A prototype Post Office Molcplough No. 2 was used for the 
trials. The blade is designed to lift the soil, the upheaval being 
pressed down behind the blade by a roller with a scat for a 
man to ride on. When the blade meets an obstruction the 
front end of the plough may be released and pulled clear, but 
future 1nodels will have a quick-release pin, lever operated 
to free the duct cap from the blade, and allo\\' easier excava
tion. The duct slides smoothly through suitable soil, but on 
bends or in gravelly soils the length of duct should be reduced 
to avoid overstressing the rear socket, a condition indicated 
by white stress lines in the grey plastic. Finally, the tightening 
device is removed, and a plastic draw�rope or a polythene 
cable-end swivel connector is attached to the 7/14 steel \Vire, 
which is drawn out. Suc8essive lengths may be joined to
gether by entering the spigot into the socket after it has 
been raised in the trench, and then pressing the duct down. 
The 3-! in. duct can be more easily jointed by sliding a 
plastic collar over the butt ends, and taping \Vith PVC 
adhesive tape. Jointing cha1nbers are built afterwards. where 
required, by sawing through the duct; long lengths are 
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practicable if a plastic draw-rope is left in the duct for 
subsequent cabling. 

The duct can be laid at a depth of 24 in. in carriage\vay 
crossings by first digging a 4 in. trench with an excavator and 
pushing the jointed ducts down to the trench bottom, using a 
crun1ber attach1nent to level off loose soil which falls back 
into the trench. 

Jn two \Veeks 1,580 yards of plastic duct \vas laid and 
cabled from Wcclcy to Tendring in a grass verge, using a 
4-men gang, a tractor and driver, \Vith a stores lorry and 
driver laying out duct and cable drums. 

To link two Colchester estates as soon as the kerbs were 
haunched, 160 yards of 3! in. duct \Vere laid in a day in 
conditions which V.'ere too hazardous for laying earthen\vare 
ducts, and before the other services were laid. Early service 
was 1nade available at the far end of another estate by laying 
plastic duct fro1n the entrance to the flexibility points as soon 
as the kerbs were placed. 'rhis was done in appalling \Veather, 
and where a mechanical trench excavator could not dig. 

Advantages of the ducts are lightness, case of handling, 
freedom from breakages, good resistance to i1npact, few and 
simple joints, and flexibility \Vhich gives a clean, sn1ooth bore 
around bends. The speed of provision is outstanding, even in 
adverse conditions. e.g. 700 yards in 230 1nan-hours. 

Disadvantages are the frequent stoppages due to tree roots 
and solid obstructions, and breakage of mechanical fuses. 
The tin1e lost can be reduced if the n1oleplough is designed to 
slip the cap so that the blade can be pulled out by the \vinch, 
if the shear links are replaceable and if an improved cutter 
blade is used. Guiding the plough around bends is difficult 
due to the design of the land sprags on the HD/F2 Boughton 
winch, which tear up the road surface, A Marshall tractor
winch was superior in this respect, being anchored by a flat 
angle-iron with the weight of the tractor above it. 

There arc no cabling di1Iicultics as the collars do not break, 
and broken ducts can easily be replaced. A new socket can 
be formed with a hot brass mandrel. 

The help and co-operation of colleagues in the External 
Plant and Protection Branch, Engineering Department, is 
gratefully acknowledged. 

K.R.J. 

HIGH WYCOMBE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGE 

High Wycotnbe auton1atic telephone exchange was cut 
into service at 8.0 a.in. on 11 December 1965. The multiple 
provides for t 2,000 subscribers. Initially, approxin1ately 
8,000 subscribers on the C.R.1 exchange, 420 subscribers 
fro1n adjacent exchanges at Penn and Holmer Green, and 500 
new subscribers \Vere connected. 1,330 trunks and junctions 
\Vere provided to n1eet the needs of the ne\v CJ.S.C. which will 
ultimately serve Reaconsficld, Gt. Missenden, An1ersham, 
Chalfant St. Giles, and Chesham. 

The plant consists of three standard 5,000-line units and a 
tanden1 unit in a multi-floor building. It \Vas advantageous to 
use one intermediate distribution fran1e for the three 5,000-line 
units. The power plant is a standard Power Plant 222H with 
the exception that the batteries arc high-capacity submarine 
types. 

The S.T.D. equipment is served by 6 translators and 75 
registers \Vith associated equipment, \Vitb the retained C.B.1 
manual board providing the auto-manual centre. 

The trunks and junctions were transferred on a piece-meal 
basis to enable the operators to be thoroughly conversant 
with the method of operation before the transfer of the 
subscribers. 

The building also houses v .f. telegraph and transn1issjon 
equipment. 

The transfer had the norn1al difficulties associated with 
such an operation and \Vas further bedevilled by a shortage 
of time to do the work. However, the loyal co-operation 
of all concerned enabled a successful transfer to be achieved. 

A.E.D., J.E. W., and J.S.C. 



London Telecommunications Region 

FIELD TRIAL OF PUSH-BUTTON TELEPHONES 

Trials to test public reaction to the use of push-button 
telephones have commenced, and 280 subscribers on the 
Langham Exchange, Centre Telephone Area, London, are to 
participate. Two systems are being tried, although the push
button telephones used in both have a similar outward 
appearance with the dial replaced by 10 push-buttons. Out
going calls are initiated by the pressing of the relative buttons 
i n  sequence for the required number. In one system (200 sub
scribers), a signalling code consisting of two v.f. tones for 
each digit, from a choice of seven tones, is transmitted to the 
exchange. The v.f. tones are produced from a transistorized 
oscillator fitted inside the Telephone 728L. The signals re
ceived at the exchange are converted to normal loop
disconnect pulses. In the other system (80 subscribers), the 
push-button d.c. signals from the Telephone 730L are con
verted to loop-disconnect pulses at the subscriber's instal
lation by a Sender 6A. 

The first of the push-button telephones operating on the 
former system was installed on the afternoon of the 10 
January. The installation of the remaining telephones 
continued from the following day at a rate of approximately 
10 per day. The majority of subscribers selected for the trial 
of this system have direct exchange lines, some with plan 
sets, but two of the subscribers· are having their complete 
switchboard installation converted to push-button tele
phones, i.e. operator's telephone and all extensions. As only 
existing subscribers are participating, the installation pro
cedure is relatively simple: the line is tested on the sub
scriber's apparatus and line tester, the existing telephone 
equipment is recovered, the push-button telephone is installed, 
and tests are made to one position of the exchange test desk 
equipped with new test equipment. These tests include fre
quency and transmission measurements. An essential item of 
the test equipment is a test register and receiver. 

The exchange equipment comprises 10 subscribers' 
registers and multi-frequenc.v receivers which translate the v.f. 
signals to Strowger pulses. These are then fed to one of 32 
lst-code selectors in Langham Exchange. The receiver will 
also accept Strowger pulses and, after repeating the first train, 
divert the remainder directly to the l st-code selectors. The 
multi-frequency receiver is transistorized, uses printed-circuit 
plug-in cards, and the output is registered on reed-relays. 

E.B.M. and D.B. 

PROGRAMMED LEARNING AND ITS USE FOR 
THE TRIMPHONE 

The introduction of a new luxury telephone, the Trimphone, 
provided the Regional Engineering Training School with an 
opportunity to employ the advantages of programmed 
learning, to fulfil an urgent need in training. The North-West 
Telephone Area was chosen for the field trial of 600 Trim
phones, and subscribers' apparatus installation staff in a 
variety of locations were required to install the instruments. 
Several months would have passed before existing Regional 
Training Courses could be revised to include such new 
apparatus, and even then only a proportion of the staff would 
receive instruction. However, a programmed learning project 
provided every installation technician with the information 
he needed to know before, rather than long after, his 
first installation, and at a cost to the Telephone Area of 
only 1 !-2 hours working time per technician. Every stage 
of the program, from its conception right through to the 

final production, was the work of the programmed-learning 
group at the Paul Street Regional Engineering Training 
School. 

Programmed learning provides a teaching situation in 
which a program acts as an instructor for the trainee, and 
leads him through a set of specified behaviours. The program 
is a carefully-designed sequence of small instructional steps, 
presented to the trainee at his own learning pace. The final 
draft of the program consisted of 77 frames (short sections of 
instruction) and was presented on the "Canterbury" teaching 
machine, as shown in the photograph. 
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A TEACHING MACHINE fN USE 

Four such machines were located at Installation Controls a 
few weeks before the scheduled date for commencement of 
installations, thus providing a suitable situation for tech
nicians to work through the program. The program required 
an average time of 57 minutes for instruction to be received 
on the facilities and technical and installation details of the 
Trimphone, and on official policy when answering sub
scribers' queries. This required the technician to acquire 
both a theoretical understanding and practical knowledge 
of the Trimphone. Approximately 300 technicians received 
the instruction, and comments from both supervising staff" 
and technicians showed acceptance of the program in prin
ciple and content. 

Validation of the final draft by means of a written test 
resulted in over 80 per cent of the subjects achieving more 
than the 80 per cent mark. A retention test given three weeks 
after the program, to the same sample, showed marks reduced 
by only 5 per cent, to 75 per cent. Evidence is thus available 
to show that the program will teach effectively. Resulting 
from this experimental project other programs have been 
written, and work is now in hand to convert a complete 
initial-installation course entirely to programmed-learning. 
form. 

K.R.C. 
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Associate Section Notes 

Sheffield Centre 

To initiate the 1965-66 session a party of members visiled 
the Westhorpe Colliery near Sheffield. The visit was a sequel 
to a lecture given in 1964 by an officer of the East Midlands 
division of the N.C.B. 

After descending the shaft a "paddy train" took the party 
do\vn the air-outlet shaft for a mile, and a rurlher mile was 
covered on foot to the coal face, a sea1n so1ne 5 ft thick. 
There the party \Vere sho\\'ll the coal being cut by a 1nechan� 
ized cutter, and were able to appreciate at firsl hand the 
working conditions of the tniners. After returning to the 
shaft on foot a very wclcon1c sho\ver a\vaited the party at the 
pit head. 

The summer social outing \Vas on Sunday, 11 July, and a 
party of members and their families visited Flamingo Park 
Zoo and the City of York. 

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Firth Brown, Ltd., the 
Centre enjoyed a film show on the subject of special steels, 
their 1nanufacture and their use in the aircraft industry, Also 
included was "Highlights of The Farnborough Air Shows." 
Later in Septe1nber Messrs. H. P. Brookes and A. M. Light 
gave a paper entitled "The Location of Faults in Cables." A 
short history of fault-location techniques was followed by a 
den1onstration of sorne of the latest localizing equipment, 
including the pulse-echo tester. 

B.A.S. 

Rath Centre 

During the sun1mcr n1onths mcn1bers had the opportunity 
of making visits to local industries, and to inanufacturers 
further afield. 

On the evening of 14 July a party visited the Avon Rubber 
Company's main factory at Melkshan1, Wilts. There all the 
processes entailed in the manufacture of car and motorcycle 
tyres \Vere seen. Sunday, 25 July, \Vas chosen as the date for the 
car treasure hunt, which has become an annual social event. 
The weather \Vas not exceptionally good but this did not deter 
1nen1bers from enjoying this well-organized event. 

In August a visit was arranged to what must be one of the 
few private fa111ily brev.:eries in the country, and at Wadworth 
Brewery, Dcvizcs, 1nc1nbers had the opporlunily of seeing all 
aspects of the brewing and bottling of beer. Nol many 
members attended, but those who did \Vere taken to the 
sampling roon1 at the close of the tour and asked to help 
thcn1selvcs. 

During the latter part of the year visits were inade to: 
Richard Thomas & Baldwin's Spencer Works at Llanwern, 
Newport, M onn1outhshire, to sec the n1anufacture of steel 
plate in one of the niost niodcrn plants in the country, \Vhere 
production is controlled by cornputer; to Southampton to 
board the R.M.S. Queen ll!fary and vie\v the docks; and to 
the British Motor Corporation car factory at Cowley. 

The winter program co1nn1enced with the second annual 
dinncr�dance, held this tin1e in the banqueting roon1 of the 
Assernbly Roo1ns, Bath. Close on I 00 members, wives and 
friends attended, to dine and dance until rnidnight to Alan 
Cole and his band. 

The first talk of the session was given by J\llr. Robert 
Walker, the well-kno\vn racing 1notorist. His first-hand 
knowledge of international racing and world-renowned 
drivers, coupled \Vith the sho\ving of filn1s of actual races, 
n1ade it an interesting 1neeting. 

In early Decen1ber we were extren1ely fortunate to have 

as a lecturer Mr. P. J. Edwards, \Vhose lecture, "Micro
wave Radio-Relay Systems," had been requested to give 
n1en1bers a knowledge of the rapidly growing Post Oflice 
microwave radio network con11nencing with the historical 
background and development of micro\vave links. Mr. 
Edwards gave a very co1nprehensive talk on the equipment 
of microwave systems and its function, the gro\ving network 
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and possible future trends, all points being well-illustrated by 
both pictorial and diagrammatic slides. 

For the future, lectures on "Business Consultancy" and 
"S.T.D. for U.A.X.s" have been arranged. 

R.R.D. 

Jpswich Centre 

The su1nmer progra1n for 1965 got off to a good start on 
12 May with a visit to the instru1nent factory of Sangamo 
Weston, Ltd., atFelixsto\ve, where we saw the manufacture of 
electricity consun1ers' energy nieters in the 1nost modern 
factory of its type in the country. 

In June we visited the factory of Colchester Lathes, Ltd., 
and sa\v the production of machines destined for use in 
engineering workshops all over the world. 

On 22 July we were guests of the Commanding Officer at 
the local R.A.F. station, Wattisham-the former hon1e of the 
famous "111" aerobatic squadron-and spent an intcre::;ting 
afternoon investigating the n1ysteries of airborne radar and 
talking to pilots of the station's I,ightning fighters. 

A car rally was organized in August, which provided an 
entertaining Sunday outing for many members and their 
families. 

In September we vi�ited the S.T. & C. cable factory at 
Wool\vich where we saw the manufacture of conventional 
telephone and coaxial cables. Later in the same month we 
spent an interesting evening at the Catnbridge Observatories, 
\Vhere \Ve were able to view the stars through some of the n1ost 
powerful optical telescopes in the country. 

The sun1n1er progra1n concluded \Vith a visit to the Mullard 
valve factory at Mitchan1, Surrey, where the latest techniques 
in the n1anufacture of valves, semiconductor devices, and 
niicro�printed circuits \Vere explained to us. 

R.L.B. 

Bletchley Centre 

The winter session got off to a very good start with two 
very successful ventures. 

The first of these was a visit to the British Aircraft Corpora
tion factory at Weybridgc on 30 Noven1ber. Twenty-five 
1ne1nbers attended and were given an extensive tour of the 
cotnplete factory. Interesting things were seen, including 
VC 10s in various stages of con1plction. 

On Wednesday, 1 December, a very interesting talk was 
given by Mr. A. H. Knox, the subject of his talk being, 
"Problems of the Region." The Chairman for this occasion 
\Vas Mr. Hoare, President of the Association Section, and we 
arc pleased to report an attendance of 130 at this meeting. 
Members would like to thank Mr. Knox for this enlightening 
talk. 

Visits \Vere made to Vauxhall Motors (Luton) on 12 January 
and to Triumph-Standards (Coventry) on 10 February. 

W.J.A. 

Reading Centre 

After the instructive and entertaining visit to the Crow
thorne track of the Road Research Laboratory, the winter 
session of the centre opened in October with a talk on 
"M_edical Electrical Equipn1ent" by Dr. E. F. Mason of the 
Radcliffe Infirn1ary, Oxford. In Noven1ber, Mr. H. P. Brooks 
gave us a talk on "Fault Locating in Cables" and brought 
along an interesting display of working exhibits. The 
Deccn1ber talk \Vas appropriate for the season, being on 
the "Production of 'High Speed' Gas" by Mr. Fairman of 
the Southern Gas Board. All these talks were illustrated by 
slides. 

The rest of the program has included, "Modern Mainten
ance" by Mr. T. F. A. Urben, Telephone Exchange Main
tenance and Standards Branch, Engineering Department, on 
18 January, "Future Developtnents of Telephone Instru-



1nents" by Mr. T. C. Harding, Subscribers' Apparalus and 
Miscellaneous Services Branch, Engineering Departtnent, on 
22 February, and a talk on the Wankel Engine in March. 

Our annual general meeting will be held on 26 April. 
P.L.C. 

ln\•erness Centre 

In October a talk on "Gardening" by Mr. Dawson of the 
North of Scotland College of Agriculture attracted a good 
turn-out of 1nembcrs. Judging by the many questions, the 
gardeners present spent a profitable and enjoyable evening. 

On 25 November Mr. A. Campbell of the Senior Section 
gave an interesting talk on "Old Silver", and showed by 
picture and exhibit the differing types of silverware used 
throughout the ages. 

This was followed by a talk by Mr. J. S. Wilson on "Taking 
up Cine." This talk gave practical advice to the beginner on 
the choice of equipment, and on filn1ing techniques, demon
strating the points made by showing 8 1nn1. filn1s. 

B 

w.c. 

Exeter Centre 

The 1965-66 session opened with a particularly well
attended paper by Mr. M. W. Bayley, Wales and Border 
Counties, entitled "Subscriber Trunk Dialling at U.A.X.s." 
Because the speaker was unable to attend all three Centres 
this was a joint session, 1nen1bers fron1 both Barnstaple and 
Plyn1outh travelling to Exeter to hear the paper. The speaker 
illustrated his paper with slides of the circuits at the U.A.X. 
and trunking at both the U.A.X. and G.S.C. The facilities 
of relay-sets at the U.A.X. were explained in detail. Question 
time followed a break for tea, and there were still questions 
outstanding \Vhen the meeting was halted to allo\V the 
speaker to catch his train. The attendance exceeded 110 
and enthusiastic applause followed a vote of thanks by Mr. 
G. S. Steer. 

The second 1neeting of the session was a talk given by Mr. 
C. A. Cload, headmaster of a local school. 1v1r. Cload has 
spent many years studying Devon and Cornwall and his talk, 
\Vhich was given on 16 December, on "Aspects of Tin Mining 
in Cornwall" was about one of his many interests in the 
history of the two counties. The speaker opened his talk by 
explaining ho\v he first beca1ne interested in n1ining, and in 
particular the miners, when he realized that the early Cornish 
tin miner would normally \Valk anything in the region of 
12 miles, work a 13-hour day, and then walk the san1ejourncy 
home on legs, weary with working under what today would be 
considered inhurpan conditions. During the evening, the lives 

''<"'�·-·, 

Books Received 

"Electron1agnetic Theory: A Critical Examination of 
Fundamentals" (Two volumes). Alfred O'Rahilly. 
Constable and Co., Ltd. xvii + 884 pp. 73 ill. 36s 
(18s per volume). 

In 1938 a book entitled "Elcctromagnetics" was published 
by Long1nans, Green and Co., lnc., and Cork University 
Press. The present book, "Electron1agnetic Theory," is an 
unabridged and corrected republication of the earlier work, 
and now appears as a two-volu111c paperback. Professor 
O'Rahilly's book was written as an essay in constructive 
criticism, in which existing expositions were freely criticized 
\Vithout regard for authority, the arguments not being put 
forward dogmatically b!lt rather for the purpose of awaken
ing teachers from their "dogmatic slumber." 

The foreword written by Professor A. W. Conway n1akes 
it clear that he considers "the appearance of this book, 
which shows \Vhat the classical theory is and what it rests 
on, is opportune. But it is 1norc than a review of existing 
knowledge, it is a courageous atte1npt at reconstruction; 
and if we do not always agree \Vith the writer, he certainly 

of the early Cornish miners \Vere pleasantly unfolded, although 
the revelation itself was not so pleasant. Like our speaker one 
found oneself wondering what n1ade these people "tick," but 
for n1ost n1embers it was inconce1vablc that they should have 
"ticked" at all. 

It is interesting to note that the speaker involved hi1nself in 
a solid hour's talking to answer four questions, and in 
answer to one question, on the early uses of copper, the meet
ing learned something about ancient wars, and distribution of 
wealth in the West Country. It is hoped that this very able 
speaker will come back during the next session and talk to us 
again. A vote of thanks by Mr. L. J. Squires heralded warn1 
applause from the meeting. 

The Centre is now looking forw·ard to a visit to the 
laboratories of the Marine Biological Association of the 
United I<ingdo1n at Plymouth, special arrange1nents for 
which have been made to acco1ntnodate the large number who 
wish to attend. 

T.F.K. 

Aberdeen Centre 

In September 1965 the Aberdeen Centre \Vas privileged to 
have Mr. E. Hoare, President of the Associate Section, as the 
opening speaker of our 1965-66 session. His subject "The 
Next Forty Years" was enjoyed by all present. 

The B.B.C. played hosts to our Centre in October. On 4 
October a party of 20 was shown the Aberdeen sound and 
television studios. A fortnight later a party of 15 travelled by 
bus to lhe v.h.f. and television transn1itter station at 
Meldrum. On both occasions the B.B.C. engineers gave 
enlightening explanations of the equipment shown. 

In November one of our mcmbersi Mr. T. J. Pike, gave a 
very interesting talk on "Tape Recording and the Equipment 
Answering No. 1," the operation of which he explained in 
detail. 

G.D.A. 

Taunton Centre 

The 1965-66 session started with a visit to Exeter at the 
invitation of the Exeter Centre to hear Mr. M. W. Bayley 
give his paper "S.T.D. at U.A.X.s." The winter's program 
included the following papers: "Location of Faults in 
Cables" (a survey of present-day 1nethods), 1'The P.O. 
Traffic Division," and "Local Lines, Past, Present and 
Future." 

It is hoped to visit a place of interest this summer. 
F.D.C. 

makes us retlect. I recon1mend this book to every serious 
student of electro magnetics." 

"Radio and Electronic Components, Volutne 6: Connectors, 
Relays and Switches." G. W. A. Dummer, M.B.E., 
M.l.E.E., M.I.E.E.E., M.l.E.R.E., and N. E. Hyde, 
M.l.E.E., F.B.I.S. x+229 pp. 95 ill. 50s. 

Connectors, relays and switches all depend on the estab
lish1nent of good electrical contact for their eflicient opera
tion, and, therefore, a book covering such a range of devices 
would be incomplete without a discussion of the physics of 
contacts and contact phenomena: in this book something 
like 15 per cent is given over to a chapter dealing with this 
matter. 

The book is not confined just to the three iten1s covered by 
ils title; it includes general information on connexion 
methods. such as the variety of soldering, welding and pres
sure methods, and on the requirements of microelectronics, 
where connexions are made to sen1iconductor integrated 
circuits and to thin-film circuits. At the back end of the book 
there is a bibliography of son1e 270 entries, subdivided for 
ease of reference into eight sub-titled sections. 
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Staff Changes 

Nan1c Region, etc. 

Staf( E11f{i11eer to 1Jep11ty
. 

Director 

Francis, H. E. . .  L.T. Reg. 

Se11iur E.Yecutil'e Engineer to Assista11t Staff E11gi11eer 

Aspinali� E. E.-in-C.O. 
Edwards, P. J. E.-in-C.0. 
Adan1S, R. H. F.-in-C.0. 
Withers, D. J. F.-in-C.O. 
Si1npson, W. G. E.-in-C.O. 
Back, R. E. G. .E.-in-C�.O. 
Fleetwood, C. H.J. E.-in-C.0. 
Bailey, N, G. . . C.E. S.D. 

Area Engineer to Re!{io11al Er;·i11eer 

Gou-Id-Ba-con, F-. C. L,T. Reg, . .  
Spratley, E. W. F. H.C. Reg, to Joint P.O./ 

M.P.B.W., R.D.G. 

/!._e11ior J..:xecutive Engineer to Regiunal E11gi11eer 

Griffiths, R. J. L.T. Reg. 
Stevens, A. J. N.\V. Reg. 

Executfl'e Engineer to Area Engineer 

Scoll, .T. L.T. Reg-:-1.o H.C. Reg. 
Buck, G. A. . . H.C. Reg. 
Ishenvood, J. E. L.T. Reg. 

Executi11e Engineer lo Seninr ExecutiPe E11gb1eer 

Kennard, lJ. E. E-.-in-C.0 .. . 
Baker, A. E. , . E.-in-C.0 . .  . 
Adams, A. V. G. N.1. to N.E. Reg, 
Muckctt, R. G. E.-in.C.O. 
Mather, A. L.. . E.-in-C.O. 
Whccle, D. W. E. E.-in-C.O. 

(In absentia) 
Cun11nings, F. G. E.-in.-C.O. 

Exec11th1e Engineei· (Open Con1petitio11) 

Clarke, P. G. E.-in-C.O. 
Aitken, J. F. E.-in-C.O. 
Dhanjal, A. S. E.-in-C.O. 
Grenfell, r. .E.-in-C.O. 
Booth, A . .T. E.-in-C.O. 
Tonks, D. E.-in-C.0. 
IIarris, J. P. N.E. Reg. 
\Vallon, W. A. E. -in-C.0. 

Assistant ExecutiPe ±:11f{ilu'er to Exec11Jive Engineer 

Sclwo.od, R. S. T ,.T. Reg. 
. 

Collett, P. E. G. H.C. Reg. 
Cree, J. M. b.-in-C.O. 
Peters, D. F. M. Scot. 
Marshall, A. G. Scot. 
Wright, J. M. . . Scot. 
Ashley, A. R. . . S.W. Reg. 
Prichard, 0. E. S.W. Reg. 

Assi:·;!ant E.i:ecutfpe E11f{i11eer (Opell Co1npetitio11) 

Vick, P. E.-in-C.0. 
Gibbons, C. E.-in-C.O. 
Rattansi, A. A. F.-in-C.O. 
Mills, P. G. F..-in-C.O. 
Mehta, K. E.-in-C.0. 
Way, J. C. E.-in-C.O. 
Green, N. J. E.-in-C.0. 
Clarke, P. N. E.-in-C.0. 
Allen, F. 0. E.-in-C.0. 
Ila\ves, M . .T. E.-in-C.0. 
Gossage, V. J. E.-in-C.0. 
Brenn an, R. E.-in-C.0. 
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Pron1otions 

Date 

25.11.65 

20.12.65 
13.12.65 
13.12.65 
13.12.65 
13.12.65 

13. 12.65 
3. 1.66 

24. 1.66 

23.11.65 

24.11.65 

23.11.65 
21.11.65 

8. 11.65 

12.10.65 

11.6.65 

25.10.65 
21.10.65 

8.11.65 
15.11.65 
17.11.65 

13.5.65 

23.8.65 

11.10.65 
18.1 O.G5 

8. 11.65 
8.11.65 

1.11.65 
29.11.65 

29.11.65 
10.1.66 

7.10.65 

7.10.65 
11.10.65 

1.11.65 

18.10.65 

25.10.65 
15.11.65 

15.11.65 

23.11.65 

23.11.65 
23.11.65 
23.11.65 

23.11.65 
23.11.65 
23.11.65 
23.11.65 
23.11.65 

23.11.65 
23.11.65 
23.11.65 

Name Region, etc. Date 

Assistant Execufil'e Engineer (Open Co111petition)-conti1111ed 

Rumsey, D. C. E.-in-C.O. 23.11.65 
Ada1ns, M. J. . . E.-in-C.O. 23.11.65 

Hercus, P. T. B.-in-C.O. 6.12.65 

l11spector to Assistant f-.'xec11ti11e E11gi11et!r 

Phillips, \V. J. 
McKiernan, II. 
Fisher, A. C. G. 
Johnson, R. A. 
Fello\vs, S. E . .  
Alexander, F. E. 
Falconer, A. D. 
Pen, D. E_ 
Bury, P.S. 
Guy, E. W. . . 
Purrott, H. E., , 
Radden, J. c: . .  
Saggers, G. F . . . 
Evans, F. R. . . 
Hollingsworth, W. F. 
Brooks, A. E . .  
Smith, P. M. 
Burgess, B. R. 
San1pson, J. D. 
Francis, R. J. 
Sn1oker, B. W. 
Cotton, W. T .. 
Percy, V. D. 
Connack, G, 
Curtis, D. H. 
Jones, L. C. 
Clark, A. F. 
Goodship, J), 
Worth, D. G. 
Czunyi, A. 
Jones, H. 'f. 

Johnson, VY, 
Leech, R. 
Ryan, G. 
Cox, .F. 
Cooper, F. E . . .  
J\1ilan, J. H. 
Urant, F. 
Robson, R. A. 
Brewer E 
Davis, 'o. 'rr. 
\Varne, F. W . . . 
llart, A. A. 
Terry, R. F. . . 
Maltby, W. G. F. 
Miall, P. G . .  . 
Lacey, D. H . .  . 

L.P. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Scot. 
L.P. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
LT. Reg. 
L.T. Reg, 
L.T .. Reg, 
L.T. Reg, 
T..T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.'f. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
.Scot. 
L.T. Reg. 
\V.B.C. 
N.\V. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.E. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
S.W. Reg. 
S.W. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
LT. Reg. 
L.T. Reg, 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 

Technical Officer to Assistant Executfre En[.{ineer 

Taylor, H. W. H. F. 
I-Iart, F. 
Thorpe, R. E . .. 
Gatenby, J. 
Mt.:Laren, F. 
Vidler, S. J. 
Woods, J. R. 
Rust, B. F. . . 
Gooden, R. E. 
Mountstcphcn, l. J. 
Ivlitchell, R. L. 
Willis, D.S. J. 
Harden, P. J. 
Augur, L. G. 
Rolfe, T. A. 
Thon1as, L. F. F. 
Davies, I<.. C. 
Kiddie, W. 
McCafTrey, J. B. 

H.C. Reg. 
N.E. Reg. 
N . .E. Reg. 
N.E. Reg. 
N.E. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 

H.C. Reg. 
fI.C. Reg. 
ll.C. Reg. 
I-I.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 
W.B.C. 
W.B.C. 
Scot. 
Scot. 

16,8.65 

11.10.65 
4.10.65 

25,10.65 

25.10.65 
25.10.65 

15.11.65 
4.11.65 

10 .11.65 
10.11.65 

10.11.65 

10. 11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 

10.11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 

10.11.65 

10.11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 

10.11.65 
4.11.65 

10.11.65 

22. 11.65 
16.11.65 
16.11.65 
16.11.65 
25.11.65 
30.11.65 

6.12.65 
6.12.65 

23.12.65 
15.12.65 

6.12.65 
6.12.65 

17.12.65 
15.12.65 
15.12.65 
15.12.65 

15.12.65 
15.12.65 

15.12.65 
15.12.65 

15.12.65 
15.12.65 

1.10.65 
27.8.65 
13.9.65 

6.9.65 
16.9.65 
8.10.65 
8.10.65 
8. 10.65 
8, 10.65 

8.10.65 
8.10.65 
8.10.65 
8.10.65 

25.10.65 

8.10.65 

1.10.65 
11.10.65 

24.9.65 

24.9.65 



Promotions-co1tti1111ed 

Na1nc Regio11, etc. Date 

Te�)111ical Officer to Assistant Exec111i1·e E11gineer-co11ti11ued 

Johnson, T. A. 
- -

MiJ. Reg. -- - 25.10.65 
Wcynberg, G. W. S.W. Reg. 7.J0.6S 

Ayers, S. D. S.W. Reg. 18.10.65 
Davies, P.A. N. Mid. R_eg. 25.10.65 
Perrett, H. G. . S.W. Reg. 19.10.65 
Cotten, A. F. J. s.w. Reg. 19.10.65 

Moseley, B. C. Mid. Reg. 25.10.65 
Kelly, B. n. w.n.c. 18.10.65 
Bruford, J. S . W. Reg, 25,10.65 

Moule, H. R. . S.W. Reg. 20.10.65 
Tonkin, K. S.W. Reg. 20.10.65 
Price, E. A. . . Mid. Reg, 25,10.65 
Saunders, C.R. Mid. Reg. 25.10.65 
Gillon, J. N.L . . 4.10.65 
Funston, N. H. N.l. . , 2.8.65 
Graha1n, G. Scot. 22.6.64 

Shaddock, A. R. S.W. Reg. J.J 1.65 
Hookway, P. G. S.\V. Reg. 19.10.65 
Crowther, D. N.E. Reg. 5.l l.65 

Andrews, D. J. S. W. Reg. 15.11.65 
Tyers, K. T. MiJ. Reg. 16.11.65 
Charles, W. J.. . Scot. 1.11.65 
Pit:ot,A.V. N.E.Rcg. 1.11.65 
Woolgar, B. K. E.-in-C.O. 5.11.65 

Bray, M. T. G. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 5.11.65 
Tapper, 'f. K. L.T. Reg. to E.-in -C.O. 5.11.65 
Lindsay, I. D.. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 5.11.65 
Dore, C. E. L.T. R_eg. to E. -in-C.O. 5.11.65 
Bloxha1n, G. E.-in-C.O. 5.11.65 
Allan, J, Mid. Reg. . . 25.11.65 

Abbott, D. F. . H.C. Reg . .  , 9.l l.65 
Mann, P. l-I. H.C. Reg. 9.11.65 
Callaghan, K. R. A. H.t:. Reg . .  , 9.1 l.65 

Sn1y1lie, W. M. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Chiddy, N. F... L.T. Reg. 10,11.65 
Davis, H.J. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
()sborne, A. S. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 

Ansell, E.T. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Oobbs, K. 0... I..T. Reg. JO.I 1.65 

Smith, R. N. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Seward, E. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Conchie, J. L.. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Hunt, L. L. V. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 

Silwood, A. . . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Benning, A: E. L.T. Reg. I0.11.<:i5 
Tnunper, E. D. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Leonard, J. L. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Wright, J. S. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Peters, J.B. L.T. Reg, 10.11.65 
W<Jy, S. J. F. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Ncaster, J.M. H. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Lewis, R. G. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Burch, S.S. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Carr, G. A. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Harcus, R. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Murfett, S. L. . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Butler, P. B. . . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Nicholson, F. A. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Robins, A. G.. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Carter, K. K. L.'f. Reg. 10.11.65 

Tho1npson, R. D. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Parker, D.R.. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 

Sutton, M. L... L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Oliver, G. E. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Keller, D. Cl. . . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Brasher, W. D. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
I\1cKay, R. P... L.T. Reg, 10.11.65 
Denyer, P.H. .. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Glasock, A. E. L.T. Reg. 10, 11.65 
Fryalt, L. W. L.T. R eg. 10.11.65 
Bowery, A. A. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Pitt, J. J. . . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Houghton, C. A. L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 
Penman, A. . . L.T. Reg. 10.11.65 

Morris, M. P... L.T. Reg. JO.ll.65 
Read, P. L. L.T. Reg. 30.11.65 

Nan1e Region, etc. Date 

'J'ec/111ical Officer to Assistant Exerutil'e Engi11ee1·--conli1111ed 

Burt, D. R. L.T. Reg. - - --10:-11.65 
L11wrcncc, .1. H. Scot. 4.11.65 
White, D. Scot. 4.11.65 

Jackson, T. N.W. Reg. . 23.11.65 
Leech, B. \IV. N.W. Reg. 22.11.65 
Garner, H. S. N.W. Reg. . 22.11.65 
Taylor, J. N.W. Reg. 16.11.65 
Overend, D. N.W. Reg. . . 16.11.65 
Morris, R. N.W. Reg. .. 16.ll.65 

Harding, A. W. N.W. Reg.. 22.11.65 
Wood, R. N.W. Reg.. 16.11.65 
Dugard, F. S.W. Reg. 18.11.65 
Dan1s, P. G. i\.1id. Reg. 25.11.65 

Sn1ith, B. W. N1id. Reg. 25.11.65 
Bradbury, -R. L.T. Reg. 30.11.65 

Rider, R. D. L.T. Reg. 30.11.65 
Woodward, R. H. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
La1nb, A. N.W. Reg. . 6,12.65 
Boothroyd, C. R. N.W. Reg. 6.12.65 
Hodson, (i-. N.W. Reg. 15.12.65 
Schofield, T. N.W. Reg. .. 15.12.65 
Eaton, R. f"tF.. Reg. 23.12.65 
Hitchman, V. Mid. Reg. 8.12.65 
Powis, G. T. Jvlid. Reg. 8.12.65 
Wright, N. F. rviid. Reg. 8,12.65 

James, J. r. E.-in-C.O. 10.12.65 
Sweetland, L. G. E.-in-C.O. J0.12.65 
Taylor, L. J. S.W. Reg. 6.12.65 
Osborne, G. H. G. S.W. Reg. 6.12.65 
Cordinglcy, J... S.W. Reg. 6.12.65 
Pringle, E. R. . . \V.B.C. 14. 12.65 
Drury, R. . . N.E. Reg, 23.12.65 
Davies, P. Ci. . . L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Batt, E. J. W. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Jordan, W. T.. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Condon, S. W. S.W. Reg. 8.12.65 
Johnson, J. C. F. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Hall, D. F. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Paliner, R. P. . L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 

Axe, F. G. S.W. Reg. 8.12.65 
Chivers, P. R.. S.W. Reg. 21.12.65 

Joy, S. C. J..T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Groves, P. A. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Boon, F. LT.Reg. 15.12.65 
Bean, P. T. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Bright, T, G. . . L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Nicholson, R. A. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 

Moyse, B. J. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Anderson, D.R. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 
Elson, C. B. L.T. R_cg. 15.12.65 
Benjatield, P. L.T. Reg. 15.12.65 

Dl'ar1ghls111a11 to Assistant Executfre Engineer 

Jeren1iah, J. D. S.W. Reg. 
-

Bartram, E. R. Mid. Reg. 
Brown, N. Mid. Reg. 
Barnes, J, A. Mid. Reg. 
Boyle, G. P. Mid. Reg. 
Plant, K. T. Mid. Reg. 

Sudron, B. Mid. Reg, 
Elison, D. J. Mid. Reg. 
Warner, I<. I\tlid. Reg. 
Harborne, D. B. Mid. Reg. 
Woodhouse, J. H. Mid. Reg. 

Tecltnical O_fficer lo Inspector 

Ax.ford, T. C. L.T. Reg. 
Peck, W. C. L.T. Reg. 
Bloomfield, R. W. L.T. Reg. 
Cheney, F. T. . L. T. Reg, 

Smallpiece, V. F. L.T. Reg. 
Fraine, W.R. L.T. Reg. 
lJeery, H. S. L.T. Reg. 
Byrne, G. N.W. Reg. 
Burke, J.P. N,\V, Reg. 

18.10.65 
8.12.65 
8.12.65 
8.12.65 
8.12.65 
8.12.65 
8.12.65 

17.12.65 
17.12.65 
17.12.65 
17.12.65 

I 0. l l.65 
l O. J l.65 
10.J l.65 
10.J l.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 
15.12.65 
15.12.65 
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Narne Region, etc. 

Technical Officer to I11spector-co11ti1111ed 
Morris, W. D. . .  N.W. Reg_ 
Thon1pson, A. G. N.\V. Reg. 
1Cnight, J_ H. . . N.W. Reg. 

Robertson, D. G. L.T. Reg, 

Senior Technician to Inspector 
Mason, A. 
Kelly, B. 
Donaldson, A. 
Delaney, E. 
Williamson, ·E. 

Roberls, E. _ . 

Warburton, F. B. 
Wales, A. G. E. 

Technician I to Inspector 
Mcl(innon,-� 
O'Neill, J . .B. . . 
Vernon, J_ M. , . 
McLean, D. C. 
Kelday,C. 
White, R. L. 
Pettett, C. S. W_ 
Jessop, J.P. 
Ciolding, H. G. 
\Vhite, D. W . .  , 
Winterton, J. R. 

Rayner, J. A. B. 
Batson, T. A. _. 

Hanner, T. C. 
Rudd, D . .T. 
Hatky, A. S. 
Tupper, A. F. 
Easterbrook, S. G. 
llrown, E. . , 
Caulfield, H. G. C. 
Gray, L. A. _. 
Stratford, E. II. 
Cowan, D. E. 
Kember, R. I. M. 
McDonald, A. 
Drun1mond, G. 
Hodgson, N. 
\Vi!lian1s, D. . . 
Handley, K. 

Roberts, A. H. 
Lady1nan, F. 
Hawkins, J, 
Farren, D. . . 
Underwood, A. T. 
Pearce, F. E. 
Barrow, R. W. 
Whittaker, R. F. J. 
Hawkins, W. D. 
Coley, W. C. 
Smith, ·o.H. 
Conner, H. E. 
Grant, G. R. 
Bruton, R. E. 
o,vcn, D. M . . . 
Winfield, A. W, D. 
Hamblett, W. 0. 
Mutton, F. A . .  . 

Root,G.A . . . 
Woonton, F. D. 
\Vadsley, K. 

N,\V. Reg. 
N.W.Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.W.Reg. 
N.\V. Reg. 
W.B.C. 
N.W.Rcg. 
N.E. Reg. 

Scot. 
Scot. 
Scot. 
Scot. 
Scot. 
N.W. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T.Reg. 
L.'T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L,T, Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
N.E.Reg. 
L.P. Reg. 
L.P. Reg. 
L.T. Reg. 
L.T, Reg, 
L.T. Reg. 
Scot. 
Scot. 
N.W.Rcg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.W.Reg. 
N.W.Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.W. Reg. 
N.E.Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid.Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid.Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid.Reg. 
Mid. Reg. 
Mid. Reg, 
Mid. Reg, 
Mid. Reg. 

Experbne11tal Office1· to Se11ior Experi111e11tal Officer 
Laidlaw, J. 0 . . , E.-in-C.O. 
Greenaway, P. E. E.-in-C.O. 
Hauser, T.V. E.-in-C.O . .  . 
Wilderspin, J(. R. E.-in-C.O . .  . 

Senior Scientific Officer (Open Co111petitio11) 
Dobson, R. M. 

-
E.-in.-C.O. _. 
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Pron1otions-co11ti1111ed 

Date 

15.12.65 
15.12.65 
15.12.65 

29.12.65 

20.10.65 
20.10.65 
20.10.65 
20.10.65 
20.10.65 
29.11.65 
15.12.65 
23.12.65 

9.8.65 
18.10.65 

24.9.65 
24.9.65 

25.10.65 
25.10.65 

4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4. to.65 
4.10.65 

12.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 
4.10.65 

16.11.65 
21.9.65 
21.9.65 

10.11.65 
10.11.65 
10.11.65 

4.11.65 
15.11.65 
22.11.65 
16.11.65 
16.11.65 
22.11.65 
22.11.65 
15.12.65 
23.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 

30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 
30.12.65 

8.10.65 
21.10.65 

2.11.65 
17.11.65 

1.10.65 

Nan1c Region, etc. 

Scientific Officer (Open Co111pelitio11) 
Carter, J, W. E.-in-C.(). 

Assistant Experi111ental Officer (Open Compelitio11) 
LeiSh, P.A. , . E.-in-C.O, 
Howell, M. E. (Miss) . . C.B.S.T>. 
Watts, P. 1\. C.E.S.D. 

Adan1son,B. . . E.-in-C.O. 
Winterborn, A. R. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 
Parker, A. (!vfrs.) E.-in-C.O. 
Crawford, J_ G. E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant (Scientific) (Open Competition) 

Hunt, R. C. E.-in-C.O. , , 
Plackett, K. D. E.-in-C.O. , . 

Date 

5.10.65 

1.10.65 
2.11.65 
2.12.65 
7.12.65 

17.12.65 
29.I 2.65 

19.1.66 

6.12.65 
6.12.65 

Motor Transport Officer ill lo Motor Tra11::.port Officer II 

Smith, P. F. E.-in-C.O. . . 12.1.66 

Technical Assistant to As.�istant Regional Afotor Transport Officer 
Wood, B. V. S. H. . N.E. Reg. . . 5.10.65 
Birks,J. Scot. 12.10.65 

Workshop Superl'isor Ill lo Technical Assistaur 
Hull, F. LOn-don Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Dillon, J.B. London Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 

Mecha11ic-i11-Charge to Technical A.\·sistant 

Leask, w. H . . .  - --sCOt.""" 
---

Senior Mechanic to Technical Assi:�tant 
Doe, D. D. London Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Lane, D. A. London Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 

Mecha11ic A ro Technical Assistant 

Thirwall, c. E.-ill-c.o. 
Griffiths, G. T. Mid. Reg. . . . . 
Duncan, W. D. Scot. to E.-in-C.O . . .  
Stephens, P. J,.. Scot. to N.I. 

Dra11ghts111a11 to Tecllnical Assistant 

Doran, P. �W�Reg. to Mid. Reg. 

Senior Draught.nnan to Chief Draughts1na11 
Tomi)kins, L� J, E.-in-C.O . . . 

Leading Dra11ghtsn1a11 to Senior Drartghts111a11 

Bradley, A. G. N.F.. Reg. . . 

Draughts1na11 lo Leading Draughts111a11 

Goc.lden, E. H. . .  E.-in-C.O . .  , 
Laidlo,v, A. D. L. Scot. to E.-in-C.O . .  
\Vheeler, B. F. E. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Murr, B. C. E.-in-C.O. to Ministry of 

Hewison, W. E. 
Best, A. E. 
Johnson, G. M. 
Bridge, F. D. . . 
Mount, R. 

Benson, F. _ . 
Chambers, J. H. 
Millington, E. W. 

Health 
N.E.Reg . . . 
S.W.Reg . .  . 
L.T. Reg. to Scot. 
N.E.Reg. 
N.W.Reg . .. 
Scot. 
Mid.Reg . . . 
W.B.C. to N.W. Reg. 

Illustrator to Leading Draughts111a11 

Moss, P. E. E.-in-C.O. 

Draughtsman (Open Con1petitio11) 

Pease, C. W. --- C.E.S�D. 
Carter, D. L. . . E.-in-C.O. 
Kent, E. E.-in-C.O. 
S1nith, M. F. E.-in-C.O. 

Aikens, J.E. F. E.-in-C.O. 

30.9.65 
24.11.65 

24.11.65 

30.9.65 
24.11.65 

30.9.65 
30.9.65 
30.9.65 

24.11.65 

24.11.65 

1.11.65 

15.1.66 

11.l 0.65 
12.10.65 
25.10.65 

22.11.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 
2.12.65 

1.10.65 

4.11.65 
10.1.66 
13.1.66 
21.1.66 
28.1.66 



Name Region, etc. 

Higher Execulive Officer to Senior E.i:ec11tive Officer 
Pearce, J, R. E.O.D. 

Executi1ie Officer to Higher Executfre Officer 
Cfook, J. . . , . E.-in-C.O, 
Mariner, E. M. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 
Lucast L. G. E.-in-C.O. 
Foster, A. F. E.-in-C.O. 

Exec11fi11e Officer (Open Co111petitio11) 
O'Brien, M. T. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 
Dickson, K. E.-in-C.O . .. 

Nan1e Region, etc. 
---

Regional Engineer 
Brett, S. I. L.T. Reg. 

Area Engineer 
Hughes, J. A. E.T.F. 

Senior Executive F.11gi11eer 
Broadhurst, J, H. E.-in-C.O. 

b:r:ecutil'e F.11gi11eer 
Reade, N. I. E.-in-C.O. 
Solomon, A. J. E.T.E. 
Evans, T. N.W.Reg. 

Hobden, H. A. L.T.Reg. 
Richards, H. R. E.-in-C.O. 

Henk, A. J.C .. N.E. Reg. 
Clark, E. A. N.E.Reg. 
Walters, E.W .. E.-in-C.O. 
Fagg, S. L. F. E.-in-C.O. 
Stocker, J. F. E.-in·C.O. 

(Resigned) 
Lines, P. D. E.-in-C.O. 

(Resigned) 
Radford, W. E. Mid. Reg. 
Capon, S. J. J,.T. Reg, 

Assistant Executive Engineer 
Addis, J. 11. L.P. Reg. 
Pople, K. S.W. Reg. 
Conolly, E. J .. . N.W.Reg. 
Phillips, J. A . . .  S.W. Reg. 
Burgess, R. W. L.T. Reg. 
Scott, W. . .  N.E. Reg. 
Ward, M.A. . .  J .. T. Reg. 
Naylor, C. N.W. Reg. 
Collins, J. S.W. Reg. 
Huckstep, G. W. L.T. Reg. 
Squire, F. A. S.W. Reg. 
Gairns, A. E.-in-C.O. 
Figg, M. H. E.T.E. 

Hipkin, E. S. E.T.E. 
McCloud, J. H. N.T. .. 
Cowan, R.H ... Scot. 
Banyard, P. W. H.C. Reg. 
Burch, L. J. L.T. Reg. 
Baird, S. G. C. N.l. .. 
Woolford, A. L. E.T. E. 
Hudson, H. L.T. Reg. 
Coulson, R. S. E.-in-C.O. 

(Resigned) 
Canfield, W. .. L.T. Reg. 

Pro1notions-co11ti11ued 

Date 

15.11.65 

12.11.65 
16.11.65 

7.12.65 
9.12.65 

6.11.65 
13.12.65 

Name Region, etc. 

Executive Officer (Open Cn111petitio11)-co11ti1111ed 
Wilson, W. . . E.-in-C.O. 
Stern, J. (!vliss) E.-in-C.O. 
Brown, J, M. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 

Clerical Officer to Executii'e Officer 
Temple, Y. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 

Allee, F. E. P. (Mrs.) E.-in-C.0. 
Reynolds, D. F. E.-in-C.O. 
\Vilkinson, R. E.-in-C.O. 
Lyford, B. T. E.-in-C.O. 
Collis, J. E.-in-C.O. 
Worth, R.H. E.-in-C.O. 

Retirentents and Resignations 

Date Name Region, etc. 

Assistant Executive E11gi11eer-continued 
30.1.66 Whillans, A. Scot. 

Sisseam, W. E. L.P. Reg. 
Weller, G. A ... E.-in-C.O. 

6.1.66 Falconer, D. Scot. 
Gunn, D. H. E.-in·C.O. 
Marsh, L. E. H. L.T. Reg. 

26.12.65 Howard, F. E.-in-C.O. 
Godden, W, E. W. L.T. Reg, 
Mayes, C. F. E.T.E. 
Barrett, D. L.T. Reg, 

12.10.65 Stephen, J. E.-in-C.O. 
17.10.65 (Resigned) 

29.8.65 AncliIT, B. T. Mid. Reg. 
29.10.65 (Resigned) 

31.8.65 Dixon, A. E.-in-C.O. 
10.11.65 (Resigned) 
25.11.65 Cripton, E. W. E.-in-C.O. 
30.11.65 (Resi'g11ed) 
31.12.65 
28.12.65 Inspectors 

King, B. N.E. Reg. 
29.12.65 Babidge, M. W. S.W. Reg. 

Knight, E. G ... H.C. Reg. 
2.1.66 Sykes, D. H. Mid. Reg. 

25.1.66 McAlindon, D. N.W. Reg. 
Williams, J. W. C. L.T. Reg. 
Leslie, C. M . . . Scot. 

21.9.65 Driver, S. H. . .  L. T. Reg . 
1.10.65 Law, F. T. L.T. Reg. 
8.10.65 

18.10.65 Principal Scientific Officer 
19.10.65 Bull, R. L. E.-in-C.O. 
19.10.65 
26.10.65 Assistant (Scientific) 
31.10.65 

Chidley, N. F. G. E.-in-C.O. 2.11.65 
3.11.65 (Resigned) 
5.11.65 
5.11.65 Regional Motor Transport Officer 
6.11.65 Huxley, R. T ... London Reg. 
6.11.65 

16.11.65 Technical Assistant 
17.11.65 Trimmer, G. J. P. London Reg. 
19.11.65 Webber, A. L. D. H.C. Reg . . .  
19.11.65 
24.11.65 Dra11g!tts111an 
30.11.65 

Ashley, W. R ... E.-in-C.O. 30.11.65 
26.11.65 

Higher Executfre Officer 
12.12.65 Coe� G. M. M. (Miss) E.-in-C.O. 

Date 

9.12.65 
13.12.65 

3.1.66 

12.11.65 
12.11.65 
22.11.65 
22.11.65 
29. I 1.65 

9.12.65 
3.1.66 

Date 

13.12.65 
14.12.65 
15.12.65 
25.12,65 
30.12.65 
31.12.65 
31.12,65 
3I.12.65 
3!.12.65 
31.12.65 

3.12.65 

28.12.65 

28.12.65 

31.12.65 

23.9.65 
5.10.65 

15.10.65 
26.10.65 

2.11.65 
4.11.65 

15.11.65 
17.11.65 
31.12.65 

30.11.65 

15.10.65 

10.12.65 

1.10.65 
31.12.65 

26.11.65 

14.11.65 
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Name 

Assista11t Sia.ff Engineer 
Carden, R. W. G. 
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considerably reduced pri ce. 

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS I 

11-lodcl Rnswerl'I published in this hook come ·within the syllabuses fnr Telephony and Telegraphy A, and for Telephony D. 

PRICE 2/- (Post Pai1l 2/6) 

Orders may be sent to the Journal Local Agents or to 

The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal, G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2. 
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THE 

��@Linesman 
FULLY 

TRANSISTORISED <n 

PORTABLE TWO WAY 

RADIOTELEPHONE. 

Based on the now famous Pye Bantam solid-state Walkie/Talkie, the Pye Linesman 

with many additional features, makes it suitable for use in all types of weather, the Pye 

Linesman is proving invaluable in cable laying, road construction, building sites etc. 

Important features are that it is free-standing, incorporates large capacity batteries, is 

weatherproof and has a voltage indicator to show the state of the battery. 

The 'Linesman' is designed never to let you down in the field. It is available for AM 
and FM in frequency bands from 25-174 Mc/s. It is used by the British Post Office. 

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 

CAMBRIDGE · ENGLAND · TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM (CAMBRIDGE) 61222 · TELEX No. 81166 



STC TELEraUICATlll IVIW 

It doesn't 
You'd scarcely expect a very out-of-the-ordinary 
phone to ring like an ordinary one. 
And consider how entirely new and supremely 
functional the STC Deltaphone is. 
It's so compact, the body of the set is only slightly 
wider than the dial-4·3 ins. (11'1 mm.) in all! Light
weight, too. At 4 ozs. (113·4 g ms.), the handset, 
which rests along the body, is less than half the 
weight of a conventional handset, so that the whole 
instrument can easily be picked up in one hand. 

Add now high technical specifications to match this 
crisp, up-to-the-minute appearance, a choice of 
restrained and attractive colours, optional dial 
illumination ... and you'd scarcely expect the STC 
Deltaphone just to ring. 

And it doesn't. It warbles discreetly, at any volume 
level you choose. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone 
Switching Division, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, 
London, N.11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex: 
21612. 

APRIL, 1966 

Automatic error correction 
equipment type TEC.1 

TEC.1 is for use in conjunction with the terminal 
equipment of long distance international telegraph 
circuits over radio paths for such services as public 
telegrams, telex and leased channel operation in 
accordance with CCIR requirements. It automatic
ally detects and corrects telegraph code errors 
which may be introduced into the message by inter
ference from static, multi-path propagation or other 
sources. 

• Fully transistorized 
• Four-channel or two-channel operation by 

switching or two-channel in separate cabinet 
• Channel subdivision of all channels included on 

the main equipment 
• CCITT and American speeds 
• Tested repetition cycle 
• Automatic and manual character-phasing 
• Compatible with other equipments 
• Book techniques used throughout for easy 

routine servicing or replacement 
• Adequate test and monitoring points provided 
• Small number of types of basic units reduces 

spares holdings to a minimum. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Radio 
Division, Oak!eigh Road, New Southgate, London, 
N.11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex: 21612. 
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Two models of efficiency 
The STC Stepmaster PABX gives you the fast, 
foolproof communications you need, while leaving 
the operator beautifully unruffled. 
It meets the most up-to-date requirements for a 
Cordless Private Automatic Branch Exchange of 
a<lvanced design and compact proportions. 
And the use of keysender marking techniques, plus 
the very simple working procedure, so ease the 
operator's task that a secretary or receptionist can 
comfortably work the switchboard in addition to her 
other duties. 
• 20, 50 and 100 line units • Smart, modern switch
board • New lightweight high performance handset 
• B.P.O. type 'long-life' components • Transistor
ized ringing and tone circuits • All 'plug-in' type 
equipment • Quick and easy extension to full 
capacity • Simple installation and maintenance. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone 
Switching Division, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, 
London, N.11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex: 
21612. 

Complete submarine cable 
telephone systems 

STC are fully equipped to cover every phase of 
submarine cabling for telephonic and telegraphic 
transmission. Plan, design, supply and install-a 
complete service from drawing-board to operation. 
Systems providing up to 640 high quality telephone 
circuits can be supplied. 
STC systems include shallow or deep water sub
merged repeaters, land based terminal equipment 
and repeater power feeding equipment for long and 
short systems. One of the few commercial organiza
tions in the world qualified to provide fully integrated 
systems tailored to any location and specification, 
STC have supplied equipment now in operation 
over a total route length of twenty thousand nautical 
miles. 
The illustrations show STC submarine repeaters 
on the deck of the cable ship "Monarch" ready for 
laying, and a suite of terminal equipment. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Trans
mission Systems Group, Basildon, Essex. Telephone: 
Basildon 3040. Telex: 99101. 



The message is your business 
... speeding it through is ours 

STC know telegraphy inside out and outside in, 
provide a complete range of equipment-and 
equally complete skill and experience-for direct and 
indirect systems, large, medium and small. 

Telex switching, international and local, is an STC 
speciality no less than the provision of private net
works for the police, railways and similar bodies. 

And, throughout the world, STC message switching 
systems-from the simplest manual transfer right 
through semi- and fully-automatic systems-speed 
the vital messages of corporations, civil airlines and 
commercial networks of every kind. 

The moment you have any telegraphic problem it's 
just good business to phone, write or telex STC. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone 
Switching Division, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, 
London, N.11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex: 
21612. 
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Unique world-wide capability 
in integrated communication 

systems 
• System planning • Installation 
• Survey • Maintenance 
• Project Management • Overhaul 
for all types of telecommunication transmission 
systems. 

The Installation Division of the STC Transmission 
Systems Group is the only organization of its type 
in the world. Self-contained and independent, and 
backed by the international resources of STC, the 
Division offers world-wide capability in the provision 
of Integrated Communication Systems, including 
consultancy services, and advisory and training 
services for the user's staff. 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Trans
mission Systems Group, Basildon, Essex. Telephone: 
Basildon 3040. Telex: 99101. 

world-wide telecommunications and electronics 

3 
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1-kW linear transmitters 

As a result of an intensive study of modern long-distance 
communications problems, Plessey Engineers have 
developed and produced the PVT 150 series of H.F. 
transmission systems. Essential design features which 
distinguish these transmitters include:-
1. Low spurious radiation 
2. Wideband preamplifier 
3. VSWR and radiated-power indications 
4. No band switching 
5. Ability to operate unattended 
6. Local, extended and remote control available 

Multi-Purpose 

These versatile transmitters are suitable for ground-to-air, 
ship-to-shore and military communications networks as 
well as point-to-point long-range transmissions. Instal
lation is made simple by reduction of external connections 
to a minimum. A1, A3H, A3A, A3J, A3BA, A3B and F1 
signals can be accommodated. AlternativBly, with an 
external drive unit the transmitters are suitable for any 
emissions within a 12-kc/s bandwidth. 

Proven Reliability 

Because the highest engineering standards are used 
throughout the equipment, it has proved reliable under 
the most adverse conditions. Operating temperature 
range is from -15°C to +55°C at 95% humidity. Opera
ting altitudes up to 8,000 ft (2,400 metres). 

Wide Range - Many Extras Available 

The PVT 150 series of transmitters can be supplied for 
use with external drive unit (PVT 150A) or as a com
plete transmitter (PVT 150B). Both versions can be 
provided with manual or servo tuning, and can be used 
with local, extended or remote control. Extras available 
include ISB Drive Unit (PF 215/223), Frequency Synthe
sizer (PG 331) and Monitor (PV 218). 

Used throughout the World 

These outstanding advantages have attracted attention 
throughout the world; PVT 150 transmitters are currently 
in use both in Britain and overseas. 

Brief Specification 

Frequency Range: 1.6- 27.5 Mc/s 
Output: 1 kW p.e.p. 
Power Consumption: 5 kVA 
Channel Changing Period: Servo tuned approx. 12 sec. 

Manually tuned approx. 1 min. 
Facilities Provided: Any type of emission within a 12-kc/s 
bandwidth. 

For full technical details please write to: 

_P_LE_S _S_E _Y 
_ _ _ 

Electronics 

The Plessey Company Limited 
Radio Systems Division 
llford, Essex, England. 
Telephone: ILFord 3040. Telex: 23166. '@PE(fi)6 



PLUGS, SOCKETS, JACKS -in all sizes and for every purpose - are made by 

the Special Products Division of Astralux Dynamics Ltd. They're chosen 

by the British Government and approved by the Post Office and Aircraft 

Industry. The special Astralux design service for prototype models is used by 

these organisations and by private industry. You can rely on Astralux 

efficiency and technical accuracy to produce equipment strictly to specifica

tion -and quickly. Plugs, Sockets and Jacks are just some of the products 

of a company streamlined to serve world-wide industry today. Learn more 

about what Astralux can offer you. Write to us for descriptive literature. 

Illustrated from left to right 

1 Plug 316 2 Plug 406 

3 Plug 235 4 Jack 84A 

5 Plug 420 6 Jack 95A 

5 

7 Socket 626 with Hex. Nut 

B Plug 671 9 Socket 626 

10 Plug Electrical 119 

11 40-way Connector 

male and female 

AS6rBALUK dynamics limited 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION . NEW STREET. BRIGHTLINGSEA ·COLCHESTER · ESSEX 
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Let Preformed dead ends 
take the load ... 

A PREFORMED Tangent i\\ITISIJ 
Support for Dropwire No. 1 � 
takes only seconds �. . lo apply by hand 

� 
?A?/� �TRADEMARK 
PREFORMED LINE PRODU.CTS 
(GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED 
ANDOVER · HAMPSHIRE · ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE: ANDOVER 4044/S 
CABLES: PREFORMED ANDOVER 
Agents throughout the world. Manufactured under 
licence from Preformed Line Products Co. Cleveland 
Ohio· USA· Covered by Palen! and PalcnlApplications 
Nos. 817535 • 817055 • 817534 • 805338 · 817644 • 788908 

PREFORMED Dead Ends eliminate 
stress concentrations. 
They are easily and quickly 
applied by hand. PREFORMED 
Dead Ends hold the wires 
firmly and securely. 
When coated with PVC they give 
full protection to insulated 
cables. PREFORMED Dead Ends 
for No. 3 Dropwire were 
developed in conjunction 
with the G.P.O. Engineering 
Department. 

Other PREFORMED Accessories 
include PREFORMED Dead Ends 
for multi-paired cables, 
Guy Grip Dead Ends 
for stay terminations, 
Plastic Spacer Units, 
Spiral Vibration Dampers. 



By providing electronic common control of reed relay spatial 

switching, the REX system offers an extremely compact and reliable 

solution to both the switching and control problems of modern 

exchange design. The REX exchange has been developed by AEI to 

integrate smoothly with existing automatic networks· 
� -w=-T 

its exceptional flexibility ensures full growth capacity �.&. 
for both services and traffic . . . TELECOMMUNICATIONS 



combines sophisticated electronics 
with building-block simplicity 
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THE REX SWITCHING ELEMENT 
The basis of the REX system is this reed relay crosspoint switching element. It contains only nine 
components, compared with 200 in a bimotional selector, and its very simplicity makes it uniquely 
reliable. It gives highest quality transmission paths with gold at the point of connection, requires 
no routine maintenance, generates no vibration and therefore no microphonic noise. There's 
nothing to wear out and it is sealed completely to be immune to interference by dust or 
atmospheric pollution. 

THE REX SWITCHING MATRIX 
Since multiple wiring across the end-caps is inherent iri the reed relay crosspoint design, 
switching matrices can be built up in any form simply by clipping reed relay crosspoints together. 
Matrices may be enlarged in any ordinate simply by the addition of rows and columns of 
reed relay crosspoints to cater for any switching requirements. This means that unlimited 
provision for the growth of lines and links is built into the REX system. 

THE REX SWITCHING UNIT 
Basic switching arrays (normally called sections) are built up out of matrices and assembled in 
parallel to form a REX switching unit. The number of sections supplied depends on the anticipated 
originating traffic per line. Typically, a !OOO-line four-section unit would serve a community with 
an average calling rate of 150 call seconds per line in the busy hour; other calling rates can be 
accommodated by varying the number of sections. 

THE MULTI-UNIT REX EXCHANGE 
Switching and linking arrangements are provided for all sections of each unit so that complete 
crosspoint path interconnection is made between all lines of the REX exchange. For purposes of 
security of service and simplicity of electronic control the units are divided into self-contained 
basic switching blocks termed ·sub-units'. Each sub-unit is linked only to adjacent sub-units, a 
linking pattern which provides for every traffic pattern and retains simplicity of control. 

THE REX ELECTRONIC CONTROL 
Closely related in its simplicity to the 'building block' structure of REX switching equipment, 
the REX electronic control system has three main areas of activity: 
SCANNERS AND REGISTERS 

These determine the source and final destination of a call. 
MARKERS AND INTERROGATORS 

Provided on a per-sub-unit basis, these controls are concerned with interrogating the state of 
crosspoint paths and marking these paths through the switching sub-units. 
COMMON CONTROL 

The control processes the necessary call setting data in accordance with instructions from the 
stored programme control in such a way that the calls are routed with maximum utilisation 
of the switching network. 



serves a much greater area in far 
less space than a conventional 
exchange: every part accessible -
every part replaceable! 

The REX subscriber's lme circuit tolerates substantially wider lme conditions enabling a REX 

exchange to serve an area much larger than that of a conventional exchange, permitting 
big reductions in line plant investment. 

AEI engineers have devised the entirely new Reed & Electronic Modular Apparatus practice 
(REMA) for the REX exchange providing completely compatible mounting of reed relays and 

electronic circuit components. Combined with a new sliding frame installation system, the REMA 
practice allows more than 20,000 lines of REX equipment to be accommodated in the space 
normally required by a 10,000 line electromechanical exchange. In existing buildings this means 
more space for future expansion: in new exchanges it makes possible great savings in 
construction and installation costs. 

(TOP LEFT) Part of a cross-point switching frame 
also showing associated electronic modules. 

(TOP RIGHT) A sub frame withdrawn for inspection 

showing·th� method of tape wiring. 

(AT LEFT) Electronic modules can be arranged to 
revolve horizontally or swing down for inspec
tion and maintenance. 

(UOTTOM LEFT) Terminal wafers may be easily 
withdrawn from the main block to reveal circuit 
components mounted within the wafer. 

(BOTTOM RIGHT) Frame assembly illustrating the 

wiring gutters used to accommodate the tape 
wiring. 



checks and reports on its 
own performance automatically! 

The high-speed electronic control system is programmed to provide complete self-checking and 

reporting facilities for maintenance purposes. A prototype reed electronic exchange supplied to the 

BPO at Leighton Buzzard has been designed for completely unattended operation and can report all 

servicing requirements to a remote maintenance control centre. 

Exhaustive circuit design and testing during the development period, and replication of important 

items of equipment. enables a high degree of security of service to be offered. 

FUTURE FACILITIES 

The basic design permits the provision of all future switching facilities likely to be required by a 

modern telecommunications network, including abbreviated dialling and subscribers' automatic 

transfer, together with all current standard features such as data for automatic message accounting. 

A stored programme control is provided to expedite inclusion of these facilities. 

:I: 
TElECOMMUNICATIONS 

REX-A SUMMARY 
The exchange employs electronic common control of reed relay spatial switching arrays 
providing sealed precious metal contacts in the speech-path. The electronic control-is simple m 
design and provides economic high-speed operation readily adaptable to provide expanded 
.;erv1ce and facilities 
Full security of service has been achieved m the system by exhausllve testing m the design stage, 
coupled with the multiple provision (with automallc changeover) of the vital control 
iunctions. At the same l!me REX offers dramatic savings in noor space with consequent reducllon 
m the building capacity required for present switching systems m mulll-exchange urban areas. 
The system is completely nexible to allow for the extension of Imes and traffic growth. It requires 
nummal maintenance which 1s simple and largely automatic 

INFORMATION SERVICE FOR ADMINISTRATIONS 
AEI Telecommumcallons Group can supply technical mformat1on on detailed aspects of REX which 
will be of interest to experts in the field of automatic telephony. In addition. courses of technical 
lectures have been prepared, together with detailed lecture notes, and AEI would welcome 
invitations for a team of lecturers to be sent to provide, for the engmeermg staff of interested 
Administrations, a short introductory course on the principles of the REX system. Later, more 
detailed courses could be arranged for an Administration's key personnel in our UK factories, 
and detailed on-site instruction would be provided during the actual installation of REX exchanges 
AEI are also prepared to consider selling up ·and staffing training schools in those territories 
where it is proposed to standardise on reed-electronic exchange swilching equipment. 
Please write for fully illusirated REX brochure. 

Public Telephone Systems Department (Electron ic) 

Telecommunications Group 

Associated Electrical Industries Limited 

Woolwich, London SE18. 

Tel: Woolwich 2020 Telegrams: Assocolect London SE18. 

\ 



At the Goonhilly satellite station in Cornwall, international take-off point for 
communication via satellite, G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. has 
supplied the 6 OOO Mc/s transmitter units which provide the drive for the 
8kW amplifier unit, also supplied by G.E.C. From Goonhilly, the TV 
and telephony signals received via satellite are transmitted through an 
extensive national network .of microwave radio routes in which equipment 
supplied by the company provides vital links. Looking ahead in space-age 
research, G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. is supplying �quipment 
for the power supplies for U.K.111, the first all-British satellite. 
On earth and in space, G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. supplies the vital links 
that shape the international telecommunity in more than 60 countries in the world. 

G.�.e. 

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow 
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. 
Telephone Works,Coventry,England 

I! 
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Serving a growing telecommunity 

A £1t million contract for automatic telephone exchange equip
ment for the Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited is the latest 
stage in the long and close association of G.E.C. with tha planned 
development of the Hong Kong telephone network. G.E.C. is sup
plying equipment for six new exchanges and for a substantial 
expansion to a seventh. The largest, at rapidly developing Wong 
Tai Sin will be equipped initially to serve 30,000 subscribers, but 
with the provision for expansion to 100,000 which will make it one 
of the largest automatic telephone exchanges in the world. The 
other exchanges vary in size from 200 to 10,000 lines, and in all 
cases provide for substantial expansion to meet the anticipated 
growth of this expanding telecommunity. The total number of lines 
now installed or on order is over 400,000. More than half of these 
have been installed in the past five years. Nearly threequarters of 
the exchange equipment has been supplied by G.E.C. Further 
outlook: over a million lines by 1980. 

EXCHANGE EXPANSION IN COLOMBIA 

Latest stage in the close association of G.E.C. 
with the growth of the Cali telephone network 
in Colombia is an order for the supply of 6000 
lines of telephone exc_hangeequipment to extend 
existing G.E.C. exchanges in the city. This fol
lows orders for 14,500 lines received since 1963. 
Altogether G.E.C. has supplied or has orders 
for 47,000 lines of equipment for Cali. In addition, 
G.E.C. are supplying 7000 "G.E.C. 706" type tele
phones. 

MEETING ADEN'S NEEDS-FOR 
TODAY AND TOMORROW 

G.E.C. equipment has been supplied 
for all the five exchanges which 
make up Aden's comprehensive 
telephone network. They include the 
n e w  Crater automatic exchange, 
equipped initially with 2000 lines with 
provision for expansion to 5000 lines, 
put into service last April. In add
ition, G.E.C. equipment will be used 
in an expansion to Little Aden ex
change, and in the new exchange at 
Al Mansoura (which replaces an 
automatic exchange supplied b y  
G.E.C. a quarter o f  a century ago). 

Takes telecommun ication s 
__________ __, intotomorrow 



Three-way co-operation behind 
cordless P.A.B.X. for 
Nigerian Railways H.Q. 

The latest PB4200 "cordless" P.A.B.X. has been 
installed at the headquarters of the Nigerian Railway 
Corporation at Ebute-Metta, Lagos. Initial capacity 
is 60 exchange lines and 600 extension lines. Halt 
theextension line circuits hav.e full P.A.B.X. facilities, 
while the others are barred all access to the oper
ator or public exchange. The operators connect 
circuits have full availability access to the exchange 
lines. The use of the keysenders on the three cord
less manual consoles greatly speeds the extension 
of incoming traffic. Paging assistance circuits and 
conference equipment are among the special facilit
ies provided. Expansion to 800 extension lines, with 
provision for selective route restriction equipment 
to limit access to the subscriber trunk dialling net
work, is already being studied. This equipment, 
planned to meet present and future needs, was sup
pi i e d  b y  G.E .C. i n  c o nju n c t i o n  w i t h  G.E.C . 
(Telecommunications) Nigeria Ltd. and installed and 
maintained by the Nigerian Railway Corporation 
technicians-a three-way co-operative exercise in 
international telecommunity. 

Making the most of existing 
junction cable routes 

13 
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Mr. J. A. Lawrence, Senior Staff Engineer T.P.E. 
Branch of the G.P.O. trins out the electronic 
exchange equipment al Leaminglon Spa following 
its switch into public service. 

t...----�· Treble 

The first fully-operational electronic telephone exchange in the United 
Kingdom was supplied to the British Post Office by G.E.C. (Telecommuni
cations) Limited. It has recently completed 12-months public service at 
Leamington Spa in the heart of England. During this time, nearly one million 
successful calls have been made. There have been only two significant faults 
in the electronic equipment; both were automatically detected and neither 
caused any degradation of service to the subscribers. This exchange has 
been developed by G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Limited under the auspices 
of the Joint Electronic Research Committee (J.E.R.C.) which comprises the 
G.P.O. and the British Telephone Industry. 
The first electronic exchanges to go into public service in Scotland and 
Wales are to be supplied by G.E.C. for installation at Bishopton near 
Glasgow and at Llanwern near Newport. It is expected that installation will 
begin in 1967. 

This treble first in the p·ractical application of electronic exchanges will 
enable G.E.C: to set the pace in making them available to Telephone Ad

ministrations in many different parts of the'world. 

first in 
electronic 
exchanges 

Takes telecommunications 
into tomorrow 



Smart simplicity is the keynote 
for the new G.E.C. Sonic 70 
telephone 

Smart modern lines make the new G.E.C. SONIC 
70 telephone part of tomorrow's telecommunica
tions. The simplicity of circuit design enables a 
considerable reduction in unit cost to be achieved, 
yet there is no loss of performance, with the result 
that this handsome new instrument fulfils the 
promise of its smart appearance. It is available in 
black, white, two-tone green and two-tone grey. 

15 

Pushbutton Progress 

G.E.C. pushbutton telephones and associated 
exchange equipment have been chosen for 
Britain's first public field trial of pushbutton dial
ling using high-speed multi-frequency signalling. 
The G.E.C. push button telephones enable even the 
longest S.T.D. code to be transmitted in much 
less time than it would take to dial. The subscriber 
can transmit the number as fast as he can think, 
therefore the possibility of 'dialling' errors is 
reduced to a minimum. 
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It's more than a thousand miles from Arica, in the 
northern zone of Chile, to Santiago, the caitital. In terms 
of the 2876 route miles involved, the new W3t million 
microwave radio network being supplied by G.E.C. 
(Telecommunications) Ltd. will traverse more than 
double the direct distance, including difficult and remote 
terrain where access to unattended repeater stations 
will be a problem. 

Here, the improved reliability and reduced power 
consumption of the G.E.C. family of completely semi
conductored systems will be particularly important. 

In the planning of the nation-wide microwave network, 
a whole range of newly developed systems, in none of 
which is a single tube used, has been applied. 

*A broadband 2000 Mc/s system conveying either 960 
speech circuits or TV. 

*A narrow band 2000 Mc/s system conveying up to 60 
speech circuits. 

*A broadband 7500 Mc/s system conveying 300 speech 
circuits. 

*5 and 12 circuit systems in the V.H.F. and lower U.H.F. 
frequency bands. 

G.E.C. transmission equipment, including the new 
G.E.C. range of completely semi-conductored 
microwave radio equipment, is in use in many other 
parts of the world. In Europe, Africa, the Middle East, 
the Far East, Australasia, and the Americas, G.E.C. 
transmission equipment, of high and low capacity, is 
meeting the growing needs of the international 
telecommunity. 

G.<J.e. 
Takes telecommunications 
into tomorrow 
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. 
Telephone Works.Coventry. England 
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Everywhere Astralux Voltage Stabilising Transformers outperform and outdate conventional C.V.T. systems 

HERE'S WHY ASTRALUX V.S.T. IS REPLACING C.V.T. IN INDUSTRY AFTER INDUSTRY: 
Better Performance. Thal means im
proved Output Voltage Stability
output voltage maintained within ± 
0.5% for input voltage changes of + 
10% -20%. Even when the voltage 
fluctuation is as great as + 10% to 
-30% the V.S . T. will maintain the 
output voltage to within± 1 %. •Latest 
Materials. High temperature (Class F) 
materials give optimum reliability and 
increased safety margins on operating 
temperatures. • Low external field 
The latest techniques in magnetic 
core design give improved perform
ance, coupled with high efficiency, 
while still offering low external fields. 
•Stable Voltage-Stable Prices. 

ASTRALUX prices remain stable over 
long periods, so costing a job ahead is 
facilitated with this advanced system. 
eOver10,000models!TheASTRALUX 
V.S.T. Standard Range consists of ten 
basic models with over a thousand 
variations on each. No other manufac
turer offers such a choice, or can offer 
such economical prices. • Low Cost 
Specials. You can orderV.S.T. 'specials' 
al little more than the cost of standard 
units. Our design department will be 
happy to prepare prototypes to your 
specification, for incorporation into 
equipment under development. 
Free illustrated booklet giving full de
tails of ASTRALUX V.S.T. from 

AS"l.'BALVX dynamics limited TRANSFORMER OIVISION. BRIGHTLINGSEA. COLCHESTER. ESSEX. TELEPHONE: BRIGHTLINGSEA 417. 
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A wide range, to suit practically 
every application, is listed 
in our Catalogue. Types 
included are:-
0 Silvered Mica 
0 Ceramic (including Disc, 
Tubular and lead-through 
patterns) 
0 Foil and Paper 
0 Metallised Paper and 
Polyester 
0 Electrolytic (a great variety) 

RSl 

Badiospa1•es Ltd 
4/8 Maple Street, London, W.l. 

'Phone: EUSton 7232 (8 lines) Telegrams & Cables: Radosperes, London, W.l. 
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The first submarine cable, laid between England 

and France in 1891, provided one or two speech 

circuits. The Atlantic telephone cable system of 

1956 provided thirty-six circuits. 

Submarine Cables Ltd. can now supply a sub

marinetelephone cable system with transistorised 

submerged repeaters capable of handling up to 

640 simultaneous conversations. Five systems of 

this type equipped for 480 circuits and with AEI 

terminal equipment, also fully transistorised, are 

on order for installation in the North Sea, Baltic 

and English Channel in 1966-7. Such systems 

are suitable for ocean, coastal and inter-island 

routes-wherever, in fact, trade demands reliable 

communications. 

Submarine Cables Ltd 
owned jointly by AEI and BICC 

Greenwich London S.E.10 England 
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AEI equipment 
at Hong Kong's SEACOM terminal 

'TRANSLATES' UP TO EIGHTY 
CONVERSATIONS AT A TIME! 

AEl terminal equipment enables up to eighty conversa
tions to be transmitted along the SEACOM cable simul
taneously. This is done by 'translating' each speech 
channel to a different frequency and placing them side 
by side· to form a band of frequencies suitable for trans
mission along the cable. To maintain signal strength this 
band is amplified by repeaters placed at points along the 
underwater cable. At the receiving end the band is 
separated into individual speech channels which are then 
switched to their receiving telephones. This merging and 
diverging process is carried on automatically in both 
directions at the same time! Special test signals are sent 

through the equipment and cable from each end and are 

constantly monitored at the receiving end. If a fault is 
detected. an alarm is given and the standby equipment 
is automatically switched in, This equipment is then 
monitored in the same way. 

AEI have supplied equipment for all stages of the SEA COM pro
ject - installing over three hundred racksides of operating. test and 
monitoring plant. 
Submarine Cables Limited (jointly owned by AEI and BICC) 
supplied a number of the repeaters and most of the lightweight 
cable for the SEACOM project. 

TRANSMISSION & CONTROL SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT 

Woolwich. London SEl 8. 

TA Ull 



WHITELEY 
Epoxy Resin Mouldings 

Great mechanical strength, 
excellent electrical insula
tion and complete climatic 

-�� 
protection are ensured in 
Whiteley Epoxy Resin 
mouldings. Low shrinkage 
and strong adhesion to 
components and leads 
renders these Resins par
ticularly suitable for en
capsulation. Full details 
will be gladly sent on 
request. 

Line Isolating 
Transformer 
Transformer 395A-1 is a low loss audio frequency 
transformer, for use as an isolating transformer on 
circuits employing 17 c/s signalling, i.e. Post Office 
telephones. The insulation of the 'line' winding 
provides isolation against voltage surges of up to 
25 KV rms. and continuously applied voltages of 
14 KV rms. Please write for full details. 

WB171A 

FOR 

SOLDERING 

EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL EFFICIENCY 

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY DIRECT TO SALES DEPT 
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ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. 

ADCOLA HOUSE 

GAUDEN ROAD 

LONDON, S.W.4 

Telephone: MACAULAY 0291/3 

Telegrams: SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4 
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Marconi Self-Tuning H.F System 

-the first in the world to be station 

planned from input to output 

breakthrough 

MST 7� kW transmitter 
H1100 series 
An h.f linear amplifier transmitter for high-grade telecommunications. 

Frequency range: H1100 and H1101, 4-27.5 Mc/s 

saves 85o/o 

floor space 
Transmitters can be mounted side by side 

and back to back or against a wall; built-in 

cooling fan; no external air-ducts. These 

features lead to smaller, simpler, cheaper 

buildings or more services in existing 

buildings. 

simplicity 
R.F circuits have only three tuning controls 

and two range switches. Final valve can be 

replaced in 30 seconds. Miniature circuit 

breakers (used instead of fuses through

out) can be reset instantly. All sub

assemblies are easily tested because they 

are electrically complete units. 

H1102 and H1103, 2-27.5 Mc/s 

Output power: 7-8 kW p.e.p, 5-6 kW c.w. 

The H1100 series meets all CCIR Recommendations. 

rugged 

reliability 
Stainless steel shafts in ball-bearings in 

rigid machined castings; stainless steel 

spur gears meshing with silicon bronze; 

heavy r.f coil contacts with high contact 

pressure-some examples of design feat

ures giving long term endurance and 

operational reliability. Specified perform

ance achieved with ample margins. 

self-tuning 
Types H1101 and H1103, used with MST 

drive equipment, give one-man control of 

an entire transmitting station and continu

ous automatic aerial loading. 

MANUAL TUNING 

Manually tuned versions, types H1100 and 

H1102, are available which, when fitted with 

built-in drive units, become entirely self
conlained transmitters for four spot fre

quencies and all types of modulation. 

Manual tuning lakes less than 60 seconds. 

Marconi telecommun.ications systems 

The Marcon i Company Limited, Radio Communications D ivision, Chelmsford, Essex, England. LTDIHSO 



DENSO 

WINN & COALES LTD. 
Denso House, Chapel Road, London, S.E.27. Tel: GIPsy Hill 7511 

Also at Manchester, Belfast and Dublin. Denso Agents throughout the world. 

tlfastic isn't much 

to look at, BUT!! 
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-it's not meant to be pretty. It's the PRACTICAL aspects
ease of application, durability, mouldability, gas-proofing and 
water-proofing properties-that ensure its constant use by 
Gas, Water and Electrical Authorities, Civil and Structural 
Engineers the world over. 

The picture shows DENSO Mastic being applied to a large 
pipe coupling to provide a regular contour for overwrapping 
with DENSO Anti-Corrosion Tape but it is equally useful for 
sealing service entries, plugging spare ducts, filling joint 
boxes etc .. 
Complete the coupon below and send to us to see how 
DENSO Mastic can ease your particular problems. 

,------------ - ---- -------------., 

Please send me without obligation the following literature: 
(tick where required) 
Denso Mastics and Denso for the Electrical 
Compounds O Industry 0 
Denso for the Building Denso protection for 
Trade O Structural Steelwork 0 
Denso for the Plumber, Builder, Electrician &. Maintenance 
Engineer O 

NAME . . . . . . . . .................. . . . . . . . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .. 

ADDRESS ................................................................................. . 

P.0.1. 

'------------------------------.J 

Filters/ Networks Service 

London Office: Pall Mall East, S.W.1., Tel : Whitehall 1541, Telex: 261877 
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IAELLI. 
GENERAL 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLES 
Pirelli General are in a position to advise on 

complete Telecommunications schemes and 

are organised to manufacture and install 

cables for distribution and trunk services; 

also carrier and all types of coaxial cables. 

Pirelli General also manufacture cables to 

meet special requirements of Public Utilities 

or of industry. 

PIRELLI GENliRAL CABLE WORKS LIMITED SOUTHAMPTON TELEPHONE SOUTHAMPTON 20381 

P9315 



Barbs 

Oxley P.T.F.E. 'Barb' Insulators, 
Plugs and sockets are unequalled 
for their electric.al and mechanical 
performance and their sheer ease of 
assembly into plain holes. The 
Terminal sizes range from the Sub
Miniature 062-to the larger 250 
range. 

Write for technical details of 
Oxley products 

OXlEY 
ULVERSTON, 
LANCASHIRE, 

ENGLAND 

DEVELOPMENTS 
COMPANY LTD. 

Tel: ULVERSTON 2567 
Cables: 

OXLEY ULVERSTON 

Telecommunication 
Principles 
R. N. Renton 

This book contains all the basic essential 
details of electricity and magnetism required by 

every student of telephony, telegraphy or radio 
(including television). The emphasis of the 

book is always on fundamental principles-a 
useful feature being the worked examples that 

appear throughout to demonstrate the appli
cation of these principles to the calculations 
needed in practice. Now in its third edition, the 

book fully covers the revised City and Guilds 
Syllabus. 

50s net new third edition 

available from all booksellers 

Pitman Parker Street London WC2 

]5 

lnsuloid 

Insulok Syste111 
THE SIMPLEST, MOST ECONOMICAL, 

MOST EFFECTIVE CABLE BINDING 

SYSTEM. 

New ·-
' 

The lnsulok Cable Tie utilises 
one component. Moulded from 
tough, flexible nylon it is immen
sely strong and virtually inde
structible. Taking only seconds 
to fix, the lnsulok Tie features a 
unique, non-return cam-action 
locking device which ensures 
that once fixed the tie will never 
come off or slacken. 

INSULOK LK CRADLE 

LK2A Tie 
in 10" lengths 1 

for greater 1 

cable / 

capacity / 

for use with LK1, LK2, LK2A & LK3 Cable Ties 
The lnsulok Cradle-LKC-
provides an anchorage for 
use with the lnsulok Cable 
Ties. It provides a tN clear
ance between the panel and 
cables, therefore being suit
able fortropical or high humid
ity conditions. Moulded in 
tough nylon to withstand tem
peratures varying from -so•c 
to +150°C, INSULOK LK 
Cradles provide maximum se
curity in all climatic conditions. 
Colour Black. 

INSULOK TIE GUIDE 

Made from extremely strong P.V.C., this very 
handy accessory is designed to slip smoothly 
between and under cable runs, permitting the 
easy insertion di the lnsulok Cable Ties even 
in the most confined positions. The recessed 
channel guides the Cable Ties quickly and 
easily around any size of cable run. 

WIRING SYSTEM 

SPECIALISTS 
Full details of the lnsulok Cable Tie system and many 
other cable fixing devices are contained in /he lnsuloid 
Catalogue available on request to: 

I INSULOID MANUFACTURING CO. LIMITED. 
l Sharston Works, Leestone Road, Wythenshawe. Manchester, England. 

Toi: WYThenshawo 5�15-7-7 Grams: lnsulold Manchester Telex: 66657 
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Incoming Register Translator 

The Trunk Switching Equipment is controlled electronically by the Ferrite
Core and Transistor Register Translator developed by E.T.L. for this and 
similar applications. Housed in units based on an equipment practice of 

the company's design, it occupies approximately one sixth of the floor 
area of an electromechanical equivalent. In addition it offers potentially 
much greater reliability and flexibility in use. 

MERCURY the largest 



Cabling in progress 

Mercury exchange utilises nearly 1,000 racks which provide accommoda
tion for 11,000 relay sets and more than 10,500 selectors together with 
ancillary equipment and covers a floor area of nearly one acre. Over 

15,000 incoming trunks and outgoing junctions are terminated at the Main 
Distribution Frames. From here calls go out to the exchanges in the 
London Director Network. Also part of this mammoth enterprise is a local 
tandem exchange which replaces one installed by the company well over 
twenty years ago. 

Floor Pattern Lamp Signalling PMBX 

The first of its type to go into service, this compact switchboard now being 
installed in the Howland Street building incorporates many new features 
among which are automatic ringing and automatic holding of exchange 
calls, 'jack-in' relay sets and individually removable jacks. This design 
will form the basis of the new standard B.P.O. PMBX. 

hange order of its type ever awarded by the B.P.0. to a single manufacturer 

A further E.T.L. contribution to Britain's S.T.D. network is the recent installation of Mercury Trunk 

Exchange in the Tower Building, Howland Street, London. Developed in conjunction with the 

B.P.0. and now operational, this exchange will serve as a master switching centre for the increasing 

volume of trunk telephone traffic entering London via the massive micro-wave tower. As the 

largest installation of its kind in the world, this undertaking represents further evidence of E.T.L.'s 

leading position in the field of telecommunications. 

Plessey Telecommunications Group 

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LIMITED • ETELCO LIMITED 

Head Office & Main Works: Beeston ·Nottingham· Tel: Nottm. 254831·Telex37666 
Registered Office: 22 Lincoln's Inn Fields • London · WC2 • Tel: HOLborn 6936 • 

PTE 125 

27 
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for quicl<, easy 
faultless soldering 

Leading telephone and equipment manufacturers in Great 
Britain use Ersin Multicore Solder for reliability. 

Ersin Multicore Solder is made in Europe's largest cored 
solder factory and contains only the purest tin and lead plus 
five cores of extra active non-corrosive Ersin flux. 

You will find there is an Ersin Multicore Solder exactly 
suited to your purpose, whether it is the rapid soldering of 
miniature components by a production soldering process, or 
the individual production of large units of equipment such as 
fully transistorised submersible repeaters. Alloy, diameter of 
the solder, type and percentage of flux in the solder are all 
points to be considered. 

The best is the most economical 
The life and reputation of any piece of electronic equipment 

can rest entirely on the solder used in the assembly, a minute 
fraction of its cost. That is why the finest, most dependable 
cored solder is always the most economical and the best. 
Ersin Multicore is the most widely used cored solder in 
Britain and is exported to over 50 countries. 

Savbit Alloy 
Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy is specially made to overcome 

the rapid pitting and wear of soldering iron bits. A precise 
amount of copper is added to prevent the copper of the solder
ing iron bit being absorbed into the solder alloy: this elim
inates the need for frequent resurfacing of the bit, whose life 
is prolonged up to ten times. Because the soldering iron bit is 
kept in good condition soldering speed and efficiency are 
increased. 

Ersi11 Multicore 
Solder is shown being 
used at the Erith 
facto1y of S11b111ari11e 
Cables Ltd., i11 the 

productio11 of a 
submersible repeater 
desig11ed to last for a 
111i11i11111111 of 20 years 
1111der the sea 
without aue11tio11. 

THERE IS AN ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER FOR EVERY.

PURPOSE WHERE PRECISION SOLDERING IS REQUIRED 
Engineers and technicians are invited to write on their 
Company's letter heading for the completely revised 6th 
Edition of the 24-page booklet "MODERN SOLDERS" 
containing data on melting points, gauges, alloys, etc. 

MULTICGRE SOLDERS LTD. 
May lands Ave.,Hemel Hempstead, Herts. (Herne) Hempstead 3636) 

Mlf 

LUSTRAPHONE 

Equipment 

wherever better standards are required 

for SOUND COMMUNICATION 

MICROPHONES and all their accessories 

"RADIOMIC" SYSTEMS 

PORTABLE P/A SYSTEMS with or without 

"Radiomic" 

NOISE CANCELLING INTERCOM

SYSTEMS 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

ACCESSORIES-COMPONENTS-FITMENTS 

LUSTRAPHONE 

OUTSTANDING IN QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE 

BRITISH IN DESIGN AND MATERIALS 

LUSTRAPHONE LTD. 

St. George's Works, Regent's Park Road, 

London, N.W.1 Telephone: PRlmrose 8844 

VALUABLE FREE BOOK 

lflx 
Tells You How to Pass Your C. & C. 

Examination at First Attempt ! 
All Post Office personnel who are anxious to 

obtain early promotion should at once seod for a 
copy of our handbook "ENGINEERING OPPOR
TUNITIES" which, among other intensely inter
esting matter, describes our unique methods of 
preparation for tbe CITY AND GUILDS EXAMI
NATIONS for the Telecommunication Technicians' 
Certificate and for individual subjects-Mathe
matics, Engineering Science, Engineering Drawing, 
Elementary Telecommunication Practice, Tele
communication Principles, Radio and Line Trans
mission, Telegraphy and Telephony, Line Plant 
Practice. It also coo ta ins details of our courses 
covering the G.C.E. subjects required for promotion 
to Assistant Engineer, Telecommunication Traffic 
Superintendent and other grades; and tbe City 
and Guilds examinations in Electrical Engineering 
Practice, the A.M,I.E.R.E. and A.M.S.E. 
Examinations, in addition to a wide range of 
non-examination courses in a1l branches of 
engineering-Radio and Electronics, Electrical, 
Mechanical, etc. 

We also provide tuition for the Radio 
Amateurs' Examination and the P.M.G. 
Certificates for Radio Operators, with 
or without Morse training. Details are 
given in the handbook. 

On "SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE" terms 

If you intend to make the most of today's oppor
tunities, you cannot afford to miss reading 0ENOINEER

ING OPPORTUNITIES." It tells you everything you want 
to know to srcure advancement, and describes many oppor

tunities you may now be missing through lack of information. 
Send for your copy today-FREE and without obligation. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

7270 COLLEGE HOUSE, 

29-31- WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.8 BIET 
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CATT/AN! a completely automatic 
a_ccount-recording system at a 

highl_y competitive 

cost! 

CUSTOM BUILT BY AEI FOR DOD 

The CATT/ANI system provides a punched tape record of all the 
information needed for DOD recording and accounting. 
The CATI equipment has been specially designed by AEI for the 
North American long distance calling system and, together with 
the ANI system. fulfills all DOD specifications. This high grade 
AEI package takes up minimum space. is extremely flexible and 
fully compatible with existing telephone exchange and machine 
accounting equipment. 
CATT/ANI systems can be supplied as a complete package or in 
individual units. Prices are highly competitive-in factANI costs 
less than any other comparable equipment. 

CATT Centralised Automatic Toll Ticketing 
Suitable for all types of national. regional and local Toll Switching 
centres. CATT handles all DOD routing functions and works with 
any Register/Translator equipment where operator or toll dialling 
facilities already exist. 
Supplied with DC or MF outpulsing to suit local conditions and 
to provide remote operation by CSP routing machine where 

TAJIOI 

/ 

required. Person-to-person. collect calls etc .. can be checked by 
routing to a manual operator with automatic sending under the 
operator's control if required. A full Sender /Tabulator /Translator 
common control gives maximum equipment economy and security. 

ANI Automatic Number Identification 
ANI is an inexpensive high speed system using DC to avoid 
interference with telephone exchange operation. Self-checking 
and fault printout facilities are included and the system is fully 
protected against misoperation by outside agencies. No special 
power or tone sources are required and MF or DC loop 
outpulsing can be arranged to suit all destination signalling 
conditions. (Individual sets of transistor oscillators are supplied in 
each ANI Register.) 

For full technical details. please contact 

AE:J: 
TEUCDMMUNICATIDNS 
Woolwich. London S.E.18. 
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� TYPE 174 AND TYPE 375 COAXIAL CABLE 

For television circuits and multichannel telephony, 
BICC manufacture cables containing coaxial pairs 

meeting the C.C.I.T.T. recommendations. These can be 
combined with symmetrical pairs for audio frequency 
or short-haul carrier circuits. 

BICC 

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITE 



QUAD TRUNK CABLE 

This cable, manufactured to a British Post 

Office specification, is produced in large 

quantities for audio frequency junction 

circuits. Jn common with other types of 
cable, they can be made to comply with any 
national or private specification. 

UNIT TWIN CABLES 

Large cables of unit construction are speci

ially suited to the systematic arrangement 

of a dense telephone subscriber network. 

Units of 25, 50 or J 00 pairs are first 

assembled, then the required number of 

units are combined and sheathed to form 
the complete cable. Paper insulated, lead 

or polythene sheathed cables or all-poly

thene types are available. 

31 

POLYTHENE INSULATED DISTRIBUTION CABLE 

Because of their ease of installation, reli

ability and low cost, polythene insulated 

distribution cables are widely used, particu
larly in sizes up to 100 pairs. They may be 
installed underground or, as in the case of 

the type illustrated, used with an integral 

suspension strand wherever aerial installa

tion is preferred. 

TELEPHONE CABLES 
are designed and manufactured to meet C.C.I.T.T. recommenda

tions or any other specific requirements. They are the products of 

modern plant, specialist engineers and over sixty years of experience 

-backed by extensive research and development facilities. BICC 

undertake the manufacture and installation of cables for every type 

of telecommunication system anywhere in the World. 

Technical information on BICC Telephone Cables is contained in our 

publications-freely available to Telephone Administrations. 

Group Head Office: 21 BLOOMSBURY STREET LONDON WC1 ENGLAND Branches and Agents throughout the World 
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Any type or make of 

f NAMEllED WIRE 
STANDARD-SS 156 
(oleo-resinous) 

VINYL-ACETAL-BS 1844 
(Synthetic) 

A complete and comprehensive 

range from one single source plus 

a service which it is our constant 

aim to maintain. 

copper or resistance alloy 
can be incorporated in our 

Bicalex 
Conymel 

Polyanite 

Textile covered wires in enamelled 

copper, plain copper, tinned 

copper or resistance alloys. 
Single, twisted pair, bifilar. 

TEHTIU COVERED 
WINDING WIRES 

Lewmex 

Simvar 

POLYURETHANE-BS 3188 
(Easy solder 'F' or 'M') 

Bicelflux 
Conysol 

T.N.A. Wires for easy soldering 

and bonding. 

Tinsellated conductors. 
Bunched conductors, textile 
covered or waxed. 

Polysol 

Lewcosol 
Sims Quick Solder 

Also POL YFLUX 
(Epoxy-resin, easy solder) 

DIA MEL 
(Epoxy-resin on resistance 

wire only) 

Wave- winding Wires a 
speciality 
If you have any development 

problem which involves winding 

wires, remember that textiles are 

versatile and if a suitable wire 
does not exist we are always 
ready to elaborate new types. 

A complete range from one source 

FINE WIRES LIMITED 
P.O. BOX 78, NOTTINGHAM TELEPHONE: 44301 TELEGRAMS: STRENGTH, NOTTINGHAM 

LONDON SALES OFFICE: 6/10 GT. PORTLAND STREET, W.1. PHONE: LANGHAM 1071 

LITESOLD SOLDERING INSTRUNIENTS 

e SEVEN SIZES, FROM 10 WATIS TO 55 WATTS 

e REPLACEABLE BITS, COPPER & PERMATIP 

e EXCELLENT TEMPERATURE REGULATION 

e COOL, UNBREAKABLE HANDLE 

LITESOLD instruments 
are compact and nicely bal

anced. Bits are spring-collet 
mounted for firmness and easy 

removal. Copper bits are standard, 
in sizes from 332" to g" dia. 

e RAPID HEATING 

e SIMPLE SERVICING 

e ALL VOLTAGES 

e LOW COST 

and 

PERMATIP bits are slightly slower, but 
eliminate bit face wear. LITESOLD elements 

are encased in specially pre-oxidised wire for 
constant temperature regulation from new -

less glamour but honest design, also apparent in the 
simple, unbreakable handle, with the element unit secured 

by two self-tapping screws (servicing couldn't be easier) and 
firm, spring-on clip . LITESOLD hollow-spindle construction prevents 

heat loss into the handle (which DOES stay cool) and improves perfor
mance. Useful LITESOLD accessories include HEAT GUARDS for elements, 
BENCH STANDS. 

Free details of the whole wide range of LITESOLD and ADAM IN soldering equipment in brochute P0.34. 

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey. Tel: CRO 8589 
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the makers with ... 1837-1965 

paper-polythene-moisture barrier-water block-coaxial 
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audio-1,500,000 pair miles a year I 
coaxial-5000 tube miles a year l 

current export orders exceed £7,000,000 
. ·--·. �·-. -

I 

CABLE • PLANNING · INSTALLATION 

. l 
l 

TELEPHONE CABLES LIMITED · DAGENHAM · ENGLAND 
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40 ranges of direct readings 
with a single instrument ... 

CURRENT: a.c. and d.c. 0 to 12 amps. 

@ VOLTAGE: a.c. and d.c. 0 to 1,200 volts. 
RESISTANCE: Up to 1 megohm. 

The Model 40 AVOMETER 

A self-contained multi-range a.c./d.c. instrument providing 40 
ranges of direct readings of current, voltage and resistance on a 
5-inch hand calibrated scale fitted with an anti-parallax mirror. 
Range selection is accomplished by two rotary switches, for a.c. and 
d.c. respectively, and a press button provides additional ranges by 
halving the current and voltage ranges shown on the switch knobs. 
Full scale deflection on voltage ranges is obtained with a consumption 
of 3mA. or 6mA. according to whether the press button is used or 
not. The total resistance of the meter is 200,000 ohms. 

The instrument meets the accuracy requirements of B.S.S. 89/1954 
for 5* scale length portable industrial instruments. It also complies 
with the requirements of U.K. Air Registration Board and Merchant 
Shipping (Radio) Rules 1952. 

It is a robust, compact and portable instrument, protected by an 
automatic cut-out against damage through inadvertent overload. 

Size: 8 x 7i x 'It in. Weight: 6! lb. 

A leather carrying case is available, if req11ired. 
Poller Factor and react-ivc kV.A. can be measured in a.c. circuits by means of 
an external accessory, the Universal Avomctcr Power Factor & Wattace Unit. 

\Vritc for descriptive brochure, or for complete Cataloeuc of Avo Instruments. 

�""Y® LTD AVOCET HOUSE, 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I. Telephone: VICtorio3404. U l'f"')o•r 

Published by Tlie Post Office Electrical E11glnurs' Journal. G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street, London, ll.C.2, 
.and orintcd in Grear Bdrain at The Baynard Press by Sanden; PhilliDS and Co., Ltd., Chmscll Road, London s:W.9 
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Our governors aro salutud all ovor the world 

Wherever they are used our ce ntrifugal governors earn 
respect. It's a matter of integrity-and we put a lot of that 

into our products. Of course we make many more things 

than governors. There are alternators and control gear. 

converters. motors and generators-and more besides. 

There is electrical equipment designed for m ari ne use. and 
for railways, for road vehicles and industrial trucks. We 

make many things ... just that much better. 

Electro-Dynamic Construction Co. Ltd., St. Mary Cray, Orpington, l<ent · Tel: Orpington 27551-5 

Glasgow Office: 40 Houldsworth Street. C.3. Central 2629 
P.3161 

.. 



FERRANTI 
First into the Future 

A NEW RANGE OF 
SILICON n-p-n 

.-PLANAR 
DOUBLE TRANSISTORS 

ZDT 40 SERIES 
II H!gh transition frequency I Low output capacitance I Designed for use in D.C. Amplifiers 

fl�.TINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

I RAT\NG OR CHARACTERISTIC 
, ' 

\ ' 
. 

MAX. COLLECTOR EMITTER SUSTAINING 
'jVOLTAGE 

. . : . . . E 
I 

(MAX. DISSIPATION@ 25°C AMB. T'EMP. 
}COM�INED DISSIPATION) 

i MAX. COLLECTOR BASE REVERSE CURRENT 

,' AX. EMITTER BASE flEVERSE CURRENT 

'l ' .C. CURRENT GAIN 1 
1 •; 

ilp, C. CURRENT GAJ_N RATIO, (hF�1 :;hFE2) 
�AIN/BANOWIDTH PRODUCT 
� MINIMUM , 

-·�- TYPICAL , 

AX. BASE/EMITTER VOLTA'GE 
DIFFERENTIAL 

I AX. OUTPUT, CAPACITANCE 

•.;..,. 

·" 

SYMBOL 

VcEO(sus) 

Vcso 

lcBo 

lrno 
hFE 

hFE1 /hFE2 

IT 

V1 BE-V2ae 
' 

·. 

Cob 

ZDT40• 

35 

45 

500 

0·6 

0· 1 
76-200 

250 
290 

8 

• ZD 1'40 contains two ZT82 transistors t ZDT41 contains two ZT84 transistors 

Write now for full details 

ZDT41t ZDT42 ZDT44 

45 60 60 

60 60 60 

500 500 600 

0•05 0·05 0·05 

0·05 0·.05 0·05 
75-170 60-200 60-200 

0·9-1·0 0'.8-�. 0 

250 250 250 
290 290 290 

5 10 
5 10 

8 8 8 

ZDT45 

70 VOLTS 

100 VOLTS 

500mW 

0·05 µA 

O·OSIJA 

60-200 

O·S-1·0 

250 Mc/s. 
290 Mc/s 

10mV 
10mV 

8pF 

TEST CONDJTIONS 
---

' 

VcB=Vcao (MAX) 
VEB;,,5V (ZDT40:4V) 

Jc=10mA (pulsed) 
VCE=6V. 

lc=0·1 mA VCE=6V 

lc=10'mA VCE=6V 

lc=0·1 mA 
lc=1·0mA 

VCB=6V r' 

FERRANTI LTD · GEM MILL · CHADDERTON· OLDHAM · LANCS Tel: (061} MAln 6661 
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